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Abstract
This research work aims at using a fully-coupled hydro-morphodynamical nu-
merical solver to study the beachface evolution at the storm time-scale.
The proposed model originates from that of Briganti et al. (2012a), who
considered a system comprising the Nonlinear Shallow Water Equations and
the Exner one (bed-load only). Suspended load, bed diﬀusion and inﬁltration
are now included, following Zhu (2012) and Dodd et al. (2008) approaches.
The original version of the numerical scheme (TVD-MCC) is modiﬁed to
deal with the aforementioned additional physics, while the inﬁltration compu-
tation is implemented at the end of each time step (see Dodd et al., 2008). A
new treatment for the wet / dry front is adopted, following the previous work
of Hubbard & Dodd (2002).
About model validation, enhanced results are obtained in both the ﬂuvial
dune and the dam break tests with respect to those of Briganti et al. (2012a).
In the uniform bore test with bed-load the results conﬁrm those of the previous
version (see Zhu et al., 2012), while in the case with combined load they show
an overall good agreement with the reference solution, even though the max-
imum run-up is underestimated. Single swash on ﬁxed slope experiments are
reproduced as well. In the impermeable case the results are improved on those
of Briganti et al. (2011), while in the permeable one the overall performance
is thought to be reasonable (better the uprush than the backwash).
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Although the maximum predicted inundations are smaller than measured,
hydrodynamic results compare quite well with ﬁeld data for real single swash
events, thus conﬁrming that one-dimensional, depth-averaged description of
the swash is reasonable. The ﬁnal computed bed changes show the correct
order of magnitude but are generally underestimated and the predicted pattern
is not always observed in the data. The sensitivity analyses indicate that
this discrepancy is probably due to the initial (unknown) distributions of pre-
suspended sediment concentration and velocity.
The morphodynamic evolution of two beaches at the storm time-scale is
studied. In the bed-load test, results compare very well with the reference ones
from Dodd et al. (2008) and Sriariyawat (2009) and, in general, the sensitivity
analyses for the permeable beach case conﬁrm previous ﬁndings. In the com-
bined load test, the Meyer-Peter and Müller formula is applied excluding the
threshold for sediment movement. This assumption is not expected to have a
signiﬁcant impact on the morphodynamic evolution, in the limits of the chosen
parameters and settings. Increased eﬃciency in the entrainment rate for sus-
pended load is found to promote onshore transport, extending Pritchard &
Hogg (2005) observation for single swash events to the case of multiple ones.
Variations in the incoming wave period and height yield diﬀerent ﬁnal bed
change proﬁles from the default one (three long-shore bars and generally de-
position seaward and erosion landward), showing diﬀerences in the number of
formed bars and in the morphodynamic pattern, with sometimes accretion in
the upper beach.
Beside this, new seaward boundary conditions (REBCs) are derived. They
do not alter ﬂow and bed level patterns generated by nonlinear standing waves
on mobile bed, do converge to the hydrodynamic conditions on virtually-ﬁxed
bed and perform reasonably well in the demanding morphodynamic bore test.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Coastal regions are areas where the edge of the land is continuously remodelled
by the action of oceans and seas. These areas are more and more a source of
interest, for example because of economic development, as a number of diﬀerent
human activities take place beside the sea, from travel and recreational to
commercial and industrial, just to cite a few.
Where people settle their houses or interests, there are engineering prob-
lems to be faced. For instance, the interaction between the land and the sea
can result in a progressive erosion of the beaches, leading to the risk of set-
tlements and damages to the maritime structures and the nearby buildings.
On the other hand, sediment accumulation can severely aﬀect the eﬃciency of
harbours and other facilities.
In the light of this, it is apparent how useful and important is to achieve
a deeper understanding of the physics involved in the evolution of the shape
of the coasts and the possibility to predict their changes, at least in the short
and medium terms. This knowledge would lend itself to guarantee a safer
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enjoyment and a more sustainable exploitation of the nearshore areas.
1.2 Nearshore region and swash zone
Following Masselink & Hughes (2003) and Svendsen (2005) among others,
it is possible to identify a number of physical processes which take place in
the nearshore region, where the sea waves and currents propagate, evolve and
dynamically interact with the bottom sediment, ﬁnally inducing changes of the
beachface. In particular, this work focuses on wave action and three zones can
be generally distinguished within the nearshore region (see Fig. 1.1), depending
on wave transformation while approaching the shore.
Nearshore region
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of the nearshore region and its basic partition zones.
Starting from oﬀshore, ﬁrstly there is the shoaling zone, where the waves
pointing landward begin to be aﬀected by the reducing water depth and, as a
consequence of energy conservation, their height tends to increase.
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Secondly, waves generally break, signposting the surf zone, and continue to
move shoreward. The breaking waves are also called bores, which are usually
associated with noticeable sediment transport due to great turbulence and
considerable energy dissipation.
Finally, waves impact on the foreshore, inundating and then receding from
it, thus marking two time-dependent boundaries, namely the run-up and run-
down limits respectively, which delimit the swash zone. This unsteady (swash)
motion is therefore composed of two phases, the ﬁrst with the water moving
landward (run-up or uprush) and the second with it heading seaward (run-
down or backwash). Throughout this oscillatory process the ﬂow strongly
interacts with the sediment, which can be mobilised as bed- and / or suspended
load, yielding rapid changes of the beach proﬁle therein.
1.3 Aim and objectives
The general aim of this work is to develop a numerical model to study the
beachface evolution caused by a multiple swash event of a duration comparable
with the typical time-scale of a storm (i.e. some hours, see  2.4).
The above-mentioned aim is pursued through the following objectives:
• to improve the Briganti et al. (2012a) model, in order to make it suitable
to represent the complexity of the swash zone and to reliably predict the
beach change due to a multiple swash event;
• to assess the performance and robustness of the improved model against
available analytical solutions and numerical results from literature;
• to reproduce experimental and observed single swash events in order
to compare numerical results with laboratory and ﬁeld measurements
respectively;
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• to simulate the evolution of an erodible beach under a series of regular
(sinusoidal) waves for the time-scale of a storm.
Note that the complexity of the physics of the swash zone largely reduces
the possibility of useful analytical solutions. This accentuates the need for
numerical models which are able to approximate the natural phenomena with
more and more reliability and accuracy.
1.4 Thesis outline
This introductory chapter provides the research motivation and background,
while presenting the aim and objectives which are developed later.
Chapter 2 oﬀers a review of some relevant works on the swash zone, with
focus on swash zone morphodynamics (i.e. the beachface evolution).
Chapter 3 presents the governing equations used in the improved numerical
model, which now includes suspended sediment transport, bed diﬀusion and
inﬁltration as well.
Their implementation in the numerical scheme is then explained in Chapter
4, along with the description of the applied shoreline boundary conditions,
which diﬀer from those of Briganti et al. (2012a) and follow the original ap-
proach of Hubbard & Dodd (2002).
Several validation tests are described in Chapter 5, drawing attention to
speciﬁc aspects of the present model performance. This preliminary assessment
is necessary to enhance the conﬁdence in a reasonable and realistic morpho-
dynamic prediction by the model when benchmarks are unavailable.
An attempt at reproducing real single swash events is reported in Chapter 6,
showing how challenging the simulation of ﬁeld swash motions is.
Chapter 7 presents the evolution of two diﬀerent beaches at the storm time-
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scale, the ﬁrst steeper than the second and modelling sediment transport as
bed-load only (for consistent comparison with literature) or combined load (i.e.
including both bed- and suspended load) respectively.
Beside this main work-stream, Chapter 8 describes the new absorbing-gen-
erating seaward boundary conditions for fully-coupled hydro-morphodynamical
solvers derived and validated by Incelli et al. (2015a). Although these condi-
tions cannot be applied to the previously considered tests, they are an inter-
esting added value and represent a starting point for new advances in this
important numerical topic.
Finally, Chapter 9 provides the conclusions of this work and suggests future
developments which, in the light of this research experience, can lead to further
improvements in the modelling of the swash zone morphodynamics.
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Literature review
2.1 Swash zone physical background
Following the description of the nearshore region given in  1.2, the swash
zone can be deﬁned as `that part of the beach alternately covered and exposed
by uprush and backwash' (Masselink & Puleo, 2006).
The natural swash process is inherently complicated due to the moving
shoreward boundary or simply due to the fact that subsequent swash motions
can interact and generate the catch-up and absorption, and collision occur-
rences during the uprush and backwash phases respectively (see Fig. 2.1 and
Erikson et al., 2005; Caceres & Alsina, 2012).
Firstly there is the hydrodynamics, i.e. how water behaves in the swash
zone. In general it is assumed that the swash motion is dominated by two
distinct kind of forcing actions, namely incident bores and long waves (El-
frink & Baldock, 2002). Bores are generated by short waves (period between
1 and 30 s), while long ones (period greater than 30 s) are characterised by
a low-frequency non-breaking proﬁle. One of these two actions generally pre-
vails, mainly depending on the speciﬁc surf and swash zone morphology (Butt
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the catch-up and absorption (top panels), and collision (bottom panels) interactions.
In the left panels, the blue arrows indicate the wave directions and their length corresponds
to the associated wave energy. In the right panels, the blue thin lines and the red thick ones
indicate the shoreline evolution without interaction (i.e. if waves 1 and 2 occur separately) and
with it respectively. This ﬁgure is modiﬁed from Fig. 1 of Erikson et al. (2005).
et al., 2005). Nonetheless, Baldock et al. (1997) found that the low-frequency
component can be still signiﬁcant even on steep beaches, where the process is
usually bore-driven.
Bore-driven swash motion shares also analogies with other kinds of ﬂow
conditions and in particular Peregrine & Williams (2001) provided a solution
for a single swash event which is identical to that of a dam break problem on
a ﬁxed slope beach (thus giving a useful benchmark for numerical models in
later years, see  2.3).
Secondly, it is necessary to understand how the ﬂow and the sediment
interact. For example in the case of a bore-driven single swash event, the
maximum sediment transport is usually observed at the beginning and at the
7
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end of the cycle, i.e. at the impact of the bore on the foreshore and when, after
the ﬂow reversal, the velocity peaks in the oﬀshore direction (see Fig. 2.2).
In subsequent swash motions, the occurrence of a retrogressive bore, caused
by the collision of the previous supercritical backwash ﬂow with the following
incoming bore, can enhance sediment mobilisation (Masselink & Puleo, 2006).
Moreover, the interaction between short waves and between short and long ones
can induce the generation and reﬂection of additional low-frequency motion,
which is in turn able to transport sediment suspended within the swash zone
seaward of it (see e.g. Brocchini & Baldock, 2008).
Furthermore, the amount of sediment mobilised during one of the two
phases (run-up or run-down) is found typically to be two or three orders of
magnitude greater than the net sediment transport (Hughes et al., 1997), this
aspect requiring consequently particular modelling care. However, Masselink
et al. (2009) demonstrated that the net sediment ﬂux can be of the same or-
der of those of uprush or backwash, being one of the latter two considerably
smaller than the other. More recently, Puleo et al. (2014b) observed that both
cases can actually coexist on the same beach.
Sediment transport is usually classiﬁed in reason of diﬀerent transport
modes, generally distinguishing between bed-load, i.e. the sediment maintains
continuous (or nearly) contact with the bottom, and suspended load, i.e. the
sediment is advected at the ﬂow velocity and it is expressed through a con-
centration value (see e.g. van Rijn, 2007a,b). Note that the bed-load mode
assumes an immediate feedback of the sediment ﬂuxes on the bed level (i.e.
the sediment is instantaneously removed from / deposited on the bottom,
which changes accordingly), while the suspended load one requires time for
sediment entrainment / settlement, introducing a lag mechanism which may
promote onshore transport (see Pritchard & Hogg, 2005). Besides, bed-load
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can reach the sheet ﬂow conditions at high shear stress, i.e. the sediment moves
as a dense transport layer of the thickness of several grain diameters (see e.g.
Wilson, 1989; van der A et al., 2010). Fig. 2.2 illustrates a sketch of the diﬀer-
ent sediment transport processes which can take place during a single swash
cycle.
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the sediment transport processes during a swash cycle. Shaded areas indicate the
presence of sediment transport, darker where more intense. This ﬁgure is modiﬁed from Fig. 5
of Masselink & Puleo (2006).
Some ﬁeld measurements and investigations (Hughes et al., 1997; Masselink
& Hughes, 1998) showed a strong relationship between the amount of sediment
transport and the time-averaged (over uprush or backwash) velocity cubed,
which is consistent with energetic-based formulae for bed-load and for sediment
transport under sheet ﬂow conditions. However, Masselink & Russell (2006)
criticised these formulae for both bed- and suspended load transport modes
because unable to predict deposition in the upper part of the beach, as ﬁeld
9
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observations showed the mean ﬂow to be predominantly oﬀshore-directed.
Additionally, Masselink & Hughes (1998) and Puleo et al. (2000) pointed
out that the fundamental physical mechanism leading to sediment transport in
each phase of the cycle is diﬀerent. They correlated the uprush to the surface-
generated turbulence due to the initial bore collapse on the foreshore, while
the backwash to the bed-generated one, linked to the bottom boundary layer
evolution. So this should be considered somehow in the modelling.
Moreover, the use of local ﬂuid acceleration as a proxy for the bore turbu-
lence was highlighted by Puleo et al. (2003), but then its importance was scaled
down by Puleo et al. (2007), even though their ﬁndings were not conclusive.
Recent valuable attempts to account for the bore turbulence in the swash zone
modelling were made by Reniers et al. (2013) and Lanckriet & Puleo (2015).
In particular, the former used a simpliﬁed turbulence model to examine sed-
iment sorting processes, acknowledging that further study was warranted to
enhance conﬁdence in their approach. The latter developed a very interesting
semianalytical model for sheet ﬂow description in the swash zone. However, to
estimate their bore turbulence term they used visual observations during the
laboratory experiment and experiment-speciﬁc evidence, procedures which do
not seem suitable for predictive simulations.
Very recently, thanks to improved instrumentations and consequent high-
resolution ﬁeld measurements (see Puleo et al., 2014a), sheet ﬂow conditions
were investigated in detail by Lanckriet et al. (2014), who provided a detailed
study of concentration proﬁles useful for future modelling.
Finally, interactions between surface and subsurface ﬂows, i.e. inﬁltration
/ exﬁltration, may play a signiﬁcant role in the evolution of coarse sediment
beaches, enhancing shoreward accretion through increased swash asymmetry,
as pointed out by Masselink & Li (2001).
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To summarise, this overview gives a brief description of the two funda-
mental aspects involved in the swash zone processes, that is the hydrodynamic
and the morphodynamic ones, and highlights how complex and still under
discussion the related physics is.
2.2 Coastal hydro-morphodynamical solvers
In recent years a wide range of models was employed in hydro-morphodynamics,
and in particular in the coastal environment, therefore this review is restricted
to the latter research ﬁeld.
The models are generally depth-averaged, this choice oﬀering the best bal-
ance between result accuracy and computational cost (Brocchini & Dodd,
2008), and can consider one or both directions on the horizontal plane. Some
solvers are averaged on wave groups, looking for further numerical eﬃciency
and robustness (see e.g. Roelvink et al., 2009), while others allow a wave-by-
wave analysis of the swash processes, dealing with the often strong swash-swash
interactions on a smaller spatial scale for a more detailed simulation (see e.g.
Dodd et al., 2008).
Additionally, depth-averaged models usually describe ﬂow evolution through
the Nonlinear Shallow Water Equations (hereinafter NSWEs, see e.g. Zhu
et al., 2012) or Boussinesq-type ones (e.g. Kim, 2015). Hybrid models, which
can consider both the NSWEs and the Boussinesq ones, were developed as
well (see Xiao et al., 2010). The NSWEs are more appropriate landward of
the inner surf zone, where nonlinearity dominates in shallow water conditions,
while the latter account for the dispersion required further seaward (Brocchini
& Dodd, 2008). Sometimes a diﬀusive term for the ﬂow velocity is added to
the NSWEs to simulate energy dissipation through horizontal eddies (see van
Rooijen et al., 2012).
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Another distinction can be made in reason of the modelled sediment trans-
port, for example if this is considered as bed-load, suspended load or both, i.e.
as combined load, (see e.g. Kobayashi & Johnson, 2001; Kelly & Dodd, 2010;
Zhu & Dodd, 2015, respectively).
In addition to this, aiming at simulating the evolution of coarse sediment
beaches, Dodd et al. (2008) included inﬁltration in their solver, while McCall
et al. (2015) showed that their model is able to successfully predict the morpho-
dynamic change of gravel beaches accounting for exﬁltration and groundwater
motion as well.
An important model feature is how the hydrodynamic and the morpho-
dynamic parts of the problem are considered in the numerical implementa-
tion. If the two of them are solved simultaneously, the model is called fully-
coupled, while if they are computed subsequently, the model is decoupled (or
uncoupled). The ﬁrst approach is to be preferred when the interaction between
ﬂow and sediment is strong and the bed evolves at the same time-scale of the
ﬂow (Kelly & Dodd, 2010). However fully-coupled solvers can present mathem-
atical, and hence numerical, challenges when complicated sediment transport
formulae are employed, for example if no exact or explicit expression of Jac-
obian matrix terms is available (see Castro Diaz et al., 2008, among others).
The decoupled approach instead allows more ﬂexibility about these formulae
and the choice of diﬀerent integration time steps for the hydrodynamic and
the morphodynamic modules (see e.g. Reniers et al., 2004). More recently,
Postacchini et al. (2012) developed a weakly-coupled approach, which uses an
approximation for the morphodynamic eigenvalue (suitable for complex clos-
ures) within the hydro-morphodynamic eigenstructure, keeping separated the
solution of the ﬂow and bed update equations (with the same time step).
However they needed to introduce a targeted ﬁlter when spurious numerical
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oscillations occurred in their results.
As bores (or shocks) are expected to be frequent in swash zone processes
(Brocchini & Dodd, 2008), the solvers can be ﬁnally distinguished between
shock-ﬁtting and shock-capturing ones. On one hand, the former are those
models requiring an explicit treatment for shocks. For example, the solver of
Kelly & Dodd (2010) belongs to this group and is based on the Method of
Characteristics (henceforth MOC). Despite a considerable numerical cost and
a complex implementation, MOC results are highly accurate to the point to
be regarded as benchmark when analytical solutions are unavailable (Kelly &
Dodd, 2009). On the other hand, the latter automatically deal with shock
conditions (e.g., the model of Briganti et al., 2012a) and are generally simple
to implement and computationally inexpensive. However, this second class is
expected to be less accurate than the ﬁrst one, as for instance the shock cannot
be resolved as a sharp discontinuity but is represented by a steep transition
(or gradient) over three or more cells (or mesh points). Additionally high-
resolution schemes (i.e. accurate to the second order or more, see Hudson,
2001; Castro Diaz et al., 2008, among others) need appropriate ﬁltering to avoid
the occurrence of spurious numerical oscillations, sometimes complicating the
numerical method though.
The above-mentioned features of the coastal hydro-morphodynamical solv-
ers are summarised in Tab. 2.1 to provide a clearer and general view of the
diﬀerent possible options.
As mentioned in  1.3, in this work the Total-Variational-Diminishing Mac-
Cormack (hereinafter TVD-MCC) model of Briganti et al. (2012a) is developed
further to make it able to simulate the morphodynamic evolution of the beach-
face at the storm time-scale. This model is depth-averaged, wave-resolving and
shock-capturing, aiming at an accurate but computationally eﬃcient descrip-
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Solved Equations
Spatial resolution depth-resolving / depth-averaged (one- or
two-dimensional horizontally)
Time resolution wave-resolving / group-averaged
Flow Equations NSWEs / Boussinesq-type / Hybrid
Sediment transport modes bed-load (sheet ﬂow) / suspended load / com-
bined load
Subsurface ﬂow excluded / included
Numerical aspects
Coupling fully-coupled / uncoupled / weakly-coupled
Shock treatment shock-ﬁtting / shock-capturing
Table 2.1: Coastal hydro-morphodynamical solvers. Synoptic table of their relevant features. `/' separates
alternative options.
tion of the swash processes. It adopts the NSWEs as the focus is on the
swash zone (Brocchini & Dodd, 2008) and it is fully-coupled to account for
the complex and quick interactions between ﬂow and sediment in such a dy-
namic environment (see  2.3 and Kelly & Dodd, 2010). The original model
considered bed-load only, through the well-known Grass or Meyer-Peter and
Müller (MPM henceforth) formulae. In this work the suspended load, a bed
diﬀusion mechanism and the eﬀects of inﬁltration (exﬁltration and ground-
water motion are neglected) are introduced with the purpose of successfully
simulate morphodynamics on sandy (from ﬁne to coarse grained) beaches.
2.3 Morphodynamic single swash event
The preliminary step before the simulation of a multiple swash event is neces-
sarily the understanding of the morphodynamics which characterises a single
14
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swash one.
Kelly (2009) and Kelly & Dodd (2010) analysed in detail the single swash
event produced by the bore-collapse initial conditions of Shen & Meyer (1963)
and Peregrine & Williams (2001), which are reproduced in Fig. 2.3.
cross-shore position0 m
bed level
initial uniform
water depth
initial idealised dam
Figure 2.3: Peregrine & Williams (2001) single swash event. Sketch of initial conditions.
Additionally, Kelly & Dodd (2010) demonstrated that a full coupling is
necessary for a correct morphodynamic prediction in the swash zone, regard-
less of other physical eﬀects, like turbulence or inﬁltration. They showed a
comparison of fully-coupled and decoupled simulations, the former displaying
a smaller maximum run-up and considerably less ﬁnal erosion of the beachface
than the latter. More recently, Postacchini et al. (2012) achieved good results
with their weakly-coupled approach, conﬁrming that decoupled results signi-
ﬁcantly diﬀer from fully- and weakly-coupled ones. Furthermore, Postacchini
et al. (2014) showed that the uncoupled procedure is not suitable to predict
the bed evolution where the largest bed change occurs during a bore-driven
uprush.
Zhu et al. (2012) considered the impact of a uniform bore on an erodible
beach, moving from the ﬁxed bed case studied by Hibberd & Peregrine (1979).
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The expected occurrence of the backwash bore was accompanied by the form-
ation of a bed step in the bottom proﬁle and the results were found to be
consistent with some ﬁeld data. The model from Briganti et al. (2012a) was
tested against the MOC one of Zhu et al. (2012) and a remarkable agreement
between the two was pointed out. This is of paramount importance for the
present work because obtained despite a very diﬀerent technique to deal with
shocks was employed (see  2.2).
Furthermore, the original model of Briganti et al. (2012a) was extended in
Briganti et al. (2012b), where a new approach for bottom friction estimation
was implemented, namely the momentum integral method for the description
of the bottom boundary layer (hereinafter BBL). The numerical results were
compared with laboratory measurements, showing a fairly accurate description
of a single swash cycle.
Later, Zhu & Dodd (2013) used the Peregrine & Williams (2001) swash
ﬂow to study a range of diﬀerent bed-load transport formulae in fully-coupled
and uncoupled simulations, the former reducing net erosion compared with the
latter. Moreover, the inﬂuence of bed shear stress was investigated and results
showed that in certain cases deposition may occur in the mid and upper swash
zone when bed shear stress is included.
All the above-mentioned works comprising fully-coupled solvers assumed
bed-load as the only transport mode, by means of an Exner-type equation
coupled with the NSWEs. About models with suspended load, ﬁrstly that of
Kobayashi & Johnson (2001) can be cited; it is decoupled and includes sed-
iment mobilisation because of wave breaking and bottom friction. Secondly,
Pritchard & Hogg (2005) proposed a decoupled analytical description for sus-
pended sediment transport driven by the Peregrine & Williams (2001) single
swash event. This time the sediment entrainment is enforced by means of bot-
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tom friction only. They found that settling lag can promote onshore sediment
movement, in spite of the oﬀshore bias of swash motion velocities (see e.g.
Masselink & Russell, 2006), and pre-suspended sediment, i.e. that advected
from the inner surf zone into the swash one, plays a key role in the possible
prediction of net deposition on the beachface. These ﬁndings were conﬁrmed
by later works (Pritchard et al., 2008; Pritchard, 2009).
Very recently, Zhu & Dodd (2015) extended the MOC solver of Zhu & Dodd
(2013) including also the suspended sediment transport. They considered the
morphodynamic change of an initially plane erodible beach which undergoes
a single swash event of the Peregrine & Williams (2001) type or driven by the
impact of a solitary wave. The ﬁrst test showed that coupling with suspended
load yields minor eﬀects on the ﬂow evolution and that bed-load transport
does not seem to be substantially aﬀected by the other transport mode. Sol-
itary wave simulations presented the formation of a backwash bore and of a
corresponding bed step, substantially related to bed-load only, which is an in-
teresting feature as it could have an inﬂuence on the subsequent beach proﬁle
evolution in the case of multiple swash events.
Finally, Zhu & Dodd (2015) employed the solitary wave test to provide a
preliminary guidance for the estimation of the parameter which represents the
entrainment eﬃciency for the suspended load. Albeit some limitations to their
ﬁndings apply, this investigation is useful for calibration purposes.
2.4 Morphodynamic multiple swash event
The logical development beyond the simulation of a single swash event is the
prediction of the bed changes yielded by a series of them. In particular, this
work aims at studying the morphodynamic beach evolution at the storm time-
scale, which typically ranges from few to tens of hours (see e.g. Roelvink et al.,
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2009). This duration scale is also referred to as mid-term in the following,
because intermediate between the short-term one of a single swash event, of
the order of seconds / one minute, and the long-term one of longer simulations,
not considered in this work.
In literature there are examples of laboratory experiments, which repro-
duced the morphodynamic beach evolution (through suspended load only) due
to a series of solitary waves (Young et al., 2010), random waves (Caceres &
Alsina, 2012; Alsina et al., 2012) or bichromatic ones (van der Zanden et al.,
2015) and could represent possible benchmarks for the numerical results. How-
ever, in these experiments the ﬂow ﬁeld measurements where bed change and
sediment transport are small (necessary for the open boundary conditions in
the modelling) were located in the surf zone, where the NSWEs are no longer
appropriate. Moreover, measurements from instruments further onshore (i.e.
in the swash zone) cannot be used as driving boundary conditions, because
appropriate ones for fully-coupled hydro-morphodynamical solvers including
suspended load have not been developed or because the observed time series
are frequently incomplete (note that data interpolation could lead to a signiﬁc-
ant error accumulation in mid-term simulations). Therefore previous literature
results which were obtained exclusively using NSWEs in mid-term morphody-
namic simulations are considered hereafter.
Dodd et al. (2008) examined the evolution of perturbations on an erodible
slope beach in the context of the study of the beach cusp formation process.
Although this problem is inherently two-dimensional, a purely cross-shore, i.e.
one-dimensional, case was also simulated and results were provided for the
bed proﬁle after a series of thousands of regular waves, considering or neg-
lecting inﬁltration. In the same research ﬁeld, Sriariyawat (2009) investigated
further the one-dimensional mid-term evolution of the same permeable slope
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beach, using an improved version of the model of Dodd et al. (2008). Inﬂuence
of numerical settings and physical parameters was studied in detail through
dedicated sensitivity analyses.
Note that both the above-mentioned works considered bed-load only. Hence,
the present research ﬁrstly intends to reproduce their results using the im-
proved version of the solver of Briganti et al. (2012a), in order to assess its
performance. Secondly, the morphodynamic response of an initially plane
slope beach is examined when combined load is considered. This points to
the twofold aim of achieving a deeper understanding of the physical processes
involved in a multiple swash event and of providing new reference results for
future models to come.
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Governing equations
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the governing equations for the ﬂow, bed and sediment evol-
ution are illustrated. Firstly, for the hydrodynamics, the one-dimensional
NSWEs are presented (see  3.2). Two possible approaches for the inclusion
of the bottom friction in the model are considered, namely one based on the
Chézy approach while the other being the solution of the momentum integral
equation for the BBL (see  3.2.1).
Secondly, an Exner-type equation describes the bed-load transport by means
of the well-known Grass or MPM formulae (see  3.3). Note that the above-
mentioned equations are included in the original model of Briganti et al.
(2012a), while the BBL solver approach was used by Briganti et al. (2011)
for the simulation of a bore-driven swash event on an impermeable ﬁxed slope.
In this work, an extension of the original model to further physical as-
pects is proposed. In particular, suspended sediment transport, bed diﬀusion
and inﬁltration are introduced and the mathematical formulation is modiﬁed
accordingly (see  3.4).
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Finally, the complete system of conservation laws for combined load morpho-
dynamics is summarised in  3.5.
3.2 One-dimensional Nonlinear Shallow Water
Equations
The NSWEs are derived from the Euler equations (i.e. no viscous eﬀects) un-
der the assumptions of negligible compressibility and no vorticity. Additionally
long wave motion is assumed, which means that the water depth is very small
in comparison with the spatial scale of the ﬂow (or a wavelength). This al-
lows to neglect the vertical accelerations of the ﬂuid, which corresponds to
considering a hydrostatic pressure distribution within the water column. A
complete derivation of the NSWEs can be found for example in Toro (2001)
or Zhu (2012), while the one-dimensional NSWEs are recalled below:
∂h
∂t
+
∂hu
∂x
= 0 and (3.1)
∂hu
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
hu2 +
1
2
gh2
)
= −gh∂zb
∂x
, (3.2)
which represent the continuity and conservation of momentum equations in
the order. In Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) x and t are the independent variables (space
and time respectively), while g is the gravitational acceleration. h(x, t), u(x, t)
and zb(x, t) are the dependent variables, namely the water depth, the depth-
averaged horizontal (water) velocity and the bed (or bottom) level in the order.
Variables appearing in the NSWEs are illustrated in Fig. 3.1, which for example
shows that the water surface level is simply given by the sum of the water depth
and the bed level values, i.e. h(x, t)+zb(x, t). Recall that the NSWEs describe
the ﬂow evolution only, therefore the time dependence of zb is modelled through
an additional equation (see  3.3).
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x
z
h(x, t)
u(x, t)
zb(x, t)
Figure 3.1: Sketch of the variables involved in a generic hydrodynamic swash event.
3.2.1 Bottom friction
Bottom friction can be straightforwardly added as a source term in Eq. (3.2),
which becomes
∂hu
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
hu2 +
1
2
gh2
)
= −gh∂zb
∂x
− τb
ρw
, (3.3)
with τb and ρw indicating the shear stress at the bottom and the water density
respectively.
Bottom friction can be expressed through the Chézy approach, which means
τb
ρw
=
1
2
fc u|u|, (3.4)
where fc is the non-dimensional friction coeﬃcient, which is usually estimated
as a constant value in reason of the bed sediment grain size or, more broadly,
of the bed roughness.
Another way to include the bottom friction is the momentum integral
method for the BBL, following previous work of Briganti et al. (2011). This
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solution allows a description of the evolution of the boundary layer thickness
and therefore of the shear stress exchanged between the ﬂuid and the bottom.
As a consequence, the assumption of a constant friction coeﬃcient, which char-
acterises the Chézy approach, can be removed. The BBL solver computes the
friction velocity Uf , which is related to τb by the relationship
|τb|
ρw
= U2f . (3.5)
Details of the equations employed in the BBL solver are provided in Ap-
pendix A.
3.3 Exner equation for bed-load transport
Following Briganti et al. (2012a), bed-load transport is included in the model
by means of an Exner-type equation, which is
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qb
∂x
= 0, (3.6)
where ξ is the bed porosity parameter, deﬁned as ξ = 1/(1−pb), with pb being
the bed porosity. qb stands for the instantaneous bed-load transport (or bed-
load ﬂux), for which several formulations exist (see for example Zhu & Dodd,
2013, among many others).
In this work, two diﬀerent formulae are considered. The ﬁrst is the well-
known Grass formula:
qb = Ased u
3, (3.7)
with Ased being the sediment mobility parameter.
The second is the MPM formula (see e.g. Fredsøe & Deigaard, 1992):
qb =
 8.0 sgn (u) (θ − θcrb)3/2 [g(srel − 1)d350]
1/2
if θ > θcrb,
0 otherwise,
(3.8)
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where θ is the Shields parameter, i.e.
θ =
|τb|
ρw g(srel − 1)d50 (3.9)
and θcrb the critical Shields parameter for the initiation of the sediment move-
ment. d50 is the median sediment grain diameter and srel the relative density
of sediment compared to water. sgn (u) is added to the original formula to
account for the oscillating nature of the swash motion.
A number of reasons justiﬁes the choice of these two alternative formulae.
On one hand, the Grass formula is:
• simple and with straightforward exact derivatives;
• largely employed in previous literature, in both analytical solutions and
numerical tests;
• therefore necessary for the validation of the present model.
On the other hand, the MPM formula is recognised to be more physically-
based. It includes a threshold for the initiation of the sediment transport as
well as an explicit dependence on the bottom shear stress and on the bed sedi-
ment characteristics. As a consequence, the latter is expected to lead to better
results in simulations against measurements from laboratory experiments and
ﬁeld campaigns.
Besides, it is acknowledged the recent development of other bed-load trans-
port formulae, as that presented by Reniers et al. (2013), which origins from
the MPM one and includes some parameters related to the incident wave con-
ditions, as the orbital near-bed excursion and the wave mean period.
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3.4 Model development
Part of the scope of the present research is to introduce more physics into
the original model of Briganti et al. (2012a). The following aspects are now
included:
• suspended sediment transport: the transport of ﬁner sediment can deviate
from the bed-load mechanism and the contribution of the suspended load
becomes increasingly important with smaller grain sizes;
• bed diﬀusion: the presence of a slope in the ﬂow direction aﬀects the sedi-
ment transport, which is expected to be enhanced / reduced if downslope
/ upslope directed (see Sriariyawat, 2009);
• inﬁltration: especially in coarser sand environments, the losses of water
mass and momentum are expected to modify the swash hydrodynamics
and consequently the resulting bed change.
3.4.1 Suspended sediment transport
The suspended sediment transport is considered through a new equation and
a new dependent variable c(x, t), i.e. the depth-averaged sediment volume con-
centration. The new equation, for the derivation of which the reader is referred
to Zhu (2012), is
∂hc
∂t
+
∂huc
∂x
= (E −D) , (3.10)
with E and D being the erosional (or entrainment) and depositional rates
respectively, deﬁned as
E = me
( |τb| − τcrs
τrep
)
and (3.11)
D = wsc, (3.12)
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where me is the parameter for the erosional rate, τcrs the critical (or threshold)
shear stress for initiation of suspended load transport and τrep the represent-
ative scale value for the bottom shear stress. Note that the absolute value for
τb in Eq. (3.11) is necessary as it can be positive or negative (see Eq. (3.4)),
while τcrs and τrep are positive by deﬁnition. In Eq. (3.12), ws is the eﬀective
settling velocity for the suspended sediment (see Pritchard & Hogg, 2005).
To satisfy the sediment conservation, Eq. (3.6) needs to account for the
net amount of suspended sediment eroded from / deposited on the bottom
(pre-multiplied by ξ because of the bed porosity), as shown below:
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qb
∂x
= −ξ (E −D) . (3.13)
3.4.2 Bed diﬀusion
Following Dodd et al. (2008), the bed diﬀusion is included through an addi-
tional term which allows the sediment to move downslope when it is already
mobilised, i.e. if qb 6= 0. The modiﬁed instantaneous bed-load transport is
qˆb = qb − 1
tanφ
|qb|∂zb
∂x
, (3.14)
where φ is the angle of repose of the sediment. Substituting Eq. (3.14) into
Eq. (3.13), the latter becomes
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qˆb
∂x
= −ξ (E −D) . (3.15)
Additionally, following Sriariyawat (2009) the bed diﬀusion term, i.e. the second
one at right-hand side of Eq. (3.14), is treated as a source term (see also  3.5)
and therefore moved to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.15). Starting from
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qb
∂x
− ξ 1
tanφ
∂
(|qb|∂zb∂x )
∂x
= −ξ (E −D) , (3.16)
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where φ is assumed independent of x, the bed evolution equation now reads
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qb
∂x
= ξ
(
1
tanφ
∂
(|qb|∂zb∂x )
∂x
− (E −D)
)
. (3.17)
Note that the bed diﬀusion term in Eq. (3.14) diﬀers from that used by
Dodd et al. (2008) and Sriariyawat (2009), as they considered the bed change
from the initial bathymetry instead of the bed level in the spatial derivative.
Thus their formulation for the modiﬁed instantaneous bed-load transport is
q˜b = qb − 1
tanφ
|qb| ∂b
∂x
, (3.18)
where b(x, t) = zb(x, t)−zb(x, 0). They and other previous workers (see Falques
et al., 1996; Garnier, 2006; Garnier et al., 2008, and references therein) focussed
on the study of the evolution of two-dimensional bed patterns, i.e. beach cusps,
long-shore / oblique / transverse bars and rip channels. They were predomin-
antly interested in the development of these morphodynamic features in both
the cross- and along-shore directions and in particular in the analysis of the
deviation from the initial bed proﬁle, which they assumed to be an equilibrium
one. Therefore they removed the contribution of the initial bed level from the
bed diﬀusion term.
In the present work it is acknowledged that considering zb rather than
b allows a more general formulation, which is more appropriate for example
if no assumption is possible on the initial bathymetry, hence Eq. (3.14) is
the preferred option. However, the simulations for the morphodynamic beach
evolution at storm time-scale (see  7) are performed using Eq. (3.18). This
choice is justiﬁed by the assumption of the initial equilibrium proﬁle, which is
perturbed by the storm wave action, and by the required consistency with the
previous works of Dodd et al. (2008) and Sriariyawat (2009), which are used
for result comparison.
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3.4.3 Inﬁltration
The eﬀects of inﬁltration are included following the approach of Dodd et al.
(2008). This considers only water percolating into the beach (i.e. no exﬁltra-
tion) and a static water table, which means that no groundwater motion is
modelled. Additionally, after each swash event the inﬁltration wedge is dis-
carded, therefore water is not conserved. This approach aims at keeping the
present model eﬀective but simple, i.e. able to capture the main physical as-
pects while using a simpliﬁed description of the processes within the beach. It
is acknowledged for example that Steenhauer et al. (2012b) recently developed
a hydrodynamic only solver with a complex subsurface ﬂow module (com-
prising inﬁltration, exﬁltration, horizontal pore-air movement and horizontal
groundwater ﬂow) and achieved numerical predictions in good agreement with
the laboratory experiments of Steenhauer et al. (2011). Their ﬁndings suggest
for instance that the inclusion of exﬁltration in the present model would require
to be part of a more comprehensive and detailed subsurface ﬂow description,
which appears not straightforward because of the further challenges due to the
morphodynamic problem (e.g. the time dependent bed level) and possibly an
additional source of uncertainties in the result interpretation.
Dodd et al. (2008) approach is based on the Darcy resistance law, following
the original work of Packwood (1983). The inﬁltration velocity winf (positive
downward) is determined from the equation
winf = pb
∂ζ
∂t
= kinfI = kinf
(
1 +
h
ζ
)
, (3.19)
where ζ is the local inﬁltration depth, kinf the hydraulic conductivity of the
sediment and I the hydraulic gradient. In the last right-hand side of Eq. (3.19),
I is expressed as a function of h and ζ, where h assumes the role of a local
pressure head, which drives the inﬁltration process.
In the case of higher inﬁltration rates for a coarser sediment, the Darcy ﬂow
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regime is no longer appropriate and should be replaced by the Forchheimer one
(see Burcharth & Andersen, 1995, among others), which allows the hydraulic
gradient to be expressed by
I = ainfwinf + binfw
2
inf , (3.20)
where ainf and binf are the linear and quadratic Forchheimer coeﬃcients re-
spectively. It is acknowledged that in Eq. (3.20) an absolute value should
appear in the quadratic term, i.e. it should be binfwinf |winf |, and that an in-
ertia term should be added because of the unsteady ﬂow (see Burcharth &
Andersen, 1995). However the former is removed as inﬁltration only is mod-
elled in the present study, while the latter is neglected following Steenhauer
et al. (2012b) approach, which proved to lead to good numerical results against
laboratory measurements. Following Steenhauer et al. (2012a), Eq. (3.20) can
be rearranged to obtain winf as a function of I. Hence, keeping I = (1 + h/ζ)
and considering the Forchheimer law instead of the Darcy one, the analogous
of Eq. (3.19) is
winf = pb
∂ζ
∂t
=
1
2binf
(√
a2inf + 4
(
1 +
h
ζ
)
binf − ainf
)
. (3.21)
Because of the expression of I, both Eqs. (3.19) and (3.21) are singular at
the beginning of the inﬁltration process, as initially ζ = 0. A possible way to
overcome this singularity in the ﬁrst integration step is provided in Appendix
B, following Dodd et al. (2008) for Eq. (3.19), while a new approximation is
derived for Eq. (3.21).
In the present model, inﬁltration is assumed to produce no alteration on the
bottom friction description and on the sediment transport formulae. Its eﬀects
are explicitly taken into account as losses of water mass and momentum, thus
inﬂuencing the sediment transport through the hydrodynamics and causing
additional settling of suspended sediment (see  3.5).
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3.5 Combined load system of conservation laws
After the introduction of the additional physical aspects, it is worth restating
all the equations solved by the present model. They constitute a system of
conservation laws with source terms, which are
∂h
∂t
+
∂hu
∂x
= −winf , (3.22)
∂hu
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
hu2 +
1
2
gh2
)
= Sg + Sf − uwinf , (3.23)
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qb
∂x
= ξ (Sb − Ss) + ξ cwinf , (3.24)
∂hc
∂t
+
∂huc
∂x
= Ss − cwinf . (3.25)
The meaning of the new symbols at right-hand sides is provided below:
Sg = −gh∂zb
∂x
, (3.26)
Sf = − τb
ρw
, (3.27)
Sb =
1
tanφ
∂
(|qb|∂zb∂x )
∂x
, (3.28)
Ss = E −D. (3.29)
Eqs. (3.26)(3.29) are the geometric, friction, bed diﬀusion and suspended
sediment source terms in the order. Besides, at right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.22)
(3.25) there are four additional source terms which stem from the inclusion of
inﬁltration in the model, which explicitly depend on winf .
Finally, Eqs. (3.22)(3.25) are also referred to as the combined load system,
as it considers both bed- and suspended load, consistently with the previous
work of Zhu (2012) and Zhu & Dodd (2015). A sketch of the variables involved
in a generic morphodynamic swash event is provided in Fig. 3.2 for convenience.
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zb(x, t)
b(x, t)
ζ(x, t)
S.W.L. water table
Figure 3.2: Sketch of the variables involved in a generic morphodynamic swash event.
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Numerical solver
4.1 Introduction
Before proceeding to the numerical solver details, it is convenient rewriting
Eqs. (3.22)(3.25) in the following more compact (vectorial) form:
∂W
∂t
+
∂F(W)
∂x
= S + Sinf , (4.1)
where
W = [h, hu, zb, hc]
T , (4.2)
F =
[
hu,
(hu)2
h
+
1
2
gh2, ξqb,
(hu) (hc)
h
]T
, (4.3)
S = [0, Sg + Sf , ξ (Sb − Ss) , Ss]T , (4.4)
Sinf = [−winf ,−uwinf , ξ c winf ,−cwinf ]T , (4.5)
which are the vectors of conserved variables (unknowns), of ﬂuxes, of source
terms and of inﬁltration-related source terms in the order.
The choice of splitting into two diﬀerent vectors the inﬁltration-related
source terms and the non-inﬁltration-related ones, i.e. Sinf and S respectively,
is justiﬁed by the diﬀerent adopted solving procedures. The non-inﬁltration-
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related source terms are solved with the left-hand side part of System (4.1)
through the fully-coupled TVD-MCC scheme. Then the eﬀects of inﬁltration
are computed separately at the end of each time step, following the approach
of Dodd et al. (2008).
This approach proved to be far more robust than that of including Sinf
inside the TVD-MCC scheme. Actually, some attempts at a simultaneous
solution of the whole System (4.1) were carried out but the model often crashed
or returned non-physical results. For example it sometimes happened that a
cell with initial very shallow water became dry after the predictor step, leading
to the computation of spurious negative water depth values in the following
corrector one (see  4.2 for the deﬁnition of the predictor and corrector stages).
Additionally, it is noted that the inﬁltration process is faster at the beginning
and then slows down increasingly with time because of the growing inﬁltration
depth. Therefore numerical problems are somehow to be expected when the
swash lens is thinner and in particular in the vicinity of the shoreline during
the run-up phase. In the light of these points, the separated computation of
the inﬁltration eﬀects is implemented in the present model.
In this chapter, the TVD-MCC scheme of Briganti et al. (2012a) is recalled
in  4.2 for convenience, then the development of the numerical aspects is
discussed in  4.3.
4.2 TVD-MCC from Briganti et al. (2012a)
The TVD-MCC scheme consists of three steps:
Wprm = W
n
m −
∆t
∆x
(
Fnm+1 − Fnm
)
+ ∆tSnm+1/2, (4.6)
Wcrm = W
n
m −
∆t
∆x
(
Fprm − Fprm−1
)
+ ∆tSprm−1/2, (4.7)
Wn+1m =
1
2
(Wprm + W
cr
m) +
(
Dnm+1/2 −Dnm−1/2
)
, (4.8)
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where D is the TVD-function vector. n and m identify the values at the
generic time step n at a certain cell m, while pr and cr indicate the predictor
and the corrector stages in the order. ∆t and ∆x are the time and spatial
steps respectively.
The numerical domain of length Lx is divided in M cells of equal width
∆x, so that Lx = M∆x. Values of the variables are considered stored at cell
centres, i.e. at x = (m−1/2)∆x withm ∈ [1, . . . ,M ], where piecewise constant
states for the unknowns are assumed.
Note that the TVD-MCC is a hybrid scheme, as the original MCC is a ﬁnite
diﬀerence scheme while the TVD-function needs the knowledge of quantities
at numerical cell interfaces (as a typical ﬁnite volume solver). Thus, it is more
convenient to refer to a ﬁnite volume domain division in cells assuming their
centres coincident with the nodes in the ﬁnite diﬀerence framework.
Neither suspended sediment transport nor bed diﬀusion are modelled. There-
fore, the geometric and friction source terms, i.e. Sg and Sf , are approximated
in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) as
Sg,m+1/2 = − g
2∆x
(hm + hm+1) (zb,m+1 − zb,m) and (4.9)
Sf,m+1/2 = −1
2
(τb,m + τb,m+1)
ρw
= −τb,m+1/2
ρw
. (4.10)
The adopted TVD-function D is
Dnm+1/2 =
∆t
2∆x
3∑
k=1
[(
α¯kΨ¯
(
λ¯k
)− β¯k sgn (λ¯k)) (1− |ν¯k|) (1− Φ¯mb (θ¯k)) e¯k]n .
(4.11)
Note that in Eq. (4.11) k = 1, 2, 3 as a three equation system (NSWEs plus
the Exner equation) is used in Briganti et al. (2012a).
In Eq. (4.11) the overbar indicates values at the cell interface m + 1/2,
where Roe averages are considered (see Briganti et al., 2012a). λ¯k is k-th
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eigenvalue and e¯k the corresponding right eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix
Ĵ(W) of System (4.1), when expressed in the quasi-linear form proposed by
Castro Diaz et al. (2008). As ﬁrst step, System (4.1) is linearised (recall that
Sinf is excluded):
∂W
∂t
+ J(W)
∂W
∂x
= S, (4.12)
with the Jacobian being the matrix deﬁned by
J(W) =
∂F (W)
∂W
=

0 1 0
gh− (hu)2
h2
2 (hu)
h
0
ξ ∂qb
∂h
ξ ∂qb
∂(hu)
0
 , (4.13)
which is apparently singular. This is to be avoided because it could lead to
numerical problems (see e.g. Hudson, 2001). Hence the geometric source term
is subtracted from both sides of Eq. (4.12), obtaining
∂W
∂t
+ Ĵ(W)
∂W
∂x
= S− Sg, (4.14)
where Ĵ is the modiﬁed Jacobian, which reads
Ĵ =

0 1 0
gh− (hu)2
h2
2 (hu)
h
gh
ξ ∂qb
∂h
ξ ∂qb
∂(hu)
0
 , (4.15)
and Sg is the vectorial form of the geometric source term, i.e.
Sg =

0
−gh∂zb
∂x
0
 . (4.16)
α¯k is the k-th wave strength, deﬁned by
3∑
k=1
(α¯ke¯k)
n = ∆Wnm+1/2, with ∆W
n
m+1/2 = W
n
m+1 −Wnm, (4.17)
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and expressed by
α¯k =
∆h
(
λ¯jλ¯l − u¯2 + gh¯
)
+ ∆(hu)
(
2u¯− λ¯j − λ¯l
)
+ ∆zb gh¯(
λ¯k − λ¯j
) (
λ¯k − λ¯l
) , (4.18)
where j 6= k 6= l.
β¯k is the k-th wave strength for the source term, determined by
1
∆x
3∑
k=1
(
β¯ke¯k
)n
= Sn∗,m+1/2, (4.19)
where the ∗ in Sn∗,m+1/2 stands for the choice of which source term to be treated.
In Briganti et al. (2012a) the choice is
Sn∗,m+1/2 =

0
−Sng,m+1/2
0
 , (4.20)
leading to
β¯k =
gh¯∆zb
(
2u¯− λ¯j − λ¯l
)(
λ¯k − λ¯j
) (
λ¯k − λ¯l
) , (4.21)
where j 6= k 6= l1.
Moreover, Ψ¯
(
λ¯k
)
is the entropy correction to λ¯k, which is deﬁned as (see
Harten & Hyman, 1983; Kermani & Plett, 2001)
Ψ¯
(
λ¯k
)
=
 |λ¯k| if |λ¯k| ≥ δk,δk if |λ¯k| < δk, (4.22)
where δk is a non-negative number given by the relationship
δk = max
(
0, λ¯k − λk,m, λk,m+1 − λ¯k
)
. (4.23)
Finally, ν¯k = λ¯k(∆t/∆x) is the local Courant Number and Φ¯(θ¯k) is the
ﬂux limiter. In Briganti et al. (2012a) the Minmod (or Minbee) ﬂux limiter is
1There appears to be a misprint in Briganti et al. (2012a), in which the equivalent of
Eq. (4.21) reports z¯b∆h instead of h¯∆zb
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employed:
Φ¯mb(θ¯k) = max
(
0,min
(
θ¯k, 1
))
, (4.24)
with θ¯k being a smoothness ratio deﬁned by
θ¯k =
˙¯αk
α¯k
, (4.25)
where ˙¯αk is evaluated at m˙ = m+ 1/2− sgn
(
λ¯k
)
.
4.3 Model development
The original numerical solver of Briganti et al. (2012a) represents the starting
point of this work. From the implementation viewpoint, the Fortran code
is largely reworked, optimised in terms of coding (e.g. the use of modules
is introduced), precision (i.e. double precision is adopted) and performance
(i.e. reduced computational time is achieved, also through a more eﬃcient
subroutine structure).
From the numerical standpoint, because of the additional physical aspects
introduced in  3.4, the model is modiﬁed to include the suspended sediment
transport equation and the bed diﬀusion source term. Therefore, the TVD-
MCC scheme is applied to all four equations of the combined load System (4.1),
Sinf excluded, and the TVD-function D changed accordingly. Details are
provided in  4.3.1.
Additionally, the model now accounts for the inﬁltration eﬀects, following
Dodd et al. (2008), through the approach described in  4.3.2.
Besides, boundary conditions (hereinafter BCs) are considered. In swash
zone simulations, there are two diﬀerent external boundaries. On the seaward
side, it is required to consistently treat the open boundary which conﬁnes the
numerical domain, while, on the landward direction, a speciﬁc approach for
the moving shoreline, i.e. the wet / dry front, is needed.
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The chosen location of the seaward boundary is often a matter of computa-
tional cost and area of interest, but can be also limited by the applicability of
the equations (e.g. validity of the shallow water assumption) and by possible
lack of knowledge, for example missing information for evolving bed level and
/ or sediment concentration therein.
New absorbing-generating seaward BCs for fully-coupled hydro-morpho-
dynamical numerical solvers, the Riemann Equation BCs or REBCs, are de-
rived for the frictionless bed-load only system (see Incelli et al., 2015a). They
are presented in detail in  8, along with the corresponding validation tests.
However Incelli et al. (2015a) demonstrated that the REBCs cannot cope with
strong morphodynamic bores. Furthermore, they are for the frictionless case
only and do not include bed diﬀusion. These observations prevent from using
them in the tests from previous literature which are presented in  5 and 7.
As the seaward BCs are often test-speciﬁc, they are indicated together with
each test settings later.
The original shoreline boundary approach from Briganti et al. (2012a) was
found not to be sediment conservative (see later  4.3.3). However, the res-
ults published in Briganti et al. (2012a), and also in Briganti et al. (2012b),
involve short simulations only, like single swash events, where this issue has
substantially no eﬀect on the solutions. Aiming at employing the model for
simulations at the storm time-scale, diﬀerent shoreline BCs are adopted in
this work. They follow the approach of Hubbard & Dodd (2002), which was
used by Dodd et al. (2008) and Sriariyawat (2009) in the study of beach cusp
formation, i.e. in mid-term morphodynamical simulations (see  4.3.3 for more
details).
Finally, with reference to the computational domain described in  4.2, note
that in this work the seaward boundary is always located at the left edge of
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the domain and the corresponding conditions are applied to an external cell,
cell 0, to the left of the ﬁrst inner one, cell 1. Besides, the domain length is
usually designed in order to keep the wet / dry front within it, so that the
rightmost cell, cell M , is never wet. However, if water is present at the right
edge of the domain, the right BCs are applied to another external cell, cell
M + 1, located to the right of cell M .
4.3.1 Combined load TVD-MCC
The TVD-MCC scheme, i.e. Eqs. (4.6)(4.8), is applied to System (4.1), Sinf
excluded. In Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) the bed diﬀusion and suspended sediment
source terms, i.e. Sb and Ss, are approximated as follows:
Sb,m+1/2 =
(Sbed,m+1 − Sbed,m)
∆x
and (4.26)
Ss,m+1/2 = Em+1/2 −Dm+1/2, (4.27)
with
Sbed,m =
|qb,m|
tanφ
zb,m+1 − zb,m−1
2∆x
, (4.28)
Em+1/2 = me
( |τb,m+1/2| − τcrs
τrep
)
, (4.29)
Dm+1/2 = ws
cm + cm+1
2
. (4.30)
Note that τb,m+1/2 is deﬁned in Eq. (4.10).
The new TVD-function D for four equations is
Dnm+1/2 =
∆t
2∆x
4∑
k=1
[(
α¯kΨ¯
(
λ¯k
)− β¯k sgn (λ¯k)) (1− |ν¯k|) (1− Φ¯ (θ¯k)) e¯k]n ,
(4.31)
where now k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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The new Jacobian, again following Castro Diaz et al. (2008) approach and
accounting for the suspended sediment transport, is
Ĵ =

0 1 0 0
gh− (hu)2
h2
2 (hu)
h
gh 0
ξ ∂qb
∂h
ξ ∂qb
∂(hu)
0 0
− (hu)(hc)
h2
(hc)
h
0 (hu)
h

, (4.32)
where the partial derivatives of qb are required. Their expressions depend on
the chosen bed-load transport formula and on the adopted bottom friction
approach. While those for the Grass formula and for the MPM one using the
Chézy approach are analytical (see e.g. Briganti et al., 2012a), those for the
MPM formula with the BBL solver are not, as τb is no more an explicit function
of the conserved variables. Direct numerical computation of these derivatives
was initially implemented through a ﬁrst order scheme. For example, the
partial derivative of qb with respect to h was approximated as
∂qb
∂h
∣∣∣∣
m+1/2
' qb,m+1 − qb,m
hm+1 − hm . (4.33)
However this approach was found to cause an excess of noise in the results,
hence a diﬀerent procedure is adopted. The τb value provided by the BBL
solver is used to calculate a local instantaneous friction coeﬃcient, i.e.
fc =
2 |τb|
ρw u2
, (4.34)
which is then substituted in the derivatives of Eq. (3.8), the same for the Chézy
approach and recalled below for convenience:
∂qb
∂h
= −12.0 fcu|u|
h
[
d50 (θ − θcrb)
g(srel − 1)
]1/2
and (4.35)
∂qb
∂hu
= 12.0 fc
|u|
h
[
d50 (θ − θcrb)
g(srel − 1)
]1/2
, (4.36)
both for θ > θcrb.
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The eigenvalues of the new Jacobian, i.e. Eq. (4.32), are the same of Ĵ in
Eq. (4.14), plus λ4 = u. The corresponding right eigenvectors are
ek =

1
λk
(λk−u)2
gh
− 1
c

(4.37)
for k = 1, 2, 3 and
e4 =

0
0
0
1

. (4.38)
Again Roe averages are used at cell interfaces m + 1/2 and we deﬁne the
missing one for concentration as
c¯ =
cm
√
hm + cm+1
√
hm+1√
hm +
√
hm+1
. (4.39)
Because of the new eigenstructure, the k-th wave strength is
α¯k =
∆h
(
λ¯jλ¯l − u¯2 + gh¯
)
+ ∆(hu)
(
2u¯− λ¯j − λ¯l
)
+ ∆zb gh¯(
λ¯k − λ¯j
) (
λ¯k − λ¯l
) , (4.40)
with j 6= k 6= l for k = 1, 2, 3, while
α¯4 = ∆h(−c¯) + ∆(hc). (4.41)
About the wave strengths for the source terms, ﬁrstly it is adopted a diﬀer-
ent approach from that of Briganti et al. (2012a). It is decided not to consider
the geometric source term in the computation of β¯k because it is already in-
cluded in Ĵ(W), as apparent in Eq. (4.15). In other words, with reference
to the NSWEs-Exner equation system considered in Briganti et al. (2012a), in
Eq. (4.19) there should be the friction source term only instead of the geometric
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one:
Sn∗,m+1/2 =

0
Snf,m+1/2
0
 (4.42)
and therefore
β¯k = ∆x
S¯f
(
2u¯− λ¯j − λ¯l
)(
λ¯k − λ¯j
) (
λ¯k − λ¯l
) , (4.43)
where j 6= k 6= l for k = 1, 2, 3.
Secondly, the source terms related to bed diﬀusion and suspended sediment
transport are included as well. As a consequence, the new β¯k are given by
β¯k = ∆x
S¯f
(
2u¯− λ¯j − λ¯l
)
+ ξ
(
S¯b − S¯s
)
gh¯(
λ¯k − λ¯j
) (
λ¯k − λ¯l
) , (4.44)
where j 6= k 6= l for k = 1, 2, 3, while
β¯4 = ∆xS¯s. (4.45)
Finally, apart from Minmod deﬁned by Eq. (4.24), the following two further
ﬂux limiters are considered in this research:
Φ¯sb
(
θ¯k
)
= max
(
0,min
(
2θ¯k, 1
)
,min
(
θ¯k, 2
))
and (4.46)
Φ¯vl
(
θ¯k
)
=
|θ¯k|+ θ¯k
1 + |θ¯k|
, (4.47)
which are Superbee and van Leer ﬂux limiters respectively (Toro, 1999).
The ﬂux limiter is an automatic tool to detect areas where the solution
is smooth, so that the second order accuracy of the scheme is retained, and
areas where there are discontinuities, i.e. shocks, so that diﬀusion is added by
reverting the scheme to a ﬁrst order upwind one, hence avoiding the occurrence
of spurious oscillations (see Hudson, 2001, among many others). Sweby (1984)
proved that the three above-mentioned ﬂux limiters satisfy the TVD property.
These diﬀer in the amount of diﬀusion they allow near discontinuities, therefore
it is interesting to investigate if and how this may aﬀect the numerical results.
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4.3.2 Inﬁltration computation
As anticipated in  4.1, inﬁltration eﬀects, expressed by Eq. (4.5), are con-
sidered in the model following the approach proposed by Dodd et al. (2008).
After dependent variables have been updated at each time level, Eq. (3.19)
or Eq. (3.21) is solved to calculate the new inﬁltration velocity winf , in the
case of the Darcy or the Forchheimer laws respectively.
Computation is performed only if at that speciﬁc cell location the bed level
is higher then the water table and if there is actually surface water therein,
i.e. the bed is wet.
As both Eqs. (3.19) and (3.21) are singular at the ﬁrst integration, suitable
approximate solutions are reported in Appendix B, under the assumption of
linear variation in time of h and ζ during this ﬁrst integration. For subsequent
time steps, the ordinary diﬀerential equation in ζ is solved by means of a
Runge-Kutta 4th order explicit scheme. Note that, in theory, the pressure
head h reduces as the inﬁltration depth ζ increases, but this correction is
neglected during the integration, following Dodd et al. (2008).
Once winf value has been updated, the water mass and momentum losses
are subtracted from the hydrodynamic variables before the next simultaneous
solution. When the suspended sediment transport is considered, the inﬁltra-
tion causes additional deposition, which is quantiﬁed equal to ξ cwinf∆t.
A simple test was designed to investigate if the inﬁltration implementation
could aﬀect the conservation of an initial quiescent ﬂow state. This test con-
sidered a uniform water depth over a permeable uniform bed. The results (not
shown) conﬁrm that no spurious oscillation is generated in the water surface
level and velocity proﬁles during the inﬁltration process.
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4.3.3 Shoreline BCs
The shoreline BCs involve the treatment of the wet / dry front, which is a
characterising feature of swash zone simulations.
Briganti et al. (2012a) proposed a simple shoreline treatment which consists
of a wetting-dry-cell algorithm and uses a ghost cell landward of the last wet
one (see Fig. 4.1).
It is well-known that artiﬁcial wetting of the bed alters the wave struc-
ture at the shoreline, generating an additional bore at the front in place of
the theoretically expected contact discontinuity (see Toro, 2001; Brocchini &
Baldock, 2008). However, this procedure allows numerical schemes to perform
well (see e.g. Sriariyawat, 2009) and it is straightforward to be implemented.
Briganti et al. (2012a) treatment includes the deﬁnition of a minimum
water depth parameter (hmin), which has to be close to zero. With reference
to Fig. 4.1, when the water surface level at cell m − 1 exceeds the bed one
at cell m, i.e. zb,m−1 + hm−1 > zb,m, at the beginning of the new time step
the ﬁrst dry cell (i.e. cell m) is primed with h = hmin. At the next dry cell
m + 1 the ghost cell is introduced with hm+1 = hmin, um+1 = 0 ms
−1 and
zb,m+1 = zb,m. Consequently, when the predictor step, i.e. Eq. (4.6), is applied
to cell m, it is obtained that Wprm = W
n
m. On the other hand, when it is
zb,m−1 + hm−1 < zb,m and the ﬂow is still advancing rightward, no new cell is
ﬂooded. As it is possible that um−1 6= 0 ms−1, this can cause non-zero ﬂuxes
at the shoreline boundary. This issue, while negligible in short simulations, is
deemed to be unacceptable for mid-term ones.
Therefore a diﬀerent shoreline boundary treatment is adopted in this work
and is based on that of Hubbard & Dodd (2002). It consists of a wetting /
drying algorithm and a zero-ﬂux condition at the wet / dry front.
The shoreline is again identiﬁed on the basis of the minimum water depth
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m− 1
zb,m−1
hm−1
m
zb,m
hmin
m+ 1
zb,m
zb,m+1
hmin
Figure 4.1: Shoreline BCs (from Fig. 2 at page 864 of Briganti et al., 2012a). Sketch of the previous
treatment.
parameter hmin. At the beginning of each integration, the wetting procedure is
operated. Starting from the seaward boundary, the last wet cell is identiﬁed as
that where hm ≥ hmin, while hm+1 < hmin, i.e. m+ 1 is assumed to be the ﬁrst
dry cell. The latter is ﬂooded with hm+1 = hmin and um+1 is set to 0 ms
−1,
only if hm + zb,m− zb,m+1 ≥ hmin. This restriction becomes less important as a
smaller hmin is adopted, plays a minor role when bores are considered, because
of their steep fronts, and helps to prevent possible non-physical oscillations at
the shoreline, for example avoiding that water surface at the ﬂooded cell is
higher than that at the next wet one. When suspended sediment transport is
included in the simulation, cm+1 = 0 m
3m−3.
At the end of the integration, after dependent variables have been updated
and inﬁltration eﬀects, if present, applied, the drying procedure is performed.
Where the water depth is below hmin, the water depth and momentum are
reset to zero. In the case of suspended sediment transport, the suspended load
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at a dried cell is assumed instantaneously deposited, increasing the bed level
therein. Besides, note that this drying procedure overcomes the issue about
the non-receding shoreline in the backwash phase when the bottom friction
is modelled through the Chézy approach (for a detailed analysis see Antuono
et al., 2012).
The zero-ﬂux condition at wet / dry front is ensured resetting to zero
the momentum at the last wet cell every time step. Additionally, to ensure
conservation, no TVD-function D is computed at wet / dry interface (i.e.
at m + 1/2), otherwise it should count for the dry cell as well, where no
modiﬁcation of variables is apparently acceptable.
Note that Dodd et al. (2008) considered a secondary threshold (an order of
magnitude bigger than hmin), below which water is not dynamically active, i.e.
velocity is reset to zero. This threshold is not used here, following the same
choice of Sriariyawat (2009), except when results of the present model are
compared with those of Dodd et al. (2008) to retain consistency (see  7.2.1).
The TVD-MCC scheme is able to preserve the quiescent ﬂow state when
there are only wet / wet boundaries, e.g. in river ﬂow simulations (see Hudson,
2001). When a wet / dry boundary is present, the numerical discretization
and the approach with the minimum water depth parameter may cause spuri-
ous oscillations therein, due to the fact that the actual shoreline position is
necessarily forced to ﬁt into the cell grid. Therefore a ﬁctitious bed level is
considered at the ﬁrst dry cell m + 1 (see Fig. 4.2), equal to zb,m + hm, in
order to perfectly balance the momentum equation, i.e. Eq. (3.3), when the
predictor step is applied at cell m.
A simple test involving still water in front of a slope beach was carried
out and the results (not shown) conﬁrm that the present treatment for the
shoreline BCs is able to preserve the quiescent ﬂow state (see also  5.4.1).
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m− 1
zb,m−1
hm−1
m
zb,m
hm
m+ 1
zb,m+1
zb,m + hm
Figure 4.2: Shoreline BCs. Sketch of the present treatment.
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5.1 Introduction
As described in  3 and 4, the model is modiﬁed substantially with respect to
the original one of Briganti et al. (2012a), e.g. in the numerical implementa-
tion. Therefore this chapter examines the performance of the improved version
against several validation tests, which generally consider simpliﬁed equations in
comparison with the complete combined load System (4.1). These simplifying
assumptions sometimes allow a quasi-analytical solution to be derived, which
is a very good benchmark for the computed results. When exact solutions are
not available, the model results can be compared with other numerical ones
obtained through diﬀerent solvers. What is more, such a validation approach
allows to focus on speciﬁc aspects of the hydro-morphodynamical problem and
to analyse the model behaviour and response to particular stress cases. Be-
cause of the diﬀerent assumptions, a simpliﬁed version of the model is usually
required to ensure a meaningful comparison and details are provided for each
case in a summarising table on purpose.
This chapter is divided in four sections, one for each validation test con-
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sidered. The tests are listed below, together with a brief description and
highlighting the reason why they are useful for this research:
• Fluvial dune test: the model results are compared with the quasi-ana-
lytical solution developed by Hudson & Sweby (2003) for a submerged
dune in a ﬂuvial environment; the purpose of this test is to check the
behaviour of the model in the case of a test of very long duration, paying
particular attention to smearing and diﬀusive eﬀects.
• Dam break test: the model results are compared with the Ritter solution
(virtually-ﬁxed bed case) and the Riemann wave solution (mobile bed
case), following Kelly & Dodd (2009) and Briganti et al. (2012a); the
aim of this test is to evaluate the performance with a fast evolving ﬂow
and in presence of a wet / dry front.
• Uniform bore test: the model results for the impact of a uniform bore
on an erodible slope beach are compared with those obtained with the
original one of Briganti et al. (2012a) for the case with bed-load only (see
Zhu et al., 2012); then, aiming at a validation for the newly-implemented
suspended sediment transport, a case with combined load is presented
and results compared with the MOC ones from Zhu (2012). The purpose
of this test is to assess the performance in the simulation of a single swash
event with both bed- and combined load.
• Single swash test on ﬁxed slope: University of Aberdeen laboratory ex-
periments for a single swash event on both impermeable and permeable
ﬁxed slopes are reproduced (see Kikkert et al., 2012, 2013, respectively).
For the impermeable slope case, the aim is to show how results com-
pare with those obtained with the Weighted Averaged Flux (hereinafter
WAF) method by Briganti et al. (2011), using the BBL solver. Beside
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this, the permeable slope case help to assess if the adopted simpliﬁed
approach for the inﬁltration modelling is able to return the correct order
of magnitude of the percolated water and a realistic swash motion, at
least on a ﬁxed bed.
Finally, to facilitate comparisons with literature results, some of them
are presented in non-dimensional form. Therefore, the following set of non-
dimensional variables, which have analogous meanings to the corresponding
dimensional ones, is deﬁned:
x∗ =
x
hrep
, (5.1)
t∗ = t
√
g
hrep
, (5.2)
h∗ =
h
hrep
, (5.3)
u∗ =
u√
ghrep
, (5.4)
z∗b =
zb
hrep
, (5.5)
b∗ =
b
hrep
, (5.6)
where hrep is the representative scale length for the water depth. This is taken
equal to 1 m as it is the common value for all the tests where it is considered,
following the previous researchers' choice.
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5.2 Fluvial dune test
The ﬂuvial dune test allows to assess the model performance in the case of a
slowly varying bed subject to a steady ﬂow for a long duration. The reader
is referred to Hudson & Sweby (2003) for details about the developed quasi-
analytical solution. Fig. 5.1 shows the initial conditions and the variables
involved in this test.
zb
h
hini
Hdune
x,X
u
Figure 5.1: Fluvial dune test. Sketch of initial conditions and involved variables.
The initial bed proﬁle zb(x = X, t = 0 s) is given by
zb(X, 0) =
 Hdune sin
2
(
pi(X−300)
200
)
if 300 ≤ X ≤ 500 m,
0 otherwise,
(5.7)
where X ≡ x is an auxiliary initial abscissa with origin at the left bound-
ary, while Hdune = 1.0 m is the maximum height of the dune. The initial
water depth is h(X, 0) = hini − zb(X, 0), with hini = 10.0 m. The initial velo-
city conditions are obtained imposing a constant water discharge (per unit of
width), i.e. qw = 10 m
3s−1m−1, throughout the domain, the length of which is
Lx = 1, 000 m.
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This test uses basic free ﬂow BCs, which read
Wn0 = W
n
1 and (5.8)
WnM+1 = W
n
M (5.9)
at the upstream (left) and downstream (right) boundaries respectively.
All the test settings are chosen equal to those in Kelly & Dodd (2009) and
Briganti et al. (2012a) to allow a meaningful comparison. In particular, the
solved problem is frictionless and the Grass formula, i.e. Eq. (3.7), is applied
with Ased = 0.001 s
2m−1, consistent with the hypothesis of weak interaction
between ﬂow and sediment. No suspended load, bed diﬀusion or inﬁltration
are considered. The bed porosity pb is 0.40.
In this test ∆x = 4.0 m and the imposed global Courant Number CN =
0.80. Minmod is applied (as in Briganti et al., 2012a) and simulations using
Superbee and van Leer are carried out as well. Recall that the ﬂux limiter
limiter deﬁnitions are given in Eqs. (4.24), (4.46) and (4.47) in the order. A
summary of this test assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is provided in Tab. 5.1.
The approximate quasi-analytical solution indicates that the bed proﬁle at
a certain time t is equally given by Eq. (5.7) but now x 6= X, t 6= 0 s and x is
computed as follows:
x(X, t) =X + ξ 3Ased q
3
w t ×
×

(
hini −Hdune sin2
(
pi(X−300)
200
))−4
if 300 ≤ X ≤ 500 m,
h−4ini otherwise.
(5.10)
According to Hudson (2001), this solution is valid only until t ≈ 238, 079 s,
when the dune breaks (or breakpoint).
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Assumptions and BCs
Friction not included
Sediment transport bed-load only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs free ﬂow
Downstream BCs free ﬂow
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.001 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Domain length (Lx) 1, 000 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 4.0 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Duration of the simulations 250, 000 s
Table 5.1: Fluvial dune. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical settings.
Fig. 5.2 shows the numerical results, using Minmod, Superbee and van Leer,
compared with the quasi-analytical solution at the breakpoint time. Using
Minmod the overall agreement is good, even though the top of the dune is now
lowered and smeared showing no more the instability displayed in Fig. 3 at
page 865 of Briganti et al. (2012a). Due to the simpliﬁed assumptions for this
test, it can be stated that the diﬀerence in the results is a consequence of the
adopted new approach for the wave strengths for the source terms (i.e. β¯k). In
fact, as the geometric source term is no longer considered in them, in contrast
with Eq. (4.21), and being the problem frictionless, herein simply β¯k = 0 for
k = 1, 2, 3.
Using Superbee instead of Minmod, it is apparent that the agreement im-
proves noticeably, both at the top and at the toe of the dune at lee side. This
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is consistent with the former being less diﬀusive than the latter (Toro, 1999).
Note also that the results with Superbee exhibit a lag in the toe location, in
opposition to what showed by those with Minmod. Adopting van Leer, results
show an intermediate level of smearing of the top of the dune between those
obtained applying the other two. Moreover, the toe of the dune at lee side
appears to be the closest to the quasi-analytical solution.
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Figure 5.2: Fluvial dune. Dune proﬁle at the breakpoint time. Reference solution and model results with
diﬀerent ﬂux limiters. (a): ﬁnal dune whole proﬁle. (b): detail of the top of the ﬁnal dune.
(c): detail of the toe of the ﬁnal dune at lee side. Solid lines: quasi-analytical solution (red);
model results with Minmod (blue), Superbee (green) and van Leer (magenta) respectively.
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5.2.1 Concluding remarks
To summarise, all three considered ﬂux limiters yield results in good agreement
with the quasi-analytical solution derived by Hudson & Sweby (2003). In
particular, results with Superbee present a very accurate proﬁle of the top
of the dune at breakpoint time while those with van Leer display the best
matching for the toe at lee side.
This seems to indicate that Minmod would be less accurate in longer sim-
ulations because exceedingly diﬀusive. It is acknowledged that this test is
demanding because of its noticeable duration, however note that other as-
pects are less challenging from the hydro-morphodynamical viewpoint (e.g.
the steady ﬂow and the relatively high water depth compared with the bed
changes). Additionally, aiming at minimising the occurrence of spurious os-
cillations, Hudson (2001) suggested Minmod to be generally the most robust
and accurate ﬂux limiter.
As a consequence, all three limiters are considered in the initial stage of the
study of the mid-term beach evolution in  7 in order to check their possible
inﬂuence on the morphodynamic change.
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5.3 Dam break test
The dam break test gives the possibility to assess how the model reacts to
rapidly evolving ﬂows in presence of a wet / dry front. Fig. 5.3 shows the
initial conditions and the variables involved in this test, along with the generic
evolution proﬁles for the water depth and the bed level when a mobile bed is
considered.
hrsv
h
x
u
zb
0 m
Figure 5.3: Dam break test. Sketch of initial conditions, involved variables and generic evolution proﬁles
for the water depth (h) and the bed level (zb) in the case of a mobile bed. Dashed lines: initial
conditions for h and zb. Solid lines: generic evolution proﬁles for h and zb (mobile bed case).
The dam is modelled as an idealised discontinuity, located at x = 0 m,
which separates two diﬀerent regions where constant states for the dependent
variables are assumed. On the left there is a reservoir, with initial water depth
h(x < 0 m, 0) = hrsv = 1 m and velocity u(x < 0 m, 0) = 0 ms
−1, while
on the right there is no water, i.e. h(x > 0 m, 0) = 0 m and consequently
u(x > 0 m, 0) = 0 ms−1. The initial bed proﬁle is zb(x, 0) = 0 m. Finally, the
domain length is Lx = 60 m.
This test uses the basic free ﬂow conditions at the upstream boundary,
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which are deﬁned by Eq. (5.8). It is noted that they are dummy ones as
the domain is long enough not to let any perturbation reach the upstream
boundary within the duration of the simulation. The downstream BCs are the
shoreline ones presented in  4.3.3.
Most of this test settings are chosen equal to those in Briganti et al. (2012a).
In particular, the solved problem is frictionless and the Grass formula is ap-
plied. Two diﬀerent cases are considered: the ﬁrst is a virtually-ﬁxed bed one
with Ased = 10
−8 s2m−1 and pb = 0, i.e. a solid bed, while the second is a mo-
bile bed one with Ased = 0.004 s
2m−1 and pb = 0.4. Note that Briganti et al.
(2012a) considered pb = 0.40 also for the virtually-ﬁxed bed case, therefore
a diﬀerent benchmark for the results was used there (see later  5.3.1). No
suspended load, bed diﬀusion or inﬁltration are included.
In this test ∆x = 0.01 m and CN = 0.50. The minimum water depth
parameters (hmin) are 10
−5 m for the virtually-ﬁxed bed case and 10−4 m for
the mobile bed one, following Briganti et al. (2012a), who chose these values
because they were the minimum ones still preserving their model stability. Ad-
ditionally, Minmod is ﬁrstly applied and additional simulations with Superbee
and van Leer are carried out as well.
Finally, results are presented in non-dimensional form to facilitate compar-
ison with those in Briganti et al. (2012a). Note that the water depth value
used as scaling coincides with the reservoir initial one, i.e hrep = hrsv = 1 m.
Results for the virtually-ﬁxed and mobile bed cases are presented separately
in  5.3.1 and 5.3.2 respectively, while ﬁnal remarks are drawn in  5.3.3.
5.3.1 Dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed
A summary of the present case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and
numerical settings is given in Tab. 5.2.
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Assumptions and BCs
Friction not included
Sediment transport virtually only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs free ﬂow
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 10
−8 s2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0
Domain length (Lx) 60 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.50
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 10
−5 / 10−6 m
Duration of the simulations 6 s
Table 5.2: Dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical set-
tings. `/' separates alternative values used in the diﬀerent simulations.
The Ritter solution for rigid (i.e. solid) bed is the analytical benchmark for
the virtually-ﬁxed bed case with pb = 0 and it is recalled in Appendix C. As the
virtually-ﬁxed case was performed by Briganti et al. (2012a) with pb = 0.40,
they used as reference the results obtained through the MOC solver of Kelly
& Dodd (2009) with the same bed porosity. However, because of the very
small Ased and of the reduced duration of the simulation, diﬀerences between
the MOC results with pb = 0.4 and the Ritter solution are expected, and
actually are, negligible within the level of accuracy herein considered. Hence,
the present model performance is directly compared with that reported by
Briganti et al. (2012a).
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In Fig. 5.4 the model results cannot be distinguished from the analytical
solution, except in the vicinity of the wet / dry front (or tip), improving the
performance of the original model. Additionally, the present model is stable for
one order of magnitude smaller hmin/hrep value, i.e. 10
−6, which corresponds to
hmin = 10
−6 m. The latter appears to represent a standard edge value in ﬁxed
bed simulations (see Briganti & Dodd, 2009). The results with the reduced
hmin/hrep value are provided in Fig. 5.5, showing further enhanced compliance
with the Ritter solution compared to that in Fig. 5.4. The mismatch in the
tip location is reduced but still important, especially at higher times. The use
of Superbee or van Leer has no substantial eﬀect on the results (not reported)
or deteriorates them, for example by introducing instabilities in the vicinity of
the tip.
Tab. 5.3 shows a quantiﬁcation of the error in the tip location for the
dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed case, because of the apparent mismatches
in wet / dry front location in previous Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. In particular, the
non-dimensional (relative) error for the tip position is deﬁned as
s(t) =
∆xs(t)
xs,sol(t)
× 100, (5.11)
where the dimensional (absolute) error ∆xs(t) is
∆xs(t) = xs,num(t)− xs,sol(t), (5.12)
being xs,num(t) and xs,sol(t) the positions of the wet / dry front for the model
results and for the reference solution (i.e. the Ritter one) respectively at the
speciﬁed time t. Values reported in Tab. 5.3 conﬁrm that the tip in the present
solver results lags behind that in the reference solution, although the delays at
diﬀerent times is overall greatly reduced with respect to the analogous ones in
Tab. I at page 870 of Briganti et al. (2012a). In particular, s slightly decreases
in absolute value with time for both simulations and is roughly reduced by one
third when hmin/hrep passes from 10
−5 to 10−6.
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Figure 5.4: Dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed. Reference solution and model results with hmin/hrep =
10−5. (a): non-dimensional surface level (h∗ + z∗b ) and bed level (z
∗
b ) proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
s. Blue and black dashed lines: initial conditions. Solid lines: Ritter solution (red); model
results (blue); ﬁxed bed (black). (b): non-dimensional velocity (u∗) proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
s. Solid lines: Ritter solution (red); model results (blue).
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Figure 5.5: Dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed. Reference solution and model results with hmin/hrep =
10−6. (a): non-dimensional surface level (h∗ + z∗b ) and bed level (z
∗
b ) proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
s. Blue and black dashed lines: initial conditions. Solid lines: Ritter solution (red); model
results (blue); ﬁxed bed (black). (b): non-dimensional velocity (u∗) proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
s. Solid lines: Ritter solution (red); model results (blue).
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Error in wet / dry front location
Dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed
hmin/hrep = 10
−5 hmin/hrep = 10−6
t [s] s [%] ∆xs [m] s [%] ∆xs [m]
1 −12.47 −0.780 −8.63 −0.540
2 −12.22 −1.530 −8.06 −1.010
3 −12.19 −2.290 −7.72 −1.450
4 −12.14 −3.040 −7.71 −1.930
5 −12.10 −3.790 −7.60 −2.380
Table 5.3: Dam break on virtually-ﬁxed bed. Error in wet / dry front location.
The improved results of Fig. 5.5 on those of Fig. 5.4 suggest that the delay
in the tip location prediction could be related to the adopted treatment of the
wet / dry front, and in particular to the choice of the hmin value (the smaller
the better). However the above-mentioned treatment proved to be robust and
takes into account additional constrains required by the morphodynamical
problem (see  4.3.3). With respect to other hydro-morphodynamical solvers,
the MOC solution of Kelly & Dodd (2009) shows an excellent agreement with
the Ritter one, including in the prediction of the tip location as well. The high
accuracy of MOC solvers is well-known (see  2.2), however they ﬁnd a limited
application to engineering problems because of their usual high computational
cost and demanding implementation (see e.g. Briganti & Dodd, 2009).
5.3.2 Dam break on mobile bed
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is provided in Tab. 5.4.
The reference solution for the mobile bed case is given by a Riemann wave
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Assumptions and BCs
Friction not included
Sediment transport bed-load only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs free ﬂow
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Domain length (Lx) 60 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.50
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 10
−4 m
Duration of the simulations 6 s
Table 5.4: Dam break on mobile bed. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical settings.
solver (see Kelly & Dodd, 2009), which is brieﬂy presented in Appendix C.
In Fig. 5.6 a very good agreement between the Riemann wave solution
and the model results is displayed, especially with reference to the rarefac-
tion fans, improving under this aspect previous results presented in Briganti
et al. (2012a). Nonetheless, a closer inspection reveals mismatches in the tip
location. In particular, while in Briganti et al. (2012a) the numerical tip loc-
ation lags behind that of the Riemann wave solution, with a reducing delay
in time, in the present model results the tip precedes the reference solution,
more distinctly for higher times.
Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 show results using Superbee and van Leer respectively.
The description of the rarefaction fans remains very good in both simulations.
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About the tip location issue, the results with Superbee seem to achieve a better
matching with the reference solution, while those with van Leer do not exhibit
substantial diﬀerences from those using Minmod.
The previous analysis is conﬁrmed in Tab. 5.5, which shows the errors in
tip position for the dam break on mobile bed case. Note that in Eqs. (5.11)
and (5.12) the xs,sol(t) values are now those of the Riemann wave solution. In
contrast to what showed for the virtually-ﬁxed bed case, the present model res-
ults return a tip position which is leading the corresponding reference solution
one, apart from s(t = 1 s) with Superbee. Additionally, the non-dimensional
error is reduced of at least an order of magnitude with respect to virtually-ﬁxed
bed simulations. Results with Minmod and van Leer show similar dimensional
errors while those with Superbee are a further order of magnitude smaller.
With reference to the analogous values reported in Tab. I at page 870 of
Briganti et al. (2012a), the numerical model prediction for the tip location is
now no more behind the Riemann wave solution one. The non-dimensional
error does not decrease signiﬁcantly in absolute value when time increases
(while it does in the aforementioned table, from 6.72% at t = 1 s to 0.08% at
t = 5 s) but remains quite stable around low values, depending on the applied
ﬂux limiter (around 1.45%, 0.15% and 1.12% for Minmod, Superbee and van
Leer respectively). Finally, note that, while in Briganti et al. (2012a) the
dimensional error trend indicates that the numerical tip is catching up with
the reference solution, in the present model results the tip keeps accumulating
delay, although small.
5.3.3 Concluding remarks
In both the virtually-ﬁxed and the mobile bed cases the results are overall
improved with respect to the original ones of Briganti et al. (2012a).
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Figure 5.6: Dam break on mobile bed. Reference solution and model results with Minmod applied and
hmin/hrep = 10
−4. (a): non-dimensional surface level (h∗ + z∗b ) and bed level (z
∗
b ) proﬁles at
t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s. Blue and black dashed lines: initial conditions. Solid lines: Riemann wave
solution (red and magenta); model results (blue and black). (b): non-dimensional velocity (u∗)
proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s. Solid lines: Riemann wave solution (red); model results (blue).
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Figure 5.7: Dam break on mobile bed. Reference solution and model results with Superbee applied and
hmin/hrep = 10
−4. (a): non-dimensional surface level (h∗ + z∗b ) and bed level (z
∗
b ) proﬁles at
t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s. Blue and black dashed lines: initial conditions. Solid lines: Riemann wave
solution (red and magenta); model results (blue and black). (b): non-dimensional velocity (u∗)
proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s. Solid lines: Riemann wave solution (red); model results (blue).
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Figure 5.8: Dam break on mobile bed. Reference solution and model results with van Leer applied and
hmin/hrep = 10
−4. (a): non-dimensional surface level (h∗ + z∗b ) and bed level (z
∗
b ) proﬁles at
t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s. Blue and black dashed lines: initial conditions. Solid lines: Riemann wave
solution (red and magenta); model results (blue and black). (b): non-dimensional velocity (u∗)
proﬁles at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s. Solid lines: Riemann wave solution (red); model results (blue).
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Error in wet / dry front location
Dam break on mobile bed. hmin/hrep = 10
−4.
Minmod Superbee van Leer
t [s] s [%] ∆xs [m] s [%] ∆xs [m] s [%] ∆xs [m]
1 1.50 0.069 −0.02 −0.001 1.07 0.049
2 1.44 0.134 0.15 0.014 1.12 0.104
3 1.43 0.198 0.20 0.028 1.14 0.158
4 1.42 0.262 0.17 0.032 1.15 0.212
5 1.46 0.337 0.20 0.047 1.15 0.267
Table 5.5: Dam break on mobile bed. Error in wet / dry front location.
In the virtually-ﬁxed bed case, the present model shows enhanced stability,
allowing an order of magnitude smaller hmin to be set, while Minmod proves
to be more robust and reliable than the other two.
In the mobile bed case, the results display very good compliance with the
Riemann wave solution and the analysis of the non-dimensional error in the
tip location shows that Superbee returns the best performance in terms of tip
location, although Minmod and van Leer limit error values within the 1.00%
1.50% range.
5.4 Uniform bore test
This test studies the impact of a uniform bore on an erodible slope beach and
allows to assess the model performance in the case of a single swash event. The
original problem with the ﬁxed beach was addressed by Hibberd & Peregrine
(1979), while the mobile bed one was analysed by Zhu et al. (2012) considering
bed-load only, then extended to combined load by Zhu (2012). Fig. 5.9 shows
the initial conditions and the variables involved in this test.
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Figure 5.9: Uniform bore test. Sketch of initial conditions and involved variables.
In particular, hLt = 1.6 m, hRt = 1 m and the initial slope of the beach is
0.1. At t = 0 s, x < −10 m is a constant (left) region where the velocity u and
the bed level zb are computed imposing the morphodynamic shock conditions
(see Zhu, 2012), which are reported for convenience in Appendix D. The
remaining right side values required in the above-mentioned shock conditions
are uRt = 0 ms
−1 and zb,Rt = 0 m, which is the initial bed level at the toe
of the slope, i.e. zb(x = −10 m, t = 0 s). Water is initially motionless in the
slope region, i.e. x ≥ −10 m, and the initial shoreline is located at x = 0
m. Finally, the domain length is Lx = 130 m, with the upstream (seaward)
boundary located at x = −100 m.
The basic free ﬂow conditions at the upstream boundary have no eﬀect on
the solution, as that is set far enough from the beach not to let any perturbation
reach it within the duration of the simulation. The downstream BCs are the
shoreline ones presented in  4.3.3.
The settings are chosen equal to those in Zhu et al. (2012) and in Zhu (2012)
for the bed- and combined load cases respectively. In particular, the solved
problem is frictionless and no bed diﬀusion or inﬁltration are considered. In the
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bed-load only case, the Grass formula is employed with Ased = 0.004 s
2m−1
and pb = 0.40. In the combined load case, the bed-load transport is again
modelled through the Grass formula but this time with Ased = 6.118 × 10−4
s2m−1, while pb is conﬁrmed 0.40. For the suspended sediment transport, the
erosional rate E, deﬁned by Eq (3.11), is rewritten under the assumption of
the Chézy approach (see Pritchard & Hogg, 2005) as
E = me
(
u2 − u2crs
u2rep
)
, (5.13)
with me = 1.879× 10−3 ms−1, ucrs = 0 ms−1 and urep =
√
ghrep ms
−1. In the
deposition rate D, given by Eq (3.12), ws = 3.132× 10−2 ms−1.
Note that when suspended sediment transport is considered, additional
initial conditions for c have to be set. As u(x ≥ −10 m, t = 0 s) = 0 ms−1,
it is assumed c(x ≥ −10 m, t = 0 s) = 0 m3m−3. In the constant left region,
the non-zero velocity uLt (from the morphodynamic shock conditions) allows a
pre-suspended sediment concentration, or cLt, which is a ﬁnite value and could
be zero. To retain consistency with Zhu (2012), cLt = 1.76 × 10−2 m3m−3,
which equals the equilibrium concentration, or ceq, which is obtained imposing
E −D = 0, as detailed below:
me
u2
u2rep
− wsceq = 0⇒ ceq = me
ws
u2
u2rep
. (5.14)
About the numerical settings, ∆x = 0.01 m (except for one simulation,
see  5.4.2) and CN = 0.45. Reference value for hmin is 0.003 m for the bed-
load only case (see Zhu et al., 2012) while no previous value is available for
the combined load case. Simulations are carried out for several hmin values,
spanning a range between 10−5 m and 0.001 m, and using the diﬀerent ﬂux
limiters. For both brevity and convenience, only a selection of signiﬁcant
results is reported herein.
Finally, some results are presented in non-dimensional form to facilitate
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comparison with those in Zhu et al. (2012) and Zhu (2012), using as scaling
the initial water depth value on the right (landward) side of the bore front, i.e.
hrep = hRt = 1 m.
Results for the bed- and combined load cases are examined separately in
 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 respectively, while ﬁnal remarks are proposed in  5.4.3.
5.4.1 Bed-load uniform bore
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is given in Tab. 5.6.
Assumptions and BCs
Friction not included
Sediment transport bed-load only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs free ﬂow
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Domain length (Lx) 130 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.45
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 10
−4 m
Duration of the simulations 24 s
Table 5.6: Bed-load uniform bore. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical settings.
In Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 the present model results are shown together with
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those obtained using the original one (courtesy of Dr R. Briganti), so that
the two diﬀerent versions are compared. Note that, while for the latter the
best agreement with the MOC solution (see Zhu et al., 2012) was achieved
for hmin = 0.003 m, the former requires a smaller value, namely hmin = 10
−4
m. This discrepancy can be justiﬁed by the diﬀerent shoreline treatment and
approach for β¯k adopted in the two models. Some spurious, but very small
and non-increasing in time, oscillations are produced by the original model at
the initial shoreline before of the bore arrival therein, due to the previous wet
/ dry boundary treatment. These oscillations are indicated by the vertical red
line at x∗ = 0 in panel (b) of Fig. 5.10, while no analogous line is obtained for
the other results. Additionally, in Fig. 5.10 the present model returns almost
identical contours for the non-dimensional water depth and velocity with any
of the considered ﬂux limiters.
Results highlight their sensitivity to the applied ﬂux limiter in Fig. 5.11.
In particular, the ﬁnal bed changes for the original and the present models,
both using Minmod, show some amount of noise, which is exacerbated when
Superbee or van Leer are employed. This is more apparent in panel (b) of
Fig. 5.11, where proﬁles for the non-dimensional bed change b∗ at the time of
bed step formation are plotted. Note that in the MOC solution this bed step
is represented by a local sharp discontinuity in the bed proﬁle (see Zhu et al.,
2012), while the TVD-MCC, as expected for a shock-capturing scheme, smears
it to some degree. In particular, the present model returns a higher bed-step
than the original one, which is also reduced in width in the simulations with
Superbee and van Leer.
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Figure 5.10: Bed-load uniform bore. Reference results and present model ones with diﬀerent ﬂux limiters.
(a) and (b): comparison of contours for non-dimensional water depth (h∗) and velocity (u∗)
respectively. Solid lines: previous model results with hmin = 0.003 m (red); present model
results with hmin = 10
−4 m and Minmod (blue), Superbee (green) and van Leer (magenta)
applied respectively.
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Figure 5.11: Bed-load uniform bore. Reference results and present model ones with diﬀerent ﬂux limiters.
(a): comparison of contours for non-dimensional bed change (b∗); (b) b∗ proﬁles at the time
of bed-step formation (t∗ = 48.4). Solid lines: previous model results with hmin = 0.003 m
(red); present model results with hmin = 10
−4 m and Minmod (blue), Superbee (green) and
van Leer (magenta) applied respectively.
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5.4.2 Combined load uniform bore
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is provided in Tab. 5.7.
Assumptions and BCs
Friction not included
Sediment transport combined load (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs free ﬂow
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 6.118× 10−4 s2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Erosional rate parameter (me) 1.879× 10−3 ms−1
Critical velocity for suspended load (ucrs) 0 ms
−1
Representative scale for velocity (urep)
√
ghrep ms
−1
Representative scale for water depth (hrep) 1 m
Eﬀective settling velocity (ws) 3.132× 10−2 ms−1
Domain length (Lx) 130 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 / 0.001 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.45
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 10
−4 / 10−5 m
Duration of the simulations 16 s
Table 5.7: Combined load uniform bore. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical settings.
`/' separates alternative values used in the diﬀerent simulations.
Figs. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show comparison of the MOC reference solution
(courtesy of Dr F. Zhu, from Zhu, 2012) with the results of the present model,
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the latter using Minmod (sensitivity to the applied ﬂux limiter is discussed
later) and two diﬀerent numerical settings. In the ﬁrst simulation ∆x = 0.01
m, consistent with the reference solution, and hmin = 10
−4 m, value which
leads to good results in the previous bed-load only case. In the second one
reduced values for both of them are considered, namely ∆x = 0.001 m and
hmin = 10
−5 m.
Comparing the contours in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 for the MOC solution and
the ﬁrst simulation results, a reduced maximum inundation (of roughly 3) is
noted in the latter (see panel (a) of Fig. 5.12), which consequently conﬁnes
from the landward side any other variable evolution. The overall agreement is
good and also the ﬁnal bed change proﬁle in Fig. 5.14 is well represented, with
the ﬁnal bed step reduced of around 0.05, consistent with previous results for
the bed-load only case.
Figs. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show also the results for the second simulation,
which display an increased maximum run-up extension, closer to the reference
solution one than that of the ﬁrst simulation, and a general better compliance
with the MOC solution. In particular in Fig. 5.14 some additional noise is
evident with respect to the results of the ﬁrst simulation, however the bed
step shows excellent phasing with the reference solution, even though being
slightly higher of around 0.01.
Figs. 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 show the sensitivity of the present model results
to the applied ﬂux limiter, keeping ∆x = 0.01 m and hmin = 10
−4 m (for
justiﬁcation of this choice, see later  5.4.3). No noticeable diﬀerences can be
seen, apart from some diﬀerent levels of noise in the ﬁnal bed change proﬁles
(see Fig. 5.16 panel (a) and Fig. 5.17), more signiﬁcant when van Leer and
especially Superbee are applied.
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Figure 5.12: Combined load uniform bore. Reference solution and model results with Minmod applied.
(a) and (b): comparison of contours for non-dimensional water depth (h∗) and velocity (u∗)
respectively. Solid lines: MOC (reference) solution (black); model results with ∆x = 0.01 m
and hmin = 10
−4 m (blue); model results with ∆x = 0.001 m and hmin = 10−5 m (red).
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Figure 5.13: Combined load uniform bore. Reference solution and model results with Minmod applied.
(a) and (b): comparison of contours for non-dimensional bed change (b∗) and suspended
sediment concentration (c) respectively. Solid lines: MOC (reference) solution (black); model
results with ∆x = 0.01 m and hmin = 10
−4 m (blue); model results with ∆x = 0.001 m and
hmin = 10
−5 m (red).
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Figure 5.14: Combined load uniform bore. Reference solution and model results with Minmod applied.
Comparison of non-dimensional ﬁnal bed change (b∗) proﬁles. Solid lines: MOC (reference)
solution (black); model results with ∆x = 0.01 m and hmin = 10
−4 m (blue); model results
with ∆x = 0.001 m and hmin = 10
−5 m (red).
5.4.3 Concluding remarks
For the bed-load uniform bore case, the present model results conﬁrm a very
good compliance with the original version ones (and in turn with the corres-
ponding MOC solution shown in Zhu et al., 2012), although hmin requires to
be reduced to 10−4 m.
For the combined load uniform bore case, the results of two simulations
using diﬀerent numerical settings are showed. In the ﬁrst simulation the model
results display overall good agreement with the MOC solution, while with the
second one (employing reduced ∆x and hmin) they adhere more closely to
it. However, it is worth noting that this improved performance is achieved
at an increased computational cost. While the ﬁrst simulation took roughly 8
minutes to run, the second one lasted around 12 hours, using the same standard
PC (Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2120 CPU 3.30GHz; RAM: 4GB). Such
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Figure 5.15: Combined load uniform bore. Model results with diﬀerent ﬂux limiters. (a) and (b): compar-
ison of contours for non-dimensional water depth (h∗) and velocity (u∗) respectively. Solid
lines: model results using Minmod (blue), Superbee (green) or van Leer (magenta) respect-
ively.
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Figure 5.16: Combined load uniform bore. Model results with diﬀerent ﬂux limiters. (a) and (b): compar-
ison of contours for non-dimensional bed change (b∗) and suspended sediment concentration
(c) respectively. Solid lines: model results using Minmod (blue), Superbee (green) or van
Leer (magenta) respectively.
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Figure 5.17: Combined load uniform bore. Model results with diﬀerent ﬂux limiters. Comparison of ﬁnal
non-dimensional bed change (b∗) proﬁles. Solid lines: model results using Minmod (blue),
Superbee (green) or van Leer (magenta) respectively.
a long time, despite the enhanced results, is deemed to be unacceptable in the
view of a future engineering use of the present model, which aims at being
accurate but ﬂexible and computationally inexpensive at the same time.
Because of previous good results in the dam break on mobile bed case (see
 5.3.2) and in the bed-load uniform bore one (see  5.4.1), hmin = 10
−4 m
is assumed to represent a reasonable (lower) limit value for the simulations.
Additionally, note that at such a small depth other physical aspects (e.g. ca-
pillarity), which are not included here, are expected to play an increasing
important role in the ﬂuid dynamics.
In both considered bed- and combined load cases, results do not show an
overall noticeable sensitivity to the applied ﬂux limiters. If Superbee and van
Leer describe shocks more sharply, as expected as less diﬀusive than Minmod,
however they return increased numerical noise, especially in the bed change
proﬁles. As numerical noise is generally to be avoided, and sometimes the ﬁrst
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step towards the development of instabilities and computational errors, results
for the uniform bore test suggest to use Minmod rather than the other two for
morphodynamic simulations in the swash zone.
5.5 Single swash test on ﬁxed slope
The single swash test on ﬁxed slope is designed to reproduce the laboratory
experiments carried out at the swash facility of the University of Aberdeen
(U.K.) between September 2007 and July 2008. In particular, two cases with
the same coarse sand sediment are examined, the ﬁrst being on an impermeable
slope, while the second on a permeable but ﬁxed beach. For comprehensive
details on the facility and experimental conditions, the reader is referred to
Kikkert et al. (2012) and Kikkert et al. (2013) respectively.
This test purpose is twofold. Firstly, to understand how the model com-
pares with the WAF one of Briganti et al. (2011) for the impermeable beach
case, both models employing the BBL solver (see Appendix A). Secondly, to
check that the implemented simpliﬁed approach for inﬁltration modelling is
able to provide a reasonably accurate estimate of percolated water and, more
generally, a good swash description in the permeable slope case. Fig. 5.18
shows a sketch of the above-mentioned swash facility, along with the initial
conditions and the variables involved in the simulations.
With reference to Fig. 5.18 and in the order from left to right, the ex-
perimental rig consists of an external ﬁxed wall, a reservoir, a metal gate, an
impermeable ﬁxed ﬂat-bottomed region, a slope beach and a weir, which in
the permeable beach case keeps the initial water table inside the slope at the
chosen level. hrsv = 0.600 m is the initial still water depth inside the reservoir,
i.e. before the gate, while after the gate the maximum initial still water depth
is hini = 0.062 m, which coincides with the initial water level inside the per-
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Figure 5.18: Single swash test on ﬁxed slope. Sketch of the experimental rig, with initial conditions and
involved variables (not to be scaled). Dashed blue line for the water table inside the slope
and the weir are valid for permeable beach case only. Black and brown are used to indicate
the steel ﬂat bottom and the (coated with or cemented) sediment slope respectively.
meable beach. Note that zb(x, t) = zb(x, 0), as the bed is ﬁxed. The reservoir
is 1.00 m long, the gate 4.20 m far from the initial shoreline position and the
slope measures 7.00 m in length, enough for no water overtopping its higher
edge in any experiment. The shoreline position, xs(t), is initially located at
x = 0 m. Finally, the domain length is Lx = 12 m.
This test uses basic fully reﬂective conditions at the upstream boundary,
which are
hn0 = h
n
1 , (5.15)
un0 = −un1 , (5.16)
znb,0 = z
n
b,1, (5.17)
while the downstream BCs are the shoreline ones (see  4.3.3).
The settings are chosen equal to those in Briganti et al. (2011), then inﬁlt-
ration parameters are taken for the permeable case from Kikkert & Steenhauer
(2008) and Steenhauer et al. (2011). The considered experiments are those for
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the coarse sand with d50 = 1.3× 10−3 m and d65 = 1.5× 10−3 m, these being
the median and nominal grain diameters respectively. The model is equipped
with the BBL solver, with bed roughness kb equal to 2 d65 = 0.003 m, following
the calibration presented by Briganti et al. (2011).
As previously done for the dam break test on rigid bed (see  5.3.1), the
immobile bed is modelled as a virtually-ﬁxed one through the Grass formula
with Ased = 10
−8 s2m−1. pb = 0 and 0.30 in the impermeable and permeable
cases respectively. No suspended load or bed diﬀusion are considered. For the
permeable slope case, both the Darcy and the Forchheimer resistance laws are
employed (see  3.4.3), with the following parameters: kinf = 0.013 ms
−1 from
Kikkert & Steenhauer (2008), while ainf = 81.2 sm
−1 and binf = 3, 587 s2m−2
from Steenhauer et al. (2011).
In this test ∆x = 0.01 m, CN = 0.80 and hmin = 0.001 m for consistency
with Briganti et al. (2011). Simulations with each one of the three ﬂux limiters
are carried out.
Results for the impermeable and permeable ﬁxed slope cases are presented
in  5.5.1 and 5.5.2 respectively, while ﬁnal remarks are drawn in  5.5.3.
5.5.1 Single swash on impermeable ﬁxed slope
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is given in Tab. 5.8.
Fig. 5.19 shows comparison of the time series of the measured and the pre-
dicted shoreline positions, while Fig. 5.20 presents comparison between h and
u time series at three selected particle image velocimeter (or PIV) locations,
which are x = 0.072, 1.559 and 2.365 m for PIV2, PIV4 and PIV5 in the order.
Note that only results using Minmod are displayed, as those with the other
two do not show any signiﬁcant diﬀerence or improvement.
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Assumptions and BCs
Friction BBL solver
Sediment transport virtually only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs reﬂective
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Median sediment grain diameter (d50) 1.3× 10−3 m
Bed roughness (kb) 0.003 m
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 10
−8 s2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0
Domain length (Lx) 12 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 0.001 m
Duration of the simulations 11 s
Table 5.8: Single swash on impermeable ﬁxed slope. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings.
With reference to Fig. 5.19, the model results conﬁrm those obtained
through the WAF method (see Fig. 3, panel (a), at page 465 of Briganti et al.,
2011), showing an overall good phasing with the measured data, slightly over-
estimated maximum run-up and increasing lag for the numerical tip in the
backwash (dashed line). The numerical prediction for h = 0.005 m, which is
consistent with measurement resolution, is improved in comparison with the
WAF results.
This is also conﬁrmed in Fig. 5.20, where the model results return a better
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compliance with data throughout the water depth and velocity time series
(especially in the late swash) than that reported in Fig. 7 at page 467 of
Briganti et al. (2011). This enhanced performance may be partly explained
with the diﬀerent modelled numerical domain. While Briganti et al. (2011)
chose to limit their simulation at PIV1 location, i.e. x = −1.802 m, where
input time series for h and u from PIV1 measurements were used as BCs, the
numerical domain is here extended to the whole rig, thus simulating the initial
dam break event and the subsequent reﬂected wave from the left external ﬁxed
wall as well.
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Figure 5.19: Single swash on impermeable ﬁxed slope. Comparison of measured and predicted shoreline
position time series. Black circles: measured shoreline (resolution at h = 0.005 m). Solid blue
line: predicted shoreline position tracking the water depth consistent with the measurements
(h = 0.005 m). Dashed blue line: predicted shoreline position tracking the numerical wet /
dry front (h = 0.001 m).
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Figure 5.20: Single swash on impermeable ﬁxed slope. Comparison of measured and predicted water depth
(h) and velocity (u) time series at PIV2 (top row, (a) and (b)), PIV4 (mid row, (c) and (d))
and PIV5 (bottom row, (e) and (f)) locations. Black circles: measured data. Solid blue line:
predicted h (left column) and u (right column) time series at selected PIV location.
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5.5.2 Single swash on permeable ﬁxed slope
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is provided in Tab. 5.9.
Assumptions and BCs
Friction BBL solver
Sediment transport virtually only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion not included
Inﬁltration Darcy / Forchheimer law
Upstream BCs reﬂective
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Median sediment grain diameter (d50) 1.3× 10−3 m
Bed roughness (kb) 0.003 m
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 10
−8 s2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.30
Darcy hydraulic conductivity (kinf ) 0.013 ms
−1
Forchheimer linear coeﬃcient (ainf ) 81.2 sm
−1
Forchheimer quadratic coeﬃcient (binf ) 3, 587 s
2m−2
Domain length (Lx) 12 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 0.001 m
Duration of the simulations 11 s
Table 5.9: Single swash on permeable ﬁxed slope. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings.
Fig. 5.21 shows comparison of the time series of the measured and the
predicted shoreline positions, while Fig. 5.22 presents comparison between h
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and u time series at PIV2, PIV4 and PIV5. Results using both resistance laws
are plotted and, as previously for the impermeable case, only the simulation
with Minmod is reported, because the other two do not yield any signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in the results.
With reference to Fig. 5.21, while during the uprush the swash tip is well
simulated, especially with the Forchheimer law, the backwash is anticipated
due to the excess of percolated water. The diﬀerence between the shoreline
position predictions in the two simulations reduces after t = 7 s, when inﬁlt-
ration stops because of the completely ﬁlled void space available inside the
permeable beach (recall that no groundwater motion is modelled).
In Fig. 5.22 the water depth evolution shows initially good compliance
with measurements, then deteriorates with time. About velocity time series,
the overall agreement is reasonably good, again weakening in the backwash
phase. Appreciable diﬀerence between the two simulations can be seen only in
the upper swash zone (see panels (e) and (f)).
With both the Darcy and the Forchheimer resistance laws, simulated in-
ﬁltration exceeds the measured one. Fig. 5.23 shows the time stacks for the
cumulative inﬁltrated volume per unit of width (Vinf ) for the two simulations.
This is computed at a generic cell m and until the chosen time step N as
V Ninf,m =
N∑
n=1
wninf,m ∆t ∆x. (5.18)
Results highlight that the use of the Darcy law returns more ﬁnal percolated
water than that of the Forchheimer one. Note that in the lower swash zone,
i.e. for roughly x < 1.8 m, the ﬁnal contours in both panels match strictly,
because in that part of the beach the void space between the water table
and the slope top surface is relatively small and completely ﬁlled in both
simulations. Additionally, the contour spacing in the time axis direction, and
also in the space axis direction for x > 2 m, is wider in the simulation with
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the Forchheimer law than in that with the Darcy one, consistently with the
former being more dissipative than the latter (i.e. in the former the quadratic
coeﬃcient accounts for further resistance to inﬁltration) and thus delaying the
inﬁltration process.
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Figure 5.21: Single swash on permeable ﬁxed slope. Comparison of measured and predicted shoreline
position time series. Black circles: measured shoreline (resolution at h = 0.005 m). Solid
lines: predicted shoreline positions tracking the water depth consistent with the measurements
(h = 0.005 m). Dashed lines: predicted shoreline positions tracking the numerical wet / dry
front (h = 0.001 m). Blue lines: simulation with the Darcy law. Red lines: simulation with
the Forchheimer law.
5.5.3 Concluding remarks
Single swash events on impermeable and permeable ﬁxed slopes are presented
for the same sediment, i.e. a coarse sand. Note that Briganti et al. (2011)
and Steenhauer et al. (2012b) carried out some numerical simulations (for the
two cases respectively) considering also a coarser sediment, i.e. gravel, but no
ﬁner bed material. Additionally, very recently Pintado-Patiño et al. (2015)
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Figure 5.22: Single swash on permeable ﬁxed slope. Comparison of measured and predicted water depth
(h) and velocity (u) time series at PIV2 (top row, (a) and (b)), PIV4 (mid row, (c) and (d))
and PIV5 (bottom row, (e) and (f)) locations, using both the Darcy and the Forchheimer
resistance laws. Black circles: measured data. Solid lines: predicted h and u time series at
selected PIV locations. Blue lines: simulation with the Darcy law. Red lines: simulation
with the Forchheimer law.
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Figure 5.23: Single swash on permeable ﬁxed slope. Time stacks for cumulative inﬁltrated volume (Vinf )
using the Darcy and the Forchheimer laws. (a) and (b): results using the Darcy and the
Forchheimer laws respectively, with contour lines plotted every 5 × 10−5 m3m−1. A solid
yellow line is added to track the numerical wet / dry front in each simulation.
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used a complex hydrodynamic only model (which solves the Volume-Averaged
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations, with a Volume of Fluid tracking
scheme and a k- turbulence closure, and includes both inﬁltration and ex-
ﬁltration) to successfully reproduce both cases, but for the gravel experiment
only. Gravel beaches are not examined in this work as only bed-load trans-
port is realistic for them, thus excluding the suspended sediment transport
implemented in the model, and because eﬀects of exﬁltration and groundwa-
ter motion are expected to be more signiﬁcant (see Steenhauer et al., 2011;
Pintado-Patiño et al., 2015).
With reference to the impermeable ﬁxed slope case, the results show overall
enhanced compliance with measurements compared to previous ones of Brig-
anti et al. (2011). The extension of the numerical domain to the whole rig,
simulating the complete dam break event, seems to play a role in this, espe-
cially in the backwash phase of the simulation.
In the permeable ﬁxed slope case, results using both the Darcy and the
Forchheimer resistance laws show a good agreement with measurements in the
uprush, better with the Forchheimer one, while performance deteriorates dur-
ing the backwash phase, because of an excess of predicted inﬁltration. Around
45% and 43% of the water entering the region landward of the initial shoreline,
i.e. x = 0 m, inﬁltrate during the whole swash event with the Darcy and the
Forchheimer laws respectively, while the corresponding measurement indicates
a water loss of around 33% (Kikkert et al., 2013). By the time of the maximum
run-up, analogous percentages decrease to around 35% and 32% respectively
but remain higher than the experimental evidence, which shows a 20% of per-
colated water (Steenhauer et al., 2011).
The results conﬁrm Packwood (1983) ﬁndings, i.e. the inﬂuence of inﬁlt-
ration is minimal in the uprush but more signiﬁcant in the backwash phase.
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However, most of the percolated water is lost by the time of the maximum
run-up. The measurements quantify this loss around 60% of the ﬁnal inﬁlt-
rated volume, while in the simulations this percentage rises at 78% and 75%
with the Darcy and the Forchheimer laws respectively.
Additionally, it is noted that the sensitivity of the results to the partic-
ular resistance law does not seem marked, even though the Forchheimer one
allows a better performance, consistently with being more appropriate for the
considered coarse sand (see Burcharth & Andersen, 1995).
Finally, recall that some processes, e.g. pore-air entrapment and groundwa-
ter motion, are not included in the current simulations, aiming at keeping the
present approach eﬀective but simple (see also  3.4.3). These processes were
found to have some relevance in the experiments (see Steenhauer et al., 2011),
even though they could be partially related to rig-scale eﬀects. Additionally,
Steenhauer et al. (2012b) obtained numerical predictions in good agreement
with these experiments by means of a hydrodynamic only solver with a complex
subsurface ﬂow model (comprising inﬁltration, exﬁltration, horizontal pore-air
movement and horizontal groundwater ﬂow). Hence, given the adopted simpli-
ﬁed approach for the inﬁltration prediction, it can be stated that the present
model provides a reasonable description of a single swash event on a permeable
ﬁxed slope.
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Numerical modelling of ﬁeld-scale
single swash events
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a study with the purpose of reproducing observed single
swash events from both the hydro- and morphodynamic viewpoints. So far
there have been only few attempts to reproduce real swash motions, generally
because of their random and three-dimensional character, with related diﬃ-
culties in accurate wave condition prescription, and of their intermittent and
shallow water aspects, which represent a challenge for measurements. Non-
etheless, as beach levels primarily vary in the oﬀshore direction, and as wave
refraction tends to change wave directions into shore-normal approaching the
swash zone, it is reasonable to suppose that a one-dimensional description can
be appropriate for some beaches in some circumstances.
Such an approach was used by van Rooijen et al. (2012) to simulate two
high tides happened at Le Truc Vert beach on the Atlantic French coast in the
early spring of 2008, for which ﬁeld measurements are available (Blenkinsopp
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et al., 2011). Their model consists of the one-dimensional NSWEs, including
a diﬀusion term related to energy dissipation through horizontal eddies and
accounting for turbulence due to breaking, plus bed change and suspended
load equations, comprising near bed turbulence eﬀects. Additionally, they used
measured water levels in about 1 to 1.5 m depth of water (in the surf zone) to
drive swash motions at the beachface. Although discrepancies between results
and measurements are sometimes substantial, their results are promising in
both hydrodynamics and bed change predictions.
In this chapter a similar study is undertaken, but this time focussed on
the swash zone only and for single swash events, as operationally deﬁned by
Blenkinsopp et al. (2011). This aims at assessing how accurate simulation
results for the hydro-morphodynamics can be, provided the level of detail of
the measurements from a comprehensive ﬁeld campaign. Part of this chapter
is included in the manuscript Incelli et al. (2015b), currently accepted for
publication.
The ﬁeld campaign and the selected events are brieﬂy described in  6.2.
The modelling approach is outlined in  6.3, where the adopted assumptions,
the required (boundary and initial) conditions and the (physical and numer-
ical) settings are reported. Simulation results are presented in  6.4 and then
compared with data in  6.5. Sensitivity analyses are illustrated in  6.6.
Finally, ﬁndings are discussed in  6.7 and summarised in  6.8.
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6.2 Field campaign and selected events
6.2.1 Experiment site and instrumentation
The used data-set was speciﬁcally collected to enable the analysis of swash
hydrodynamics and sediment transport at the time-scale of individual waves
and was obtained at Le Truc Vert beach over a spring to spring tidal cycle
from 19th March to 4th April 2008 as part of the ECORS project (Senechal
& Ardhuin, 2008). Le Truc Vert is a long west-facing sandy beach on the
Atlantic coast of France. The beach is relatively steep with a typical gradient
of around 1:15 and median sediment grain size of approximately 4.0× 10−4 m.
The reader is referred to Blenkinsopp et al. (2011) for further details about
the experiment site.
A total of 89 sensors were installed on the beachface (see Fig. 6.1 for an
overall visualization), a complete description of which was provided by Mas-
selink et al. (2009), while only instrumentation of interest for this study is
presented below.
In particular, three arrays of 15 ultrasonic altimeters (hereinafter UA) were
deployed along three, 26.6 m long and 1.9 m alongshore-spaced cross-shore lines
on a scaﬀold frame. They provided surface level (i.e. h+ zb) data for both wet
and dry regions of the beach with space resolution of 1.9 m (i.e. the UA cross-
shore spacing) at intra-wave time resolution (sample frequency of 4 Hz), and
their working principles were described by Turner et al. (2008).
The considered data were obtained over the morning high tide on 26th
March, which is thought to provide suitable quasi-one-dimensional swash events,
as values recorded by each of the three cross-shore lines of UA are almost
identical (see also Blenkinsopp et al., 2011). Therefore, only data from the
central line are used in the present study and the 15 UAs are indicated in
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Figure 6.1: Instrument deployment at Le Truc Vert beach during the March-April 2008 ﬁeld measurement
campaign. This picture is courtesy of Dr C. Blenkinsopp and originally taken by Prof I. Turner.
Fig. 6.2 with progressive numbers in the landward direction (from UA01 to
UA15).
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Figure 6.2: Schematic showing the instrument locations during 26th March, 2008.
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Flow velocities were measured at ﬁve instrument stations (henceforth IS)
located at 3.8 m intervals along the centre of the scaﬀold frame. They are
numbered from IS1 (x = −59.7 m) to IS5 (x = −44.5 m) in Fig. 6.2. The
main IS (i.e. IS3) was installed in the mid high tide swash zone (x = −52.1
m) and equipped with four electromagnetic current meters which are able to
measure cross-shore ﬂow velocity at elevations 0.03 m, 0.06 m, 0.10 m and
0.14 m above the local bed, while the other four (auxiliary) ones were each
equipped with a single electromagnetic current meter deployed 0.06 m above
the bed. Note that during the 26th March tide, the current meters at auxiliary
IS1 and IS5 were not working and thus they are not considered in this study.
6.2.2 Selected events
Three events, referred to with a numbering system that reﬂects the original
number considered, are denoted Event 1, 3 and 5, and selected from the data
for the aforementioned tide.
They are all single swash events  although sometimes comprising more
than one wave / bore  of a reasonable duration (2030 s), and are ﬁrstly
selected because of the diﬀerent kind of ﬁnal bed change proﬁle they produced.
Event 1 generated variable accretion in most of the swash zone; Event 3 caused
signiﬁcant erosion in the lower swash zone but accretion in the upper part;
Event 5 produced an erosional proﬁle, especially in the lower swash zone.
Secondly, these events are chosen because complete (or nearly complete)
time series for water depth and velocity are available at UA03 / IS2 locations
(x = −55.7 m / x = −55.8 m respectively), which are almost coincident (see
Fig. 6.2). These time series are needed as input at the seaward boundary for
the numerical simulations. Note that, typically, complete velocity time series
are not available.
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The initial time for each event is deﬁned such that the initial shoreline
position is at UA06 location (x = −49.9 m), where water depth is therefore set
to zero, following the approach to detect a dried bed described by Blenkinsopp
et al. (2011). This choice of relating the initial time to the shoreline location
at UA06 is somewhat arbitrary but for both Events 3 and 5 it identiﬁes a time
at which velocity time series exist after a sequence of unrecorded values. The
same approach is retained for consistency for Event 1 as well.
The duration of each event is limited to a few seconds after the shoreline
has retreated seaward of its initial position, in order to be conﬁdent that the
beachface has returned to a dry state. This allows a consistent comparison
between initial and ﬁnal bed proﬁles and therefore the computation of the
measured ﬁnal bed change proﬁle.
6.3 Numerical modelling
The employed numerical model is the combined load TVD-MCC solver presen-
ted in  4.3.1. It uses the BBL solver (see Appendix A) for bottom fric-
tion calculation and considers bed diﬀusion (with the formulation with zb, i.e.
Eq. (3.14)), combined load (using the MPM formula for bed-load description)
and inﬁltration (with the Darcy resistance law). The modelling approach is
presented in  6.3.1, which explains the applied boundary and initial con-
ditions, while estimates of the physical parameters and speciﬁcations of the
numerical settings are examined in  6.3.2.
6.3.1 Modelling approach
As mentioned in  6.1 and 6.2.1, the actual swash events, including the beach
itself, show alongshore variation, but measurements at adjacent alongshore
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UA locations conﬁrm a predominant cross-shore character (Blenkinsopp et al.,
2011). This observation gives reasonable conﬁdence in the use of the present
one-dimensional model, provided that some loss of accuracy in the computed
results compared to the ﬁeld data is acknowledged.
Boundary conditions
The driving seaward boundary is located at UA03 position (see  6.2.2), where
the boundary time series for h and u are available. Note that for modelling
purposes the measured velocity values therein (0.06 m above the bed) are
interpreted as depth-averaged ones. The prototype scale measurements of
Briganti et al. (2011) provide justiﬁcation for this in the uprush while in the
backwash there is some evidence that this could lead to an overestimate of the
depth-averaged value. Further comments on this point are provided in  6.5.
Sometimes, especially when water depth becomes small and a previous
signiﬁcant backwash meets the subsequent uprush, the water velocity time
series are incomplete in the later stages of the events. When required, gaps
in the time series are ﬁlled with values obtained through a piecewise cubic
interpolation from adjacent values.
Note also that because single swash events only are considered, the accumu-
lated eﬀects of interpolations are assumed small. Example time series (h and
u for Event 1) are shown in Fig. 6.3. Note that hereafter in this chapter only
the symbol u is used to refer interchangeably to depth-averaged and (meas-
ured) instantaneous values, only distinguishing between these quantities as
necessary.
No corresponding information for zb and c is available at the seaward bound-
ary. Two diﬀerent approaches were tested, the ﬁrst not to update bed level
and depth-averaged concentration at the driving boundary, and the second to
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Figure 6.3: Event 1. Data boundary time series. (a): water depth (h). (b): water velocity (u), with black
crosses indicating interpolated values.
extrapolate them from the nearest internal point at each time step. Both these
approaches led to very similar predictions for bed changes at a distance > 1
m landward of the driving boundary (not shown). Therefore the ﬁrst of these
is used in the simulations.
Note that the driving signals therefore, in theory, include both incoming
and reﬂected components, contrary to the driving signals used by van Rooijen
et al. (2012). Recall, however, that in this study the seaward boundary is
located at the base of the swash zone, where disentangling these two com-
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ponents from ﬁeld data is more diﬃcult. Additionally, the uprush / back-
wash of the considered events is expected to primarily consist of shoreward
/ seaward propagating component, exclusively so if the ﬂow is supercritical.
Lastly, because the spatial dimension and (especially) the time durations are
considerably reduced, it may be expected that this approach leads to fewer
discrepancies because there is no accumulation.
At the other boundary, i.e. the shoreline one, the BCs are those for the wet
/ dry front treatment presented in  4.3.3.
Initial conditions
UAs provided values for the surface level, which coincides to the bed level for
the initially dry part of the beach and to the water surface for the initially wet
one. For the latter, water depths are then computed by subtracting the bed
levels recovered from the previous time when the bed was exposed at these
locations. At numerical grid points between UA locations, linear interpolation
is used to estimate zb and h.
Initial velocities are not available at all locations, so a spatial distribution
is constructed by linear interpolation between the initial value at the seaward
boundary and that estimated at the initial shoreline. The latter is calculated
by evaluating the time interval for the shoreline position, initially at UA06
location, to reach the ﬁrst UA further landward (UA07). Note that meas-
urements for velocity at the IS3 location are also not available at the initial
time.
Because no reliable or cross-shore measurements of c are available, a zero
depth-averaged initial concentration is imposed everywhere. The sensitivity to
this assumption is examined in  6.6.2.
Because of lack of knowledge, the initial BBL thickness is set to zero (no
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BBL present), which then rapidly develops as solution progresses.
Measurements concerning the water table within the beach also are not
available. It is therefore assumed that the water table is equal to the bed
level at the initial shoreline, i.e. at UA06 location. The sensitivity to this
assumption is considered in  6.6.2.
6.3.2 Physical parameters and numerical settings
The physical parameters and numerical settings used in the simulation of the
three events are presented below and summarised in Tab. 6.1.
The bed porosity is pb = 0.35, the relative sediment density compared to
salted water srel = 2.580 (sediment density ρs = 2, 650 kgm
−3, salted water
density ρw = 1, 027 kgm
−3) and the median sediment diameter d50 = 4.0×10−4
m (Blenkinsopp et al., 2011). The critical Shields parameter for bed-load is
θcrb ≈ 0.036, following van Rijn (2007a). As the beach sediment is a medium
grain size sand, the angle of repose of sediment φ = 33◦ is assumed.
The eﬀective settling velocity ws = 0.05 ms
−1 is imposed (Blenkinsopp
et al., 2011), while the critical friction velocity for suspended load is Uf,crs =√
τcrs/ρw ≈ 0.025 ms−1 (van Rijn, 1984).
It is more diﬃcult to estimate the parameter for the erosional rate me and
the representative bed shear stress value τrep. Zhu & Dodd (2015) made an
attempt to ﬁnd a relationship between erosional and depositional rates for
given net onshore ﬂux of sediment entrained in the uprush only of a solitary
wave swash event. Although it is diﬃcult to understand to what extent those
results can be applied to this ﬁeld case, they suggest a reasonable range of
values for the non-dimensional parameter m∗e = me/
(√
ghrep(1− pb)
)
, being
the representative water depth hrep = 1 m. Therefore me = 0.002 ms
−1 is
chosen, which corresponds to m∗e = 0.001. An analysis on this assumption is
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Physical parameters and numerical settings
Median sediment grain diameter (d50) 4.0× 10−4 m
Bed roughness (kb) 0.001 m
Bed porosity (pb) 0.35
Angle of repose of sediment (φ) 33◦
Salted water density (ρw) 1, 027 kgm
−3
Relative density of sediment (srel) 2.580
The critical Shields parameter for bed-load (θcrb) 0.036
Erosional rate parameter (me) 0.002 ms
−1
Critical friction velocity for suspended load (Uf,crs) 0.025 ms
−1
Representative scale for velocity (urep)
√
ghrep ms
−1
Representative scale for water depth (hrep) 1.00 m
Friction coeﬃcient for τrep estimate (fc) 0.01
Eﬀective settling velocity (ws) 0.05 ms
−1
Darcy hydraulic conductivity (kinf ) 0.001 ms
−1
Domain length (Lx) 25 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.50
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 0.001 m
Duration of the simulation 25 / 25 / 33 s
Table 6.1: All events. Physical parameters and numerical settings used in the simulations. `/' separates
alternative values for the three simulated events.
provided in  6.6.1.
Additionally, τrep = ρwfc/2 u
2
rep is taken, with urep =
√
ghrep and fc = 0.01,
the latter being justiﬁed by a preliminary analysis, reported for convenience
in Appendix E.
In the BBL solver an estimate of the bed roughness kb is needed. Its value
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is usually related to the sediment grain size at various percentiles (see van Rijn,
1982, among others). Following previous work of van Rooijen et al. (2012), it
is assumed that kb = 2.5 d50 = 0.001 m.
To simulate inﬁltration, a hydraulic conductivity of the sediment kinf of
0.001 ms−1 is employed, following the guidance for a medium sand proposed
by Packwood & Peregrine (1980).
Finally, Lx = 25 m, ∆x = 0.01 m, CN = 0.50 and hmin = 0.001 m are
used. The latter value appears to be a reasonable one as it agrees with the
measured level vertical resolution.
6.4 Simulation results
In this section, results for each event are presented, including a brief description
of the hydro-morphodynamics and a quantiﬁcation of the inﬁltration.
6.4.1 Event 1
Fig. 6.4 shows the time stacks for the dependent variables for Event 1. The
hydrodynamics presents a large event generated by a single bore. The water
retreats slowly as a thin ﬁlm in the backwash, due to the eﬀect of friction. Bed
change contours display some deposition in the upper swash with signiﬁcant
erosion in the lower swash zone. The suspended sediment concentration in-
creases rapidly in the uprush phase, drops at ﬂow reversal and peaks again in
late backwash, consistently with the development of the BBL.
Fig. 6.5 presents the time stack for Vinf , deﬁned by Eq. (5.18). The ﬁnal
volume of percolated water is 0.418 m3m−1, which corresponds to approxim-
ately the 15.7% of the total volume that enters the region landward of the
initial shoreline during the whole event.
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Figure 6.4: Event 1. Time stacks. (a): water depth (h), with contour lines for h = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01 and
0.05 m and then plotted with a 0.05 m interval. (b): velocity (u), with contour lines every 0.2
ms−1. (c): bed change (b), with contour lines every 0.001 m. (d): suspended sediment con-
centration (c), with contour lines every 0.002 m3m−3. A line tracking the numerical shoreline
is added for convenience in (c) and (d) in blue and yellow respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Event 1. Time stack for cumulative inﬁltrated volume (Vinf ), with contour lines plotted every
5× 10−5 m3m−1. A yellow line tracking the numerical shoreline is added for convenience.
6.4.2 Event 3
Fig. 6.6 shows the time stacks for the dependent variables for Event 3. The
swash event is produced by two subsequent bores. The second one reaches its
maximum run-up while water from the ﬁrst one has already started receding.
Signiﬁcant deposition in the upper swash and noticeable erosion in the lower
swash zone are highlighted by the bed change contours. The suspended sedi-
ment concentration rises quickly in the uprush phase, reaching values greater
than twice the maximum ones in Event 1, indicating that Event 3 is much
more energetic than the previous one. The evolution of c then follows the
same behaviour as for Event 1.
The equivalent plot for Vinf is shown in Fig. 6.7 and it is qualitatively sim-
ilar to that for Event 1. The ﬁnal volume of percolated water is 0.427 m3m−1
(16.9% of the water entering the region landward of the initial shoreline).
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Figure 6.6: Event 3. Time stacks. (a): water depth (h), with contour lines for h = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01 and
0.05 m and then plotted with a 0.05 m interval. (b): velocity (u), with contour lines every 0.2
ms−1. (c): bed change (b), with contour lines every 0.001 m. (d): suspended sediment con-
centration (c), with contour lines every 0.002 m3m−3. A line tracking the numerical shoreline
is added for convenience in (c) and (d) in blue and yellow respectively.
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Figure 6.7: Event 3. Time stack for cumulative inﬁltrated volume (Vinf ), with contour lines plotted every
5× 10−5 m3m−1. A yellow line tracking the numerical shoreline is added for convenience.
6.4.3 Event 5
Three consecutive bores, the ﬁrst of them smaller than the following two,
are included in Event 5 (see Fig. 6.8). Little accretion is observed in the
upper swash while erosion is predicted in the lower swash zone. The ﬁrst
bore produces no signiﬁcant amount of suspended sediment transport. Then
the suspended load increases during uprush and backwash phases of the other
waves and hits its maximum concentration in the last uprush phase.
Fig. 6.9 shows once more the inﬁltration process, with the three bores
apparent. The ﬁnal volume of percolated water is 0.329 m3m−1 (16.6% of the
water entering the region landward of the initial shoreline). This relatively
small amount of water, compared to 0.418 m3m−1 and 0.427 m3m−1 of the
two previous events, could be caused by the smaller maximum run-up in this
event, which means reduced time and pore space available for inﬁltration.
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Figure 6.8: Event 5. Time stacks. (a): water depth (h), with contour lines for h = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01 and
0.05 m and then plotted with a 0.05 m interval. (b): velocity (u), with contour lines every 0.2
ms−1. (c): bed change (b), with contour lines every 0.001 m. (d): suspended sediment con-
centration (c), with contour lines every 0.002 m3m−3. A line tracking the numerical shoreline
is added for convenience in (c) and (d) in blue and yellow respectively.
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Figure 6.9: Event 5. Time stack for cumulative inﬁltrated volume (Vinf ), with contour lines plotted every
5× 10−5 m3m−1. A yellow line tracking the numerical shoreline is added for convenience.
6.5 Comparison with data
In this section, comparisons between data and numerical results are shown in
terms of surface level and velocity time series, and of ﬁnal bed change proﬁles.
Figs. 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 show comparisons between the measured surface
levels and the computed ones for Events 1, 3 and 5 respectively. The numerical
results compare quite well with the data in all three events, notwithstanding
all the uncertainties mentioned in  6.3.1. All simulated events exhibit smaller
maximum run-ups, in particular Event 3. The missing water depth between
the measured and the computed maximum levels is never more than 0.06 m and
generally around 0.03 m. For Events 1 and 5, some lag in the uprush phases can
be observed starting from lower UA locations and increasing slightly landward.
This lag can be noticed in the backwash phases of both events as well, but to
a smaller extent. Note, however, that the reduced water in the upper swash
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zone results in the numerical signal leading the measured one in the backwash.
On the other hand, nearly no lag can be seen for Event 3 in the uprush.
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Figure 6.10: Event 1. Comparison of surface level (h+ zb) time series at UA locations. Dashed black line
with circles: data. Solid blue line: computed results.
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Figure 6.11: Event 3. Comparison of surface level (h+ zb) time series at UA locations. Dashed black line
with circles: data. Solid blue line: computed results.
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Figure 6.12: Event 5. Comparison of surface level (h+ zb) time series at UA locations. Dashed black line
with circles: data. Solid blue line: computed results.
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When IS3 remains submerged for a long enough time to let velocity data
be recorded by the current meters, it is possible to compare predicted velocit-
ies with measured ones (see Fig. 6.13). The measured velocities at diﬀerent
elevations overall show similar values for most of the time series and are in
general good agreement with the computed ones.
This indicates that the use of raw velocities (0.06 m above the bed, at IS2;
see  6.3.1) as depth-averaged driving boundary values nonetheless enables the
numerical model to capture the hydrodynamics reasonably well. Addition-
ally Fig. 6.13 shows that, indeed, for most of the swash cycle depth-averaged
velocities represent well values measured over the water column.
To display the morphodynamic eﬀects of the simulated swash events, ﬁ-
nal proﬁles of measured and computed bed changes are shown in Fig. 6.14
landward of the initial shoreline location. Considering this region ensures that
all measured changes are due to the considered event only (recall that in the
initially wet part of the domain, zb values are recovered from previous time
when the bed was exposed, therefore more uncertainty is related to them).
In Event 1 the computed deposition is much smaller than that measured,
and some erosion is apparent in the lower swash zone. In Event 3 the numerical
results seem to reproduce the overall morphodynamic pattern (i.e. erosion in
the lower swash zone, deposition in the upper one), although the amount of
bed change is reduced. In particular, the reduced maximum run-up conﬁnes
the accretion such that it is more seaward than that measured in the ﬁeld,
which progressively increases landward. In Event 5 the generally erosive event
(the three bores) is only reproduced in a bulk sense, with far more erosion
occurring in the ﬁeld measurements.
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Figure 6.13: All events. Comparison of velocity (u) time series at IS3 location. (a): Event 1. (b): Event
3. (c): Event 5. Dashed lines: data at elevations of 0.03 m (black), 0.06 m (blue), 0.10 m
(magenta) and 0.14 m (green) above the bed level. Empty squares, coloured according to
the dashed lines, indicate ﬁrst and last values of interval(s) of the measured time series with
recorded values. Solid red line: computed results (depth-averaged values).
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Figure 6.14: All events. Comparison of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁles. (a): Event 1. (b): Event 3. (c):
Event 5. Dotted black line with crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change
line. Solid black line: computed results.
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6.6 Sensitivity analyses
As mentioned, some elements of the modelling have little or no site data to
provide estimates of initial conditions (u, c) or of parameter values (me, kinf ).
Other variables (h, zb) and parameters (d50, pb, φ, kb, ws) are considered
reasonably well estimated.
About BCs, it could be argued that those for zb and c are inadequately
deﬁned, but a limited region of inﬂuence of them (within 1 m landward of the
open boundary) was found in preliminary testing, at least for durations of the
simulation of the order of the present ones (see  6.3.1).
From the numerical viewpoint, there could be an inﬂuence of the particu-
lar applied ﬂux limiter (Minmod), even though, according to previous results
presented in  5, the eﬀects are not expected to be substantial, due to the
reduced durations of the simulations. The sensitivity of results to other nu-
merical settings, as ∆x or hmin, is not considered, as the adopted values are
thought to be already at their reasonable limits, provided the level of accuracy
of the measurements.
Sensitivity analyses are focussed on Event 3, as this is the most ener-
getic one (see Fig. 6.6) and yielded signiﬁcant bed changes (see mid panel of
Fig. 6.14) over most of the swash region for both data and simulation. Results
for Event 3 shown in Fig. 6.11 and in panel (b) of Fig. 6.14, along with the
corresponding chosen parameters and settings, are referred to as default ones
in the following.
6.6.1 Sensitivity to physical parameters
The parameter for the erosional rate me is the least well determined of all
parameters and it is originally set equal to 0.002 ms−1. Fig. 6.15 shows results
obtained halving or doubling theme value (0.001 and 0.004 ms
−1 respectively).
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It can be seen that the overall pattern of erosion / deposition is unchanged.
This is consistent with Zhu & Dodd (2015), who also noted that this parameter
aﬀects primarily the amount of erosion / deposition (per unit time) rather than
the pattern, unless the ﬂow is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the bed change. These
values of me span a range of m
∗
e values between 5×10−4 and 0.002 (see Fig. 16
at page 130 of Zhu & Dodd, 2015). The largest value corresponds to the
uprush movement of around 60 kgm−1 of sand in their investigation, which is
consistent with ﬁeld observations (see Blenkinsopp et al., 2011).
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Figure 6.15: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to me. Results with diﬀerent me values.
Dotted black line with crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change line. Solid
black line: computed results with me = 0.002 ms−1 (default). Dashed blue line: computed
results with me = 0.001 ms−1. Dashed red line: computed results with me = 0.004 ms−1.
Additionally, the possibility of diﬀerent me values for the uprush and the
backwash phases is considered, which are indicated in the following as me,up
and me,bw respectively, and their ratio is deﬁned as Rent = me,up/me,bw.
Fig. 6.16 shows results obtained with me,up = 0.004 ms
−1 and diﬀerent
Rent values (note that Rent = 1 means me,up = me,bw). The results exhibit
an apparent sensitivity to Rent, with increased / reduced erosion in the lower
and mid swash zone for lower / higher Rent value, consistent to the fact of
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enhancing / diminishing erosion eﬃciency in the backwash compared to that
in the uprush.
Fig. 6.17 displays ﬁnal proﬁles for the bed change for two diﬀerent me,up
values (i.e. 0.004 ms−1 and 0.008 ms−1) and for three diﬀerent Rent ones. A
maybe interesting feature is that there is a common point around which proﬁles
for a given Rent rotate. It appears to roughly signpost the transition from the
erosional area to the depositional one and shifts seaward when a bigger Rent
value is adopted.
However, the adoption of diﬀerent parameter values for the two phases is
not ideal in terms of best modelling practice. The present research approach
aims at minimising the deterministic interferences by the modeller on the res-
ults, i.e. using event-speciﬁc knowledge to tune the model for a best ﬁtting,
not least because the uncertainties in the data could undermine meaningful
conclusions. Therefore, previous results are presented as part of the work un-
dertaken and mainly because they conﬁrm that the use of diﬀerent me values
for uprush and backwash aﬀects primarily the amount of bed change rather
than the morphodynamic pattern.
Less uncertain is the hydraulic conductivity kinf , however accurate estim-
ates of it could be an issue for a ﬁeld site. Thus, in Fig. 6.18 default results are
compared with those for an impermeable beach. Both erosion and deposition
increase in the lower and upper swash zone respectively, however the diﬀerence
is not substantial from the morphodynamic viewpoint. Some improvements
are observed in the hydrodynamics in terms of extended maximum run-up
(not shown), which allows deposition to occur further landward.
Note that the chosen default value for kinf leads to substantially uniform
inﬁltrated volume percentages (between 15% and 17%) of the water entering
the region landward of the initial shoreline. These, for a sandy beach with
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Figure 6.16: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to me. Results with me,up ﬁxed at 0.004
ms−1 and diﬀerent Rent values. Dotted black line with crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed
black line: no change line. Other dashed lines: computed results with Rent = 1/2 (blue),
Rent = 1 (red), Rent = 2 (green) and Rent = 4 (magenta) respectively.
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Figure 6.17: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to me. Results for two diﬀerent me,up
values and three diﬀerent Rent ones. Dashed black line: no change line. Solid lines: Rent =
1. Other dashed lines: Rent = 2. Dot-dash lines: Rent = 4. Blue lines: computed results
with me,up = 0.004 ms−1. Red lines: computed results with me,up = 0.008 ms−1.
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d50 = 4.0×10−4 m, seem consistent with that value (33%) measured by Kikkert
et al. (2013) in a ﬂume for a coarser sand (d50 = 1.3× 10−3 m).
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Figure 6.18: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to inﬁltration. Dotted black line with
crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change line. Solid black line: computed
results for permeable beach with kinf = 0.001 ms
−1 (default). Dashed blue line: computed
results for impermeable beach.
Finally, other values for the bed roughness kb around the default one (kb =
0.001 m) are used, but diﬀerences between the time series of the predicted
surface levels are found to be negligible (see Fig. 6.19). Additionally, Fig. 6.20
shows that the overall morphodynamic pattern remains unchanged, conﬁrming
a reduced sensitivity to the bed roughness.
6.6.2 Sensitivity to initial conditions
The reconstruction procedure to obtain the initial velocity proﬁle is described
in  6.3.1. To account for the related uncertainties, a markedly diﬀerent but
still physically plausible initial velocity proﬁle is obtained as follows. Instead
of estimating a non-zero velocity at the initial shoreline, its value is set to
zero there. Then intermediate values between the seaward boundary and the
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Figure 6.19: Event 3. Sensitivity of surface level (h + zb) time series at UA locations to kb. Dashed
black line with circles: data. Solid black line: computed results with kb = 0.001 m (default).
Dashed lines: computed results with kb = 4 × 10−4 m (blue), kb = 8 × 10−4 m (red),
kb = 1.2× 10−3 m (green) and kb = 1.6× 10−3 m (magenta) respectively.
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Figure 6.20: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to kb. Dotted black line with crosses:
data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change line. Solid black line: computed results
with kb = 10
−3 m (default). Other dashed lines: computed results with kb = 4 × 10−4 m
(blue), kb = 8× 10−4 m (red), kb = 1.2× 10−3 m (green) and kb = 1.6× 10−3 m (magenta)
respectively.
initial shoreline are again calculated by linear interpolation between these two
extremes. Results for these new initial conditions are shown in Fig. 6.21.
The ﬁnal bed change proﬁle loses nearly completely the depositional area in
the upper swash zone, while the erosional one is substantially reduced. The
inﬂuence is therefore marked.
In the same ﬁgure the eﬀect of assuming an initial equilibrium concentration
proﬁle, i.e. c(x, 0) = ceq(x), is illustrated. This corresponds to a steady state
proﬁle where entrainment balances erosion in Eq. (3.29):
me
( |τb| − τcrs
τrep
)
− wsceq = 0⇒ ceq = me
ws
(
fc/2 u
2 − U2f,crs
fc/2 u2rep
)
. (6.1)
The presence of the pre-suspended sediment removes all the erosion from the
ﬁnal bed proﬁle throughout the swash zone in Fig. 6.21. The eﬀects of the new
initial conditions signiﬁcantly weaken in the upper swash zone, where the new
bed change proﬁle tends to the default one.
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Figure 6.21: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to initial velocity and suspended sedi-
ment concentration proﬁles. Dotted black line with crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed
black line: no change line. Solid black line: computed results with increasing landward ini-
tial velocity proﬁle and c(x, 0) = 0 m3m−3 (default). Dashed blue line: computed results
with decreasing landward initial velocity proﬁle and c(x, 0) = 0 m3m−3. Dashed red line:
computed results with increasing landward initial velocity proﬁle and c(x, 0) = ceq(x).
Finally, the water table is assumed coincident to the bed level at the initial
shoreline, i.e. at UA06 location (see  6.3.1). A diﬀerent case where the initial
water table is set equal to the bed level at the seaward boundary, i.e. at a
lower level, is presented and the results reported in Fig. 6.22. The ﬁnal bed
change is nearly unchanged from the default one in the lower and mid swash
zone, while the deposition in the upper swash zone is shifted seaward because
of the reduced run-up extent (not shown).
This behaviour is partly expected because with a lower water table the
inﬁltration process starts further seaward and lasts for a longer time than in
the default simulation, worsening the maximum run-up prediction. However,
note that no information is available for the initial inﬁltration depth in the
initially wet region, this being an additional source of uncertainty.
About simulations with a higher water table, the adopted approach for
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modelling inﬁltration does not consider exﬁltration or groundwater motion,
therefore simulating a higher water table corresponds to an increased portion
of the beach where inﬁltration does not occur, i.e. a bigger part of the beach
being as impermeable. Therefore, setting a very high water table coincides
to considering a whole impermeable beach and the results for this case are
already presented in Fig. 6.18.
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Figure 6.22: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to water table. Dotted black line with
crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change line. Solid black line: computed
results for water table equal to the bed one at initial shoreline position, i.e. at UA06 location
(default). Dashed blue line: computed results for water table equal to the bed one at seaward
boundary position, i.e. at UA03 location.
6.6.3 Sensitivity to the applied ﬂux limiter
A sensitivity analysis of the hydro-morphodynamic results to the particular
ﬂux limiter is carried out, which are shown in Figs. 6.23 and 6.24. As an-
ticipated in  6.6, the computed results show no appreciable sensitivity to
the applied ﬂux limiter, conﬁrming that this choice has little importance in
simulations of relatively short duration (see also 5.4).
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Figure 6.23: Event 3. Sensitivity of surface level (h+zb) time series at UA locations to applied ﬂux limiter.
Dashed black line with circles: data. Solid blue line: computed results with Minmod (default).
Dashed lines: computed results with Superbee (red) and van Leer (green) respectively.
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Figure 6.24: Event 3. Sensitivity of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁle to applied ﬂux limiter. Dotted black
line with crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change line. Solid black
line: computed results with Minmod (default). Other dashed lines: computed results with
Superbee (red) and van Leer (green) respectively.
6.7 Discussion
The present study reveals that there is an underestimation of wave run-up
and ﬂow depths in the upper swash zone. This was also noted by van Rooijen
et al. (2012), who used similar hydrodynamic equations but with the addition
of a diﬀusion term. However, they neglected inﬁltration in their study. In this
work, although inﬁltration exclusion yields water depths in the upper swash
zone and run-up predictions (not shown) which are closer to the measured ones,
Fig. 6.18 shows that the ﬁnal bed change for the impermeable case is little
diﬀerent from that with inﬁltration included and still signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from that recorded for Event 3. On the other hand, increased inﬁltration
due to an assumed lower water table does not improve the morphodynamic
prediction (see Fig. 6.22). So, sensitivity to inﬁltration appears to be not large
enough to account for most of the discrepancies on this sandy beach.
Event 3 was very depositional in the upper swash zone (see panel (l)
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Fig. 6.11), and is not well captured by the model, particularly in the up-
per beach. This may suggest a large suspended load entrained at the tip of the
advancing shoreline, which is not re-entrained in the backwash (see Pritchard
& Hogg, 2005). This might also point to entrainment by ﬂow turbulence (not
included in this study) as being an important factor, considering that Event 3
contains two bores. In neither Event 1 (depositional) nor Event 5 (erosional)
the bed change is particularly well reproduced (see Fig. 6.14). Considering
all the events, it is predicted in general less bed change than that observed in
data. Furthermore, the predicted pattern is consistent: erosion in the lower
swash and deposition in the upper, even though in diﬀering proportions.
With respect to the sensitivity analyses ( 6.6), all the simulations substan-
tially conﬁrm a reduced run-up prediction and most of them (excluded those to
initial conditions) show an overall similar shape of the ﬁnal bed change proﬁle
for Event 3, with erosion seaward and deposition landward.
The entrainment of sediment as suspended load is governed by me, al-
terations in which primarily aﬀect the magnitude of bed change only (see
Fig. 6.15). This holds also when diﬀerent me values for the uprush and the
backwash phases are considered (see Figs. 6.16 and 6.17), so it is concluded
that this parameter is not the main reason for the discrepancies.
The estimate of the bed roughness kb or the particular ﬂux limiter choice
are found to aﬀect the resulting bed change negligibly (see Figs. 6.20 and 6.24
respectively).
Sensitivity to initial velocity proﬁle is notable (see Fig. 6.21). While the
computed velocity values appear to well reproduce the real ones (see Fig. 6.13),
it is acknowledged that the adopted procedure to estimate velocity at the initial
shoreline location, i.e. reconstruction of the tip velocity from UA data, could
lead to some loss in accuracy.
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The assumed initial concentration proﬁle has a considerable eﬀect on the
net bed change (see Fig. 6.21). This and the concentration time series at the
seaward boundary are unknown. If concentration inaccuracies are to account
for observed discrepancies, they can only do so with a spatially varying proﬁle,
perhaps with regions of very high concentrations (primarily due to turbulence)
near the tip and much lower values seaward of this. On the other hand, as
mentioned in  6.3.1, concentration values at the open boundary are likely to
aﬀect results at most in the lower swash zone.
As recalled above, the eﬀect of sediment entrainment / mobilisation by tur-
bulence is not included in the model. It could be said that this was considered
to some degree by van Rooijen et al. (2012), who included an acceleration term
in their Nielsen (2002) bed-load transport expression, aiming at an enhanced
bed shear stress for strongly accelerated ﬂows, e.g. at a bore front. In measured
time series, some bore fronts were recorded, and others not (see Fig. 6.3 and
6.13), so it is not clear how much eﬀect including an acceleration term would
have had on model predictions.
No sensitivity of results to bed-load transport, using only the standard
MPM formula, is examined in the present study. However, Kelly & Dodd
(2010) noted that the pattern of bed change, including the inundation limit, is
aﬀected by bed-load transport (see also Zhu & Dodd, 2015). It therefore could
be interesting to show eﬀects of varying proportion of bed- and suspended
load, with the former aﬀecting the erosion / deposition pattern and the latter
primarily the magnitudes (see above).
In the light of this last point, an analysis is proposed to show how much
of the ﬁnal bed change is due to bed-load and how much to suspended load.
However, note that some characteristics of the TVD-MCC scheme (e.g. the
predictor-corrector procedure and the complex TVD-function) and, in prin-
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ciple, the nonlinearity of the solved problem prevent from completely distin-
guishing between the two transport modes. Essentially, bed change with both
modes included is not equal, in general, to the sum of bed change with bed-load
only plus that with suspended load only.
Nevertheless, two additional simulations for each event are performed, the
ﬁrst with bed-load only (setting me = 0 ms
−1) and the second with suspended
load only (setting qb = 0 m
2s−1). The results for these additional simulations
are presented in Fig. 6.25. Bed-load transport tends to produce mainly net
erosion in the lower swash zone, with some local regions of deposition, with
diminishing eﬀect in the upper beach. Suspended sediment transport mainly
causes deposition in the upper swash zone, consistent with the existence of
settling lag (see Pritchard & Hogg, 2005), and erosion in the lower part (most
evident for Event 3, as expected because it is the largest of the three). Fig. 6.25
shows the sum of the bed changes of the aforementioned bed- and suspended
load only simulations for each event, which are indeed close to the combined
load results. Although consistent with Zhu & Dodd (2015) ﬁndings, this con-
clusion cannot generally be drawn a priori.
Lastly, it should also be remembered that, although UA data reveal very
little alongshore diﬀerence between measurements, diﬀerences in velocities and,
indeed, water and bed levels exist, and hence contribute to the discrepancies
observed. It is diﬃcult to quantify how large these can be, but it is noted that
both the present study and that of van Rooijen et al. (2012) show generally
good modelling in hydrodynamics.
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Figure 6.25: All events. Comparison of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁles considering diﬀerent sediment trans-
port modes. (a): Event 1. (b): Event 3. (c): Event 5. Dashed black line: no change line.
Solid black line: computed results with combined load. Other dashed lines: computed results
with bed-load only (blue), with suspended load only (red) and cumulative ones for bed-load
only and suspended load only simulations (green) respectively.
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6.8 Concluding remarks
To summarise, the results for all the events compare quite well with ﬁeld
data in terms of hydrodynamics. This conﬁrms that one-dimensional, depth-
averaged description of the swash is reasonable for modelling hydrodynamics
on this beach, and, more broadly, in other cases. It is noted, however, that
the maximum inundation is smaller than that measured in all the simulations,
the reason for this not being straightforward. This issue is in common with
previous work of van Rooijen et al. (2012), notwithstanding they used a diﬀer-
ent model (in both governing equations and numerical implementation) and
a diﬀerent modelling approach with respect to that adopted in this study, for
example in the chosen seaward boundary conditions. They tentatively hypo-
thesised that the mismatch could be due to two-dimensional eﬀects.
The ﬁnal predicted bed changes show the correct order of magnitude but
are generally underestimated, in terms of both deposition and erosion, and
the predicted pattern  in the absence of pre-suspended sediment, generally
erosion further oﬀshore and deposition onshore  is not always observed in the
data. Additionally, the reduced run-up prediction plays an important role on
the computed bed change proﬁle as the former apparently conﬁnes the latter
more seaward of that measured in the ﬁeld.
The sensitivity analyses on Event 3 reveal that the water table level, kb and
the ﬂux limiters have no appreciable inﬂuence on the morphodynamics, while
the bed change proﬁle is aﬀected by inﬁltration (weakly), me (signiﬁcantly),
initial velocity and concentration proﬁles (largely). Therefore discrepancies
in the morphodynamic prediction by the model are thought not to be due to
inaccurate estimation of physical parameters, but more probably due to initial
(unknown) distributions of pre-suspended sediment concentration and velocity.
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Morphodynamic beach evolution
at storm time-scale
7.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the morphodynamic beach evolution at the storm time-
scale, aiming at understanding more about the processes involved. So far,
the model performance has been assessed through some validation tests (see
 5) and real swash morphodynamics has been reproduced (see  6), obtaining
promising results provided the uncertainties in the available data, both driving
and for comparison.
As mentioned in  2.4, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd benchmark results for mid-term
simulations. Cross-shore evolution of a initial plane beach which undergoes
the action of a train of sinusoidal waves was presented by Dodd et al. (2008)
for both the impermeable and the permeable cases. Then, the latter case was
examined further through sensitivity analyses by Sriariyawat (2009), who em-
ployed an improved version of the original model used by Dodd et al. (2008).
Their models include bottom friction, through the Chézy approach, bed diﬀu-
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sion and inﬁltration (for the permeable case), while the sediment transport is
considered as bed-load only, using the Grass formula.
Hence, the present model results are ﬁrstly compared with benchmark ones
from Dodd et al. (2008) and Sriariyawat (2009) in  7.2.1 and  7.2.2 respect-
ively, considering bed-load only.
Secondly, the results for a combined load test are reported in  7.3, using the
MPM formula for the description of the bed-load transport. However, errors at
the tip of the swash lens sometimes occurred and appeared to be related to the
threshold for sediment movement included in the latter formula. Following Zhu
& Dodd (2015), this threshold is neglected and a comparison of results with
and without it is reported in  7.3.1, along with additional results obtained
including or excluding the analogous threshold in the entrainment rate for the
suspended sediment transport. The sensitivity analyses to physical parameters
and to variation of the incoming wave characteristics are then examined in
 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 respectively.
Recall that the initial bathymetry is assumed to be an equilibrium one
in all the mid-term simulations in this chapter, therefore the bed diﬀusion is
modelled considering b instead of the zb in the spatial derivative, i.e. using
Eq. (3.18) instead of Eq. (3.14).
Finally, overall conclusions are presented in  7.4.
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7.2 Mid-term beach evolution test with bed-load
The problem geometry and the physical parameters are set as those imposed
by Dodd et al. (2008) and by Sriariyawat (2009) for the impermeable and the
permeable cases respectively to allow consistent comparisons. Fig. 7.1 shows
the initial conditions for this test.
h
hini
zb
x
8◦
S.W.L. = water table
Figure 7.1: Mid-term beach evolution test with bed-load. Sketch of initial conditions. Dashed blue line
for the water table inside the slope is valid for the permeable beach case only.
In particular, the still water depth at the seaward boundary is hini = 1
m and the initial slope of the beach is tan 8◦ ≈ 0.14. The domain length is
Lx = 12 m and the upstream (seaward) boundary, coinciding with the toe of
the slope, is located at x = 0 m. The incoming signal is a series of sinusoidal
waves with period T = 5 s and height H = 0.25 m. The whole test duration
is set to 20, 000 s, which means 4, 000 periods of the incoming wave.
This test uses the hydrodynamic BCs of Kobayashi et al. (1987) for h and u
at the seaward boundary, where the bed level is updated setting it equal to that
at the ﬁrst inner cell at each time step, following the extrapolation approach
proposed by Dodd et al. (2008). The downstream BCs are the shoreline ones
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presented in  4.3.3. However, note that for the impermeable case only, a
secondary threshold (= 10 × hmin) is also added (see  7.2.1), below which
water is no longer dynamically active, again following Dodd et al. (2008). The
permeable reference case provided by Sriariyawat (2009) does not consider this
secondary threshold, therefore the adopted shoreline BCs are back to those
described in  4.3.3.
Then, the physical parameters are set as follows: fc = 0.05, Ased = 0.004
s2m−1, pb = 0.40 and φ = 32◦. In the permeable case, kinf = 0.01 ms−1 and
the water table is set at the initial still water surface level (see Fig. 7.1).
In this test ∆x = 0.05 m and CN = 0.80. The applied ﬂux limiter is
Minmod, while the values for the minimum water depth parameter are diﬀerent
between impermeable and permeable cases, being hmin = 0.002 m and hmin =
0.001 m respectively for consistency with benchmark ones.
7.2.1 Mid-term impermeable beach evolution with bed-
load
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is given in Tab. 7.1.
The present model results cannot match the reference ones for the imper-
meable case if the secondary threshold is excluded. However these are the only
ones available in previous literature for an impermeable beach.
Fig. 7.2 shows the evolution of the bed change proﬁles and the ﬁnal change
in the beachface, conﬁrming the development of a long-shore bar roughly
between x = 1.5 m and 3 m in the lower part of the beach and the erosive
action in the upper one (compare with Fig. 5 at page 154 of Dodd et al., 2008).
Fig. 7.3 displays a direct comparison of the reference beach proﬁles at
diﬀerent times with the corresponding ones produced by the present model (the
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Assumptions and BCs
Friction Chézy approach
Sediment transport bed-load only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion included (formulation with b)
Inﬁltration not included
Upstream BCs Kobayashi et al. (1987) and extrapolation
Downstream BCs shoreline (added 2nd threshold)
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Friction coeﬃcient (fc) 0.05
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Angle of repose of sediment (φ) 32◦
Domain length (Lx) 12 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.05 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 0.002 m
Secondary water depth threshold 0.02 m
Duration of the simulation 20, 000 s
Table 7.1: Mid-term impermeable beach evolution with bed-load. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters
and numerical settings.
latter kindly provided by Dr A. Sriariyawat), showing a remarkable agreement
throughout the test duration.
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Figure 7.2: Mid-term impermeable beach evolution with bed-load. (a): bed change (b) proﬁles at diﬀerent
times. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 1, 000 s (blue),
t = 3, 000 s (red), t = 5, 000 s (green), t = 7, 000 s (cyan), t = 10, 000 s (magenta), t = 15, 000
s (yellow) and t = 20, 000 s (black). (b): ﬁnal beach proﬁle after 20, 000 s. Dashed black line:
initial beach proﬁle. Dashed blue line: initial water surface proﬁle. Solid black line: model
results.
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Figure 7.3: Mid-term impermeable beach evolution with bed-load. Reference results and present model
ones. Comparison of beach proﬁles (zb − hini) at diﬀerent times. (a): t = 5, 000 s; (b):
t = 10, 000 s; (c): t = 15, 000 s; (d): t = 20, 000 s. Dashed black line: initial beach proﬁle.
Dashed blue line: initial water surface proﬁle. Solid black line: reference results. Dashed red
line: present model results.
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7.2.2 Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load
A summary of this case assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numerical
settings is provided in Tab. 7.2.
Assumptions and BCs
Friction Chézy approach
Sediment transport bed-load only (Grass)
Bed diﬀusion included (formulation with b)
Inﬁltration Darcy law
Upstream BCs Kobayashi et al. (1987) and extrapolation
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Friction coeﬃcient (fc) 0.05
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Angle of repose of sediment (φ) 32◦
Darcy hydraulic conductivity (kinf ) 0.01 ms
−1
Domain length (Lx) 12 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.05 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 0.001 m
Duration of the simulation 20, 000 s
Table 7.2: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters
and numerical settings.
Fig. 7.4 shows the evolution of the bed change proﬁles and the ﬁnal change
in the beachface, conﬁrming the dynamics presented in Fig. 5.2 at page 101 of
Sriariyawat (2009). In comparison with the impermeable case (see Fig. 7.2),
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the long-shore bar in the lower beach now extends until the seaward boundary
at the end of the simulation, while a swash berm initially develops around
x = 9 m (absent in the impermeable case) but then is eroded, leaving a ﬁnal
erosional proﬁle in the mid and upper beach.
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Figure 7.4: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. (a): bed change (b) proﬁles at diﬀerent
times. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 1, 000 s (blue),
t = 2, 000 s (red), t = 5, 000 s (green), t = 10, 000 s (magenta), t = 15, 000 s (yellow) and
t = 20, 000 s (black). (b): ﬁnal beach proﬁle after 20, 000 s. Dashed black line: initial beach
proﬁle. Dashed blue line: initial water surface proﬁle. Solid black line: model results.
Hereafter in this section, the results obtained with the settings shown in
Tab. 7.2 are referred to as default ones for this permeable beach case and
the same sensitivity analyses proposed by Sriariyawat (2009) are reproduced,
pointing out when discrepancies emerge. Additional simulations obtained vary-
ing the applied ﬂux limiter and the resistance law for the inﬁltration modelling
are considered as well.
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Sentivity to numerical settings
An important numerical parameter, which aﬀects both the shoreline BCs and
the model stability, is hmin. The sensitivity of the results to this parameter
are presented in Fig. 7.5. As noted by Sriariyawat (2009), they consistently
converge for decreasing minimum depth value and do not vary signiﬁcantly for
hmin ≤ 0.001 m, which is thus used in all other simulations.
As the present test duration is relatively long, it is worth assessing the result
sensitivity to a change in the applied ﬂux limiter, as suggested in  5.2. Fig. 7.6
shows the sensitivity of bed change proﬁles when Minmod, Superbee or van
Leer are applied. With respect to the results with the other two limiters, those
obtained with Superbee (see panel (b)) show a wider initial swash berm and a
smaller ﬁnal erosion around x = 6 m and at the seaward boundary. However,
the ﬁnal bed change after 20, 000 s does not exhibit signiﬁcant diﬀerences
among the three simulations.
In the light of this substantial agreement, for consistency with previous
works (i.e. Dodd et al., 2008; Sriariyawat, 2009) and considering that Superbee
and van Leer show increased numerical noise in the uniform bore test (see
 5.4), Minmod is retained in this study of the mid-term beach evolution.
Sentivity to physical parameters
In this section, the sensitivity analyses to fc, kinf and Ased are presented,
following Sriariyawat (2009). Additionally, a comparison of results obtained
using the Darcy law and the Forchheimer one is displayed, assuming that the
inﬁltration-related parameters for the coarse sand experiment on permeable
ﬁxed slope (see  5.5.2) can be used.
Fig. 7.7 shows the result sensitivity to diﬀerent friction coeﬃcient values in
the range 0.0050.1. An increased fc value yields a ﬁnal erosive proﬁle which
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Figure 7.5: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to
hmin. (a): hmin = 5 × 10−4 m. (b): hmin = 0.001 m (default). (c): hmin = 0.002 m. (d):
hmin = 0.005 m. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000
s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
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Figure 7.6: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to
applied ﬂux limiter. (a): Minmod (default). (b): Superbee. (c): van Leer. Dashed black
line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red),
t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
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is shifted seaward, consistent with an enhanced dissipation of the incoming
wave action, as observed by Sriariyawat (2009). Note that the latter found a
depositional ﬁnal proﬁle for fc = 0.005, which was not clearly understood and
partly justiﬁed by pointing out that the initial formation of a swash berm in
the upper swash zone might have aﬀected the whole morphodynamic evolution.
However, this unique behaviour is not captured in panel (a) of Fig. 7.7 and
the present results seem more in keeping with the trend shown using higher
friction values.
Fig. 7.8 shows the result sensitivity to the hydraulic conductivity, employ-
ing the Darcy law. The simulation for the reduced kinf value (i.e. kinf = 0.001
ms−1, see panel (a)) shows enhanced erosion with respect to the default one
throughout the swash zone, consistent with more water being available in the
backwash and, more generally, in the upper beach. However the evolution
does not exhibit a continuously advancing erosion of the beachface as in Sriar-
iyawat (2009). This diﬀerent behaviour may be due to the implementation of
the wetting restriction in the shoreline BCs (see  4.3.3), which was not con-
sidered by Sriariyawat (2009). The simulation with the increased kinf value
is in very good agreement with that shown by Sriariyawat (2009), with the
accrued inﬁltration leading to the formation of a relatively high swash berm
and a nearly-ﬁxed bed change proﬁle since from t = 5, 000 s. This morpholo-
gical response, i.e. increased deposition in the upper beach caused by enhanced
swash asymmetry, was for example pointed out by Masselink & Li (2001) in
their study on the eﬀects of inﬁltration in the swash zone.
However, higher inﬁltration rates may require to change from the Darcy law
to the Forchheimer one. Therefore, two further simulations are carried out us-
ing the two diﬀerent resistance laws and imposing the inﬁltration-related para-
meters of the coarse sand experiment on permeable ﬁxed slope (see  5.5.2).
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Figure 7.7: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to
fc. (a): fc = 0.005. (b): fc = 0.02. (c): fc = 0.05 (default). (d): fc = 0.1. Dashed black
line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red),
t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
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Figure 7.8: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles
to kinf . (a): kinf = 0.001 ms
−1. (b): kinf = 0.01 ms−1 (default). (c): kinf = 0.04 ms−1.
Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000
s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
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The results, displayed in Fig. 7.9, present a substantially erosive ﬁnal beach
proﬁle with the Darcy law (although intermediate proﬁles show the presence of
a swash berm in the upper swash zone) and even more erosion with the Forch-
heimer one, which is consistent with the expected reduction in the inﬁltration
rate. Notwithstanding the simpliﬁcations included in the present model (e.g.
exﬁltration and groundwater motion are neglected), these results suggest that,
when permeability is high, additional modelling care is required in the choice
of the appropriate approach for inﬁltration.
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Figure 7.9: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to
used resistance law. (a): Darcy law, with kinf = 0.013 ms
−1. (b): Forchheimer law, with
ainf = 81.2 sm
−1 and binf = 3, 587 s2m−2. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid
lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s
(black).
Finally, variations in the sediment mobility parameter are considered, as
it plays a predominant role in the bed change evolution rate. The results for
a reduced Ased value (i.e. 0.001 s
2m−1) are shown in panel (a) of Fig. 7.10,
conﬁrming the scaling eﬀect previously noted by Sriariyawat (2009), i.e. that
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a reduced (increased) Ased accelerates (slows down) the rate of bed change
rather than aﬀecting other aspects. The results for a higher Ased value (i.e.
0.04 s2m−1) are not reported as the model crashed in this particular simulation.
The reason for this is found in the collision of very thin backwash lens from
a previous swash event with the uprush of the subsequent one, involving a
sudden change in sign of the depth-averaged velocity and consequently in the
sediment transport ﬂuxes (recall the adopted Grass formula, Eq. (3.7)). This
mechanism was well examined by Sriariyawat (2009) and therefore it is not
discussed further here.
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Figure 7.10: Mid-term permeable beach evolution with bed-load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to
Ased. (a): Ased = 0.001 s
2m−1. (b): Ased = 0.004 s2m−1 (default). Dashed black line: no
change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000
s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
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7.3 Mid-term beach evolution test with com-
bined load
In this section, the beach evolution is studied considering the combined load
transport. While the bed-load only test and related sensitivity analyses are
carried out with conditions and settings which allow meaningful comparisons
with previous work of Dodd et al. (2008) and Sriariyawat (2009), the present
combined load one is designed using as guidance the ﬁeld simulations of  6.
The initial conditions are the same as those for the bed-load test (see
Fig. 7.1), except that now the beach slope is 1:15 (≈ tan 4◦), which coincides
with the approximate gradient for the upper beach at Le Truc Vert, as indic-
ated by Blenkinsopp et al. (2011). This reduced slope value, with respect to
the bed-load test one, may be more consistent with a real beach made of ﬁne
or medium sand where suspended sediment transport is more likely to occur.
The domain length is now Lx = 24 m. The water is initially motionless and
no pre-suspended sediment concentration is imposed. The incoming signal is
a series of sinusoidal waves with period T = 5 s and height H = 0.25 m, as in
the previous bed-load only test. The whole test duration is kept at 20, 000 s.
Sensitivity to incoming wave characteristics is examined in  7.3.3.
The hydrodynamic BCs of Kobayashi et al. (1987) are used for h and u at
the seaward boundary. The extrapolation approach for zb from Dodd et al.
(2008) is maintained and it is applied to c as well. The downstream BCs are
the shoreline ones (see  4.3.3).
To estimate bottom friction, the Chézy approach is adopted (see  3.2.1)
instead of the BBL solver used for the single swash event simulations in  6.
The reason for this choice is that the BBL solver is currently unable to capture
the eﬀects of turbulence on the sediment transport, which is thought to play a
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major role in a long series of swash-swash interactions. fc = 0.02 is chosen as
it is in good agreement with values estimated for a beach with analogies with
Le Truc Vert one (see Puleo et al., 2014a; Inch et al., 2015).
As in  6.3.2, pb = 0.35, ρw = 1, 027 kgm
−3 and srel = 2.580. Additionally,
d50 = 4.0× 10−4 m, θcrb = 0.036 in the MPM formula and φ = 33◦ is assumed
in the bed diﬀusion term.
Some attempts were made to consider the complete MPM formula, i.e.
at including the critical Shields parameter, which represents the threshold for
sediment movement, but the model often returned instabilities at the tip of the
swash lens in some of the simulations performed for the sensitivity analyses
and non-physical predictions (e.g. spurious negative water depth values or
unrealistic sediment accumulation at the wet / dry front), which are deemed
unacceptable.
Note that these issues are not experienced in the single swash simulations of
 6 and generally occurred after the generation of several hundreds of incoming
waves. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned threshold is removed, following Zhu
& Dodd (2015), who observed that the neglect of it is unlikely to have a
signiﬁcant impact on the swash zone morphodynamics (for discussion of this
assumption, see  7.3.1).
The entrainment rate for suspended load E is speciﬁed as in Eq. (5.13),
adopting the Chézy approach, with the following parameters: me = 0.002
ms−1, ucrs = Uf,crs (fc/2)
−1/2 with Uf,crs = 0.025 ms−1 and urep =
√
ghrep
ms−1 with hrep = 1 m. Additionally, ws = 0.05 ms−1.
In the Darcy law, kinf = 0.001 ms
−1, while the water table is set at the
initial still water surface level (see again Fig. 7.1).
As in the bed-load test, ∆x = 0.05 m and CN = 0.80. The applied ﬂux
limiter is Minmod and hmin = 0.001 m.
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A summary of this test assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and numer-
ical settings is provided in Tab. 7.3, which represent the default ones for the
following combined load simulations.
Fig. 7.11 displays the (default) results for this test. The ﬁnal bed change
proﬁle shows the development of three bars and, with respect to the initial
slope, presents erosion landward and deposition seaward, while little morpho-
dynamic change is apparent near the seaward boundary.
For this case (and later for those in  7.3.3), the evolution of the swash
zone extension is tracked by means of a simpliﬁed procedure. The shoreline
position is recorded for an interval equal to 2T before of each time of interest
(e.g. between 4, 990 s and 5, 000 s for t = 5, 000 s with T = 5 s), this to be
reasonably sure to capture at the least one whole single swash motion. Then
the recorded minimum and maximum shoreline positions are assumed to be
representative of the run-down and the run-up limits at the corresponding
time of interest. In panel (a) of Fig. 7.11, the results show that the swash zone
extensions are around 2 m long and that they move landward as the erosional
proﬁle advances onshore.
As for the bed-load only test, the sensitivity to numerical settings (i.e.
to hmin and to the applied ﬂux limiter) is examined, however corresponding
results are not shown because they conﬁrm the conclusions already drawn for
the previous test. In particular, the results converge for hmin ≤ 0.001 m and
those obtained with the diﬀerent limiters show good quantitative agreement.
In the next sections, ﬁrstly the sensitivity to the thresholds for sediment
movement is discussed in  7.3.1 for both bed- and suspended load transport
modes. Secondly the sensitivity analyses to some physical parameters and to
the incoming wave characteristics are presented in  7.3.2 and 7.3.3 respect-
ively.
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Assumptions and BCs
Friction Chézy approach
Sediment transport combined load (MPM without threshold)
Bed diﬀusion included (formulation with b)
Inﬁltration Darcy law
Upstream BCs Kobayashi et al. (1987) and extrapolation
Downstream BCs shoreline
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Friction coeﬃcient (fc) 0.02
Bed porosity (pb) 0.35
Angle of repose of sediment (φ) 33◦
Median sediment grain diameter (d50) 4.0× 10−4 m
Salted water density (ρw) 1, 027 kgm
−3
Relative density of sediment (srel) 2.580
Erosional rate parameter (me) 0.002 ms
−1
Critical friction velocity for suspended load (Uf,crs) 0.025 ms
−1
Representative scale for velocity (urep)
√
ghrep ms
−1
Representative scale for water depth (hrep) 1.00 m
Eﬀective settling velocity (ws) 0.05 ms
−1
Darcy hydraulic conductivity (kinf ) 0.001 ms
−1
Domain length (Lx) 24 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.05 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Minimum water depth parameter (hmin) 0.001 m
Duration of the simulation 20, 000 s
Table 7.3: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Assumptions, BCs, physical parameters and
numerical settings.
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Figure 7.11: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. (a): bed change (b) proﬁles and swash ex-
tensions at diﬀerent times. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Thick solid lines:
results at t = 1, 000 s (blue), t = 2, 000 s (red), t = 5, 000 s (green), t = 10, 000 s (magenta),
t = 15, 000 s (yellow) and t = 20, 000 s (black). Thin horizontal solid lines: swash extensions
(colour legend as that for the b proﬁles). (b): ﬁnal beach proﬁle after 20, 000 s. Dashed black
line: initial beach proﬁle. Dashed blue line: initial water surface proﬁle. Solid black line:
present model results.
7.3.1 Sensitivity to thresholds for sediment movement
In this section, an analysis on the role of the thresholds for sediment move-
ment for both bed- and suspended load is provided, aiming at assessing if the
simplifying assumption of neglecting them (and in particular that in the MPM
formula) is reasonable for this test or leads to signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the ﬁnal
bed change proﬁle.
About bed-load transport, the order of magnitude of a representative value
for the Shields parameter (θ) is estimated to be compared with θcrb = 0.036, i.e.
the critical one in the MPM formula. Thus, the Shields parameter, Eq. (3.9), is
rewritten as follows, replacing τb with τrep = ρwfc/2 u
2
rep, with urep =
√
ghrep,
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and including the required parameters from Tab. 7.3:
θ = 791 fc hrep. (7.1)
Assuming fc in the range 0.010.03 (see e.g. Puleo et al., 2014a) and the
representative length scale in the interval 0.11 m (see Zhu & Dodd, 2015), θ
is bounded between 0.79 and 24, with the smallest value obtained for fc = 0.01.
Therefore there is at least an order of magnitude between θ and θcrb values,
which may indicate that this threshold could play a minor role with the chosen
settings.
The results considering the MPM formula with and without threshold and
using fc = 0.01 (the most demanding value for checking the assumption of
negligible threshold) are presented in Fig. 7.12. Note that both suspended
load and inﬁltration are removed to avoid possible masking eﬀects. The results
exhibit a very good qualitative and quantitative agreement, with the ﬁnal
proﬁle without threshold showing more erosion than that with it in the upper
beach, which is consistent with more sediment mobilisation. Therefore, it can
be reasonably stated that the neglect of the threshold in the MPM formula
is not expected to have a substantial eﬀect on the mid-term morphological
evolution, in the limits of the parameters chosen for this test.
The inclusion or exclusion of the equivalent threshold for the suspended
load transport did not aﬀect the model stability, therefore it is included in the
modelling. However, it could be interesting to see if it plays an important role
in morphodynamic evolution. It is possible to estimate an analogous critical
Shields parameter for suspended transport (see Zhu & Dodd, 2015), which for
this test is θcrs = 0.1. Note that θcrs is an order of magnitude bigger than θcrb.
The results for the combined load simulations including or excluding this
threshold are presented in Fig. 7.13. fc = 0.02 is used, as for fc = 0.01
the morphological change is substantially reduced (see  7.3.2) and possible
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Figure 7.12: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to the
threshold in the MPM formula. Suspended sediment transport and inﬁltration removed.
fc = 0.01. (a): with threshold. (b): without threshold. Dashed black line: no change line
(t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green)
and t = 20, 000 s (black).
diﬀerences could be less apparent. Inﬁltration is removed as previously done
for the study of the threshold in the MPM formula. No signiﬁcant discrepancy
can be seen between the two ﬁnal bed change proﬁles, with the shape of the
three bars being nearly identical. This suggests that also the threshold for
suspended sediment movement may play a minor role in this combined load
test, however it is retained according to the more general formulation of the
entrainment rate.
7.3.2 Sensitivity to physical parameters
In this section, the sensitivity analyses to fc, me and kinf are presented, these
parameters being already identiﬁed as possible sources of uncertainties in the
ﬁeld-scale modelling (see  6.6.1).
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Figure 7.13: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to the
threshold in the entrainment rate for suspended sediment transport. Inﬁltration removed.
(a): with threshold. (b): without threshold. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s).
Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and
t = 20, 000 s (black).
Fig. 7.14 shows the results obtained by varying the friction coeﬃcient in
the range 0.010.03. As expected, a reduced fc value decrease the morphody-
namic impact of the incoming waves, even though three bars are still formed.
Additionally, note that changes in landward extension of the erosional area
in the upper beach are small in comparison to those shown in the bed-load
only test (see Fig. 7.7). This is partly due to the smaller range of fc values
considered for this test with respect to that used for the previous one. How-
ever note that, while the Grass formula is independent of fc, this parameter
aﬀects the MPM formula directly, yielding a reduction in sediment mobility
for a decrease in the friction coeﬃcient value. Therefore the comparison of the
model response to variations in fc between the bed- and combined load tests
is not straightforward.
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Figure 7.14: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to fc.
(a): fc = 0.01. (b): fc = 0.02 (default). (c): fc = 0.03. Dashed black line: no change line
(t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green)
and t = 20, 000 s (black).
Fig. 7.15 displays the results of the simulations with diﬀerent me values,
i.e. halving and doubling the default one. Interestingly, the higher the me
parameter, i.e. the eﬃciency in the suspended load entrainment, the lower is
the erosion and the deposition in the upper and lower swash zone respectively.
This is consistent with the existence of settling lag (noted by Pritchard & Hogg,
2005, in a single swash event), which tends to shift sediment from seaward to
landward. However the morphodynamic pattern, i.e. the sequence of depos-
itional and erosional areas, is not aﬀected by variations in me, as previously
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observed for the single swash ﬁeld events (see  6.6.1).
Note that no results for simulations excluding the suspended sediment
transport are reported here, as it is believed that reducing me already high-
lights the nature of the bed change due to the bed-load transport, i.e. depos-
ition and erosion in the lower and upper parts of the beach respectively.
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Figure 7.15: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to me.
(a): me = 0.001 ms−1. (b): me = 0.002 ms−1 (default). (c): me = 0.004 ms−1. Dashed
black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s
(red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
Lastly, inﬁltration is accounted for in this combined load test, however it
can be interesting to investigate the case of an impermeable beach. The results
obtained removing inﬁltration are showed in Fig. 7.16. Small diﬀerences can
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be seen in the bed change proﬁle seaward of the initial shoreline, i.e. x = 15 m,
while landward of it increased erosion is predicted excluding inﬁltration, even
though no substantial quantitative deviation is apparent. Again, the present
behaviour is consistent with the expected morphological response when swash
asymmetry is enhanced (diminished) by inclusion (exclusion) of the inﬁltration
eﬀects (see Masselink & Li, 2001).
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Figure 7.16: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles to
inﬁltration. (a): with inﬁltration (default). (b): without inﬁltration. Dashed black line: no
change line (t = 0 s). Solid lines: results at t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000
s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black).
7.3.3 Sensitivity to incoming wave characteristics
In all the results for the combined load test showed so far (see Figs. 7.117.16),
the mid-term evolution of the beach exhibits some common features, e.g. the
development of three long-shore bars and generally deposition seaward and
erosion landward. It can be interesting to understand if and how this pattern
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is aﬀected by variations in the characteristics of the incoming wave.
Sriariyawat (2009) compared his default results for incoming sinusoidal
waves (with bed-load transport only) with those obtained for an incoming
sawtooth ones, ﬁnding that the latter promote deposition (erosion) in the
upper (lower) beach. However both incoming wave shapes (sinusoidal and
sawtooth) yield the same qualitative morphological pattern, which consists of
a long-shore bar, a trough and a swash berm (sometimes absent in the later
stages of the simulation) from oﬀshore to the shoreline.
Instead of modifying the shape of the incoming wave, this work considers
the eﬀect of diﬀerent choices for the wave period T and height H, maintaining
ﬁxed the initial conditions and the other parameters and settings from Tab. 7.3.
Recall that the default values are T = 5 s and H = 0.25 m. It is unrealistic
to reduce T further, as this would lead to the breaking of the shallow water
assumption, because of an excessively small corresponding wavelength L. Very
small H values are expected to reduce signiﬁcantly the morphodynamic wave
action and thus to yield nearly inappreciable bed changes. On the other hand,
substantially bigger ones could be inappropriate for the linear wave assumption
included in the hydrodynamic BCs of Kobayashi et al. (1987) at the seaward
boundary.
Therefore, two values for T bigger than the default one are chosen (T = 7
and 9 s) and H is varied around the default value (H = 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35
m). The results are displayed in Figs. 7.17 and 7.18 for the T = 7 s and the
T = 9 s choices respectively.
In Fig. 7.17, the ﬁnal bed change proﬁles show two long-shore bars only,
while the overall morphodynamic response, i.e. deposition seaward and erosion
landward, is analogous to that of the default simulation (see Fig. 7.11). The
increase in H consistently leads to enhanced bed change, as a consequence of
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more energetic wave conditions. Additionally, the more the upper beachface is
eroded the more the most seaward long-shore bar extends towards the oﬀshore
boundary.
The estimated swash extensions do not vary substantially during the sim-
ulation. It is noted that they are roughly 3 m long and wider with increasing
H. Comparing the results in panel (b) of Fig. 7.17 with the corresponding
default ones in panel (a) of Fig. 7.11, the swash extensions for a given H are
found to be consistently wider for bigger imposed T .
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Figure 7.17: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles and
swash extensions to incoming wave characteristics. T = 7 s. (a): H = 0.15 m. (b): H = 0.25
m. (c): H = 0.35 m. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Thick solid lines: results at
t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black). Thin
horizontal solid lines: swash extensions (colour legend as that for the b proﬁles).
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The results using T = 9 s (see Fig. 7.18) show further diﬀerences with
respect to the default ones, with only one long-shore bar developing. For the
smallest H value (see panel (a)), erosion develops landward of the long-shore
bar, which, as observed by Sriariyawat (2009), coincides with the location
where wave breaking occurs, thus producing a marked inﬂuence on the ﬁnal
bed changes. For the mid H value (see panel (b)) a swash berm builds up in
the upper beach, while the bar broadens until the seaward boundary. Lastly,
the highest value for H exaggerates further the aforementioned bed change
features (see panel (c)).
The estimated swash extensions with T = 9 s are bigger than with the
other two values (see Figs. 7.11 and 7.17), roughly ranging from 4 m to 6 m
as H increases. However note that again they do not vary substantially for a
given case as the simulation progresses.
It is not straightforward to explain why the results for T = 9 s and H =
0.25 and 0.35 m exhibit a signiﬁcant ﬁnal swash berm, which is missing from
all the other cases. This accretive eﬀect in the upper beach can be tentatively
attributed to the higher wave period and heights, which consequently yield a
wider swash motion. Additionally, the more the ﬂow extends landward of the
initial shoreline, the more the inﬁltration becomes important because of more
time and more pore space available for the percolating process. These aspects
could have promoted the landward movement of the sediment.
Finally, it seems that a qualitative relationship could be established between
the number of long-shore bars and the incoming wavelength, i.e. more bars
when L is smaller, however it is not clear how to convert this in quantitative
terms, if possible.
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Figure 7.18: Mid-term beach evolution with combined load. Sensitivity of bed change (b) proﬁles and
swash extensions to incoming wave characteristics. T = 9 s. (a): H = 0.15 m. (b): H = 0.25
m. (c): H = 0.35 m. Dashed black line: no change line (t = 0 s). Thick solid lines: results at
t = 5, 000 s (blue), t = 10, 000 s (red), t = 15, 000 s (green) and t = 20, 000 s (black). Thin
horizontal solid lines: swash extensions (colour legend as that for the b proﬁles).
7.4 Concluding remarks
This chapter deals with the analysis of the morphodynamic evolution of two
beaches at the storm time-scale. Both bed- and combined load are considered,
the former for comparison with reference cases while the latter for a novel
investigation.
In the bed-load only test, the results compare very well with reference ones
for both the impermeable (Dodd et al., 2008) and permeable (Sriariyawat,
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2009) cases. The sensitivity analyses for the latter case substantially conﬁrm
the ﬁndings of Sriariyawat (2009), even though diﬀerences in simulations with
the lowest fc and kinf values are observed. They are thought to be due to the
implementation of the wetting restriction in the shoreline BCs (see  4.3.3),
which was not taken in account by Sriariyawat (2009). Simulations using
the Darcy and the Forchheimer laws return quite diﬀerent ﬁnal bed change
proﬁles, suggesting additional modelling care when higher inﬁltration rates
are involved.
From the numerical viewpoint, the sensitivity to the minimum water depth
parameter conﬁrms the previous work of Sriariyawat (2009), showing conver-
gence of the results for hmin ≤ 0.001 m, while the sensitivity to the applied
ﬂux limiter is found not large enough to justify the substitution of the reliable
and robust Minmod, widely used in previous literature.
The combined load test is designed using the ﬁeld simulations of  6 as guid-
ance. The MPM formula is introduced, but it sometimes aﬀected the model
stability, because of the embedded threshold for sediment movement. Follow-
ing Zhu & Dodd (2015), this threshold is removed (see supporting discussion
in  7.3.1) and the results for a speciﬁc case conﬁrm that this assumption is
not expected to have a signiﬁcant impact on the mid-term morphodynamic
evolution, in the limits of the parameters and settings chosen. The eﬀect of
neglecting the analogous threshold in the entrainment rate for the suspended
load is considered as well. Despite the fact that this threshold is an order of
magnitude bigger than that for bed-load, its impact on the mid-term beach
evolution is found not to be substantial.
The sensitivity analysis to the friction coeﬃcient shows increasing morpho-
logical change for higher fc values, consistent with a higher sediment mobil-
isation. Increased eﬃciency in the entrainment rate for suspended load tends
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to promote onshore transport, extending Pritchard & Hogg (2005) observation
about single swash events to the case of multiple ones. Additionally, a simu-
lation removing inﬁltration shows little diﬀerence with respect to the default
one.
The morphodynamic response due to variations in the incoming wave period
and height is also studied. The ﬁnal bed change patterns diﬀer from the default
case one (three long-shore bars and generally erosion landward and deposition
seaward) in the number of bars (which decreases with increasing wave period)
and also qualitatively, sometimes with the formation of a swash berm. This
ﬁnal accretion in the upper part of the beach could have been promoted by
a wider swash zone and increased inﬁltration caused by the higher incoming
wave period and heights.
Finally, additional simulations using the fully-coupled approach (i.e. that
of the present model) and a decoupled one are carried out to understand if
the two of them converge to the same ﬁnal results or substantial diﬀerences
emerge. The corresponding results are provided in Appendix F, as, in order
to make meaningful comparisons and because of the instabilities shown by the
decoupled solver, some important features of the mid-term tests are removed
(e.g. no bed diﬀusion, suspended load or inﬁltration are considered) and the
duration of the simulation is signiﬁcantly reduced. Notwithstanding these
limitations, this comparison shows considerable diﬀerences in the bed change
proﬁles predicted through the two above-mentioned approaches, conﬁrming
previous ﬁndings of Kelly & Dodd (2010) and Postacchini et al. (2012). Further
study is warranted to understand better the causes of these discrepancies.
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Fully-coupled
absorbing-generating seaward BCs
8.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a new technique for the open boundary treatment for the
fully-coupled hydro-morphodynamical numerical solvers based on the NSWEs-
Exner equation system. The new conditions, named REBCs, allow the gen-
eration of the incoming signals and the absorption of the reﬂected ones, con-
sidering the simultaneous evolution of the bed level at the seaward boundary.
Approximations for linear waves in shallow water are employed and the up-
dated values at the boundary are obtained through the solution of the Riemann
Equations.
As noted in  4.3, the chosen location for the seaward boundary often
depends on computational cost constraints and on the extension of the area
of interest but it can also be limited by the applicability of the equations
(e.g. validity of the shallow water assumption) and for example by missing
information about the bed level evolution therein.
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Absorbing-generating BCs are available for the hydrodynamic only problem
(e.g. Kobayashi et al., 1987; van Dongeren & Svendsen, 1997) and rely on the
knowledge of the corresponding exact Riemann invariants. However, analogous
morphodynamic ones for fully-coupled numerical solvers based on the NSWEs-
Exner equation system were not formulated.
Therefore the REBCs are derived (see  8.2) and then applied to some
validation tests (see  8.3), the solutions of which are computed using the TVD-
MCC solver described in  4.3.1. Note that part of this chapter is published in
Incelli et al. (2015a), for the online version of which supplementary data (i.e.
videos) are provided to enhance description and understanding of results.
The REBCs are for the frictionless case only. Additionally, no bed diﬀu-
sion, suspended load or inﬁltration are considered. Furthermore, Incelli et al.
(2015a) demonstrated that the new conditions do not suit simulations with sig-
niﬁcant bore heights because of increasing errors caused by the included linear
approximations. Hence, the REBCs have not straightforward applicability to
the previous tests presented in  5 and 7. They are an interesting added value
to this work and represent a topic of future research development.
8.2 Derivation of the REBCs
In this section, the REBCs are derived. The considered system of equations
consists of the frictionless NSWEs (3.1) and (3.2) and of the Exner equation
(3.6), rewritten in primitive form as follows:
∂h
∂t
+ u
∂h
∂x
+ h
∂u
∂x
= 0, (8.1)
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ g
∂h
∂x
+ g
∂zb
∂x
= 0, (8.2)
∂zb
∂t
+ ξ
∂qb
∂x
= 0. (8.3)
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Figure 8.1: Sketch for the fully-coupled absorbing-generating seaward BCs. Empty squares on x axis
indicate cell centres.
It is assumed that the ﬂow at the seaward boundary is subcritical and that
the approximations for linear waves in shallow water can be used therein,
following previous work of Kobayashi et al. (1987). It is recalled that the
seaward boundary is located at the left edge of cell 1, while the new conditions
are imposed at cell 0, the centre of which is at x = x0 as illustrated in Fig. 8.1.
At the seaward boundary, water depth and velocity, i.e. h(x0, t) and u(x0, t),
can be computed as
h(x0, t) = hini + zb(x0, 0)− zb(x0, t) + ηi(x0, t) + ηr(x0, t) and (8.4)
u(x0, t) = ui(x0, t) + ur(x0, t), (8.5)
with
ui(x0, t) ' ηi(x0, t)
√
g
hini − zb(x0, t) and (8.6)
ur(x0, t) ' −ηr(x0, t)
√
g
hini − zb(x0, t) . (8.7)
In Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5), hini is the still water depth at the seaward boundary
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and η is the perturbation from the initial surface level, i.e. hini + zb(x0, 0),
due to the incident (ηi) and reﬂected (ηr) waves respectively. In particular,
ηi(x0, t) is imposed (i.e. known), while ηr(x0, t) is unknown and they are related
to ui(x0, t) and ur(x0, t) through Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) respectively. Note that
the initial bed level zb(x0, 0) is set equal to 0 m and therefore omitted hereafter.
The new technique uses two of the three Riemann Equations associated to
Eqs. (8.1)(8.3) at the seaward boundary to determine two unknowns, zb(x0, t)
and ηr(x0, t), by means of Eqs. (8.4)(8.7). The generic Riemann Equation (see
Zhu, 2012, for the derivation) is written as
<k = Dzb
Dt
+
λk + ξ
∂qb
∂h
λk − u
Dh
Dt
+
λk
g
Du
Dt
= 0, (8.8)
where D·
Dt
indicates the total (material) derivative and λk (for k = 1, 2, 3) are
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix associated to Eqs. (8.1)(8.3). These
eigenvalues are computed numerically (see e.g. Kelly & Dodd, 2009) as no
analytical expression is available for the morphodynamic problem. Under the
subcritical ﬂow assumption, λ1 is positive, λ2 negative, while λ3 can be positive
or negative depending on the chosen formulation for qb.
Note that Eq. (8.8) diﬀers from the analogous one reported in Incelli et al.
(2015a), i.e. Eq. (8) therein, as it includes the additional term ξ ∂qb
∂h
in the case
of qb = qb(h, u). The formulation proposed in the above-mentioned paper is
suitable for qb = qb(u), which is common for bed-load ﬂux formulae (see Zhu &
Dodd, 2013, among others). In this derivation Eq. (8.8) is considered, provided
that the choice between the two diﬀerent generic Riemann Equation does not
aﬀect the generality of the new technique.
With reference to Fig. 8.1, two consecutive time levels are involved, i.e. n
and n+ 1. P is the centre of cell 0 at time tn+1, where dependent variables (h,
u and zb) require updating. The needed λ2,A and λ3,B characteristics originate
from points A and B (both to be located) at time tn and pass through P
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at time tn+1. Therefore, only the Riemann Equations for k = 2, 3 are used
to determine the two unknowns (zb,P and ηr,P ). For the sake of clarity, the
following notation is adopted: zb,P = zb(P ) = zb(x = xP , t = tP = t
n+1).
Dependent variable values are available at time tn at each cell centre. At a
given time level, variable and eigenspeed values are assumed to vary smoothly
in space so that linear interpolation between cells 0 and 1 gives reasonable
accuracy.
The procedure starts by estimating xA and xB. Subsequently, values for h,
u and zb at these two points are computed. Although A and B spatial coordin-
ates are unknown, the Courant Number condition ensures that |λk|∆t < ∆x.
Hence, the following iterative method is employed (described for one eigen-
speed only because the other is analogous):
1. λ2 eigenspeeds at centres of cells 0 and 1 are computed (λ2,0 and λ2,1)
from dependent variables at time tn;
2. initial guesses for xA and λ2,A are made:
xA = xP +
∆x
2
and
λ2,A =
λ2,0 + λ2,1
2
;
3. a new estimate of xA is computed using the additional relationship
xA,new = xP − λ2,A∆t;
4. the relative error A between xA,new and xA, deﬁned as
A =
xA,new − xA
xA
, (8.9)
is compared with a tolerance value (tol = 10−2):
• if A < tol, then variable values (hA, uA, zb,A) are computed by linear
interpolation between those at cells 0 and 1;
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• if A > tol, then a bisection method is undertaken: new xA and λ2,A
values are computed and the process goes back to point 3.
Note that if λ3,B > 0, then values are extrapolated rather than interpolated
from those at cell centres 0 and 1. The error related to the extrapolation is
assumed negligible if |λ3|  |λ1|, |λ2|. This is true, for example, when qb is
expressed by the Grass formula, i.e. Eq. (3.7), under the test conditions chosen
by Incelli et al. (2015a). However, in general, the fact that |λ3| is small needs
preliminary veriﬁcation.
Once dependent variables at A and B are known, the Riemann Equations
can be expressed as
(zb,P − zb,A) + µ2,A(hP − hA) + ω2,A(uP − uA) =0 and (8.10)
(zb,P − zb,B) + µ3,B(hP − hB) + ω3,B(uP − uB) =0, (8.11)
where
µk,j =
λk,j + ξ
∂qb
∂h
∣∣
j
λk,j − uj and (8.12)
ωk,j =
λk,j
g
, (8.13)
with (k, j) = (2, A), (3, B). The aforementioned equations can be rearranged
in this way:
zb,P + µ2,AhP + ω2,AuP = σ2,A and (8.14)
zb,P + µ3,BhP + ω3,BuP = σ3,B, (8.15)
where
σk,j = (zb,j + µk,jhj + ωk,juj) , with (k, j) = (2, A), (3, B).
It is convenient to subtract Eq. (8.15) from Eq. (8.14) to eliminate zb,P , ob-
taining
µhP + ωuP = σ, (8.16)
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with
µ = µ2,A − µ3,B ,
ω = ω2,A − ω3,B ,
σ = σ2,A − σ3,B.
Then Eqs. (8.4)(8.7) are substituted into Eqs. (8.14) and (8.16):
zb,P + µ2,A (hini − zb,P + ηi,P + ηr,P ) +
+ ω2,A
√
g
hini − zb,P (ηi,P − ηr,P ) = σ2,A and (8.17)
µ (hini − zb,P + ηi,P + ηr,P ) +
+ ω
√
g
hini − zb,P (ηi,P − ηr,P ) = σ. (8.18)
An auxiliary variable is deﬁned as
Ω =
√
hini − zb,P > 0 by deﬁnition. (8.19)
Then ηr,P is made explicit from Eq. (8.18):
ηr,P = ηi,P + Ω
σ − µ (Ω2 + 2ηi,P )
Ωµ−√gω (8.20)
and substituted into Eq. (8.17), obtaining a cubic equation in Ω:
Ω3 + a2Ω
2 + a1Ω + a0 = 0, (8.21)
where
a2 = −√g ω − ωµ2,A + µω2,A
µ
, (8.22)
a1 = − µhini − µσ2,A + σµ2,A
µ
, (8.23)
a0 = −√g ωσ2,A − σω2,A − ωhini + 2ηi,P (µω2,A − ωµ2,A)
µ
. (8.24)
Eq. (8.21) is solved through the Cardano formula (see Abramowitz & Stegun,
1972, and Appendix B for more details about the cubic equation solution);
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when there are three real roots, the one that yields the closest value of zb,P to
the previous one at time tn is used as the updated bed level. At this point,
ηr,P is computed from Eq. (8.20) and the dependent variables at the seaward
boundary cell are updated by means of Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5).
In order to reﬁne the obtained values, a further iterative procedure is intro-
duced. New eigenspeed values λk,P are computed from hP , uP and zb,P , and
then averaged with the previously estimated ones at A and B:
λ2,AP =
λ2,A + λ2,P
2
and
λ3,BP =
λ3,B + λ3,P
2
.
These averages are used to update coeﬃcients deﬁned by Eqs. (8.12) and (8.13),
together with the following ones:
ujP =
uj + uP
2
and
∂qb
∂h
∣∣∣∣
jP
=
∂qb
∂h
∣∣
j
+ ∂qb
∂h
∣∣
P
2
,
with j = A,B. Hence, Riemann Equations (8.10) and (8.11) are solved again
and new values are available for the dependent variable at P . This iteration
can be repeated until subsequent values of hP , uP and zb,P agree to a chosen
degree of accuracy. In particular, it is convenient to deﬁne a relative error on
hP as
h =
hP,new − hP,old
hP,old
, (8.25)
with new and old labelling the last and the second last computed values re-
spectively. The procedure is then terminated when |h| < 10−12.
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8.3 Validation of the REBCs
Seaward BCs are often validated through tests of reﬂection of sinusoidal waves
(e.g. Wei et al., 1999) but, while analytical solutions are available for the
ﬁxed bed case, none exists for wave reﬂection on mobile bed in the previous
literature. However an exact solution is provided by the Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions for moving discontinuities, i.e. uniform bores (see Kelly & Dodd,
2010, among others, and Appendix D). Hence the proposed validation of the
REBCs comprises a test involving monochromatic waves (see  8.3.1) and a
test for uniform bores (see  8.3.2).
The wave test consists of diﬀerent cases. The ﬁrst case is the full reﬂection
of a single monochromatic wave on mobile bed, aiming at quantifying the
capability of the REBCs to allow reﬂected signals to exit the domain. The
second involves a monochromatic wave train on mobile bed with the purpose
of checking whether the evolution of the bed is aﬀected by the REBCs or not.
The third presents a monochromatic wave train on virtually-ﬁxed / ﬁxed bed,
looking for convergence of the REBCs to hydrodynamic only ones when the
sediment mobility tends to zero.
Lastly, the test for the reﬂection of a uniform bore on a mobile bed is
studied. This is very demanding for the REBCs, as in shocks the water velo-
city departs from the linear approximations adopted in the new BCs, namely
Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7). It is thus a useful test to assess the robustness of the
REBCs.
All simulations are carried out excluding bottom friction in order to pre-
vent its eﬀects from masking potential spurious oscillation introduced by the
REBCs. Additionally, to avoid unnecessary complication and uncertainties,
the bed-load transport is modelled using the Grass formula. Therefore the
derivation presented in  8.2 reverts back to that originally included in Incelli
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u(x, t)
h(x, t)
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η(x, t)
seaward boundary
zb(x, 0)
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Figure 8.2: Monochromatic wave test. Sketch of initial conditions, involved variables and generic evolution
proﬁles for the water depth (h) and the bed level (zb) in the case of a mobile bed. Dashed
lines: initial conditions for h and zb. Solid lines: generic evolution proﬁles for h and zb.
et al. (2015a).
Finally, the numerical solutions are computed through the TVD-MCC
scheme described in  4.3.1, excluding the redundant physics with respect
of that considered in the REBCs (i.e. bottom friction, suspended load, bed
diﬀusion and inﬁltration) and applying Minmod as default.
8.3.1 Monochromatic wave test
This test considers a single monochromatic wave or a monochromatic wave
train entering an initially ﬂat bottomed channel with uniform still water depth
hini. Fig. 8.2 displays the initial conditions and the variables involved in this
test, along with the generic evolution proﬁles for the water depth and the bed
level in the case of a mobile bed.
The input signal is a monochromatic wave of height H, period T and
wavelength L. The diﬀerent cases are always carried out within the shallow
water limit, i.e. hini/L < 1/20 (Svendsen, 2005). Furthermore, less steep waves
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are tested to limit their steepening caused by the adoption of the NSWEs, so
that wave breaking is avoided. Breaking waves (bores) are considered in  8.3.2.
For the mobile and the virtually-ﬁxed bed cases, Ased = 0.004 s
2m−1 and
Ased = 10
−8 s2m−1 respectively, while pb = 0.40, following Kelly & Dodd (2009)
and Briganti et al. (2012a).
At upstream (left) boundary the REBCs are used, while at the downstream
(right) one these fully reﬂective conditions are applied:
hnM+1 = h
n
M , (8.26)
unM+1 = −unM , (8.27)
znb,M+1 = z
n
b,M . (8.28)
Finally, ∆x = 0.10 m and CN = 0.90.
Single monochromatic wave on mobile bed
The case with a single monochromatic wave is performed using the parameters
and the settings shown in Tab. 8.1. The aim of this case is to provide a
quantiﬁcation of the error in absorption produced by the application of the
REBCs and to understand if and how it varies with the ratios hini/L and
H/L, i.e. wavelength parameter and wave steepness.
Their variation is obtained by ﬁxing L and changing values of hini and
H. The values for hini and H are selected to let the parameters hini/L and
H/L span an order of magnitude. Firstly, four diﬀerent values for hini are
chosen, corresponding to four diﬀerent incoming wave periods T for ﬁxed L.
Periods are computed through the dispersion relationship for linear waves in
shallow water (see Svendsen, 2005). Secondly, three values of H are adopted
(see Tab. 8.1).
In this case the domain is long enough so that the generation of the incom-
ing signal at the seaward boundary ceases before the absorption of the reﬂected
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Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Initial still water depth (hini) 0.50 / 1.00 / 2.00 / 5.00 m
Incoming wave period (T ) 45.16 / 31.93 / 22.58 / 14.28 s
Incoming wave length (L) 100.00 m
Incoming wave height (H) 0.02 / 0.05 / 0.10 m
Domain length (Lx) 100.00 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.10 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.90
Duration of the simulations > 4T s
Table 8.1: Single monochromatic wave on mobile bed. Physical parameters and numerical settings. `/'
separates alternative values used in the diﬀerent simulations.
wave begins. Three snapshots for one of the performed simulations (see also
Video 1 available for the online version of Incelli et al., 2015a) are provided
in Fig. 8.3 to illustrate the typical evolution of the variables. The ﬁnal bed
proﬁle shows respectively one erosional and one depositional area moving away
from the right boundary. If a single wave with a leading trough is simulated
instead, the order of the areas is reversed, as shown in Fig. 8.4.
Any wave that enters the domain should eventually exit from the seaward
boundary, leaving a quiescent ﬂow state behind (see panels (c) of Figs. 8.3
and 8.4). From the time history of ηr,P it is possible to identify the time level
after which its value falls below a deﬁned threshold, so that the reﬂected wave
can be assumed to be completely passed through the seaward boundary. Here
the threshold is set at 1/1, 000 of the maximum absolute value of ηi,P , i.e.
H/2. Then, maximum and minimum values for surface level perturbation and
velocity in the whole domain are recorded after the absorption terminated.
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The following non-dimensional estimates of (local) error are deﬁned:
η =
ηm
H/2
and (8.29)
u =
um
ui,max
, (8.30)
where ηm and um refer to the above-mentioned maximum (or minimum) val-
ues, detected at a certain cell m, while ui,max is the maximum velocity of the
particular incoming wave of height H. In panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 8.5 it is ap-
parent that absolute values for minimum η and u decrease as the wavelength
parameter increases and rise with incoming wave steepness. The maximum
values show the same behaviour but are always so small that this cannot be
seen at Fig. 8.5 scale. Local errors for the simulation with hini/L = 0.005 and
H = 0.10 m are included in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 8.5 for completeness,
even though in this simulation the sinusoidal wave clearly broke, generating a
bore (not showed here) and deteriorating the performance of the REBCs. This
is the only simulation in which breaking occurred. In all remaining simulations
the local errors are small and within the 1% threshold.
Panel (c) of Fig. 8.5 shows the root mean squared errors (RMSE) for the
surface level perturbation and the water velocity, computed throughout the
domain after the absorption terminated. These are deﬁned as
RMSE(q) =
(
1
M
M∑
m=1
(qm − q˜)2
)1/2
, (8.31)
where q indicates a generic quantity (η or u here), q˜ is the corresponding
expected value (which is zero for both η or u in this case). These RMSE
results conﬁrm that errors decrease as hini/L increases and rise with H values.
Moreover, the errors remain at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the
respective maximum incoming signal, indicating that the REBCs are eﬀective.
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Figure 8.3: Single monochromatic wave on mobile bed. Incoming wave with leading crest. Snapshots at
three diﬀerent times, namely at t = 30 s (left column, (a) and (d)), t = 65 s (mid column, (b)
and (e)) and t = 100 s (right column, (c) and (f)). hini = 1.00 m, T = 31.93 s and H = 0.02
m. (a)(c): surface level (h + zb) proﬁles with water velocity (u) contours every 0.005 ms
−1
.(d)(f): bed level (zb) proﬁles, with depositional and erosional areas ﬁlled in yellow and red
respectively.
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Figure 8.4: Single monochromatic wave on mobile bed. Incoming wave with leading trough. Snapshots at
three diﬀerent times, namely at t = 30 s (left column, (a) and (d)), t = 65 s (mid column, (b)
and (e)) and t = 100 s (right column, (c) and (f)). hini = 1.00 m, T = 31.93 s and H = 0.02
m. (a)(c): surface level (h + zb) proﬁles with water velocity (u) contours every 0.005 ms
−1.
(d)(f): bed level (zb) proﬁles, with depositional and erosional areas ﬁlled in yellow and red
respectively.
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Figure 8.5: Single monochromatic wave on mobile bed. Error analysis with respect to hini/L for given H
values. (a): maximum and minimum estimates of local error for surface level perturbations
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squared errors for surface level perturbation (RMSE(η)) and velocity (RMSE(u)).
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Monochromatic wave train on mobile bed
This case is carried out with the parameters and the settings summarised in
Tab. 8.2, which shows the two considered values for hini, namely 0.50 m and
1.00 m, corresponding to wavelengths L of 100.00 m and 141.42 m respectively.
The domain length is chosen in order to be long enough to contain at least one
wavelength.
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Initial still water depth (hini) 0.50 / 1.00 m
Incoming wave period (T ) 45.16 s
Incoming wave length (L) 100.00 / 141.42 m
Incoming wave height (H) 0.02 m
Domain length (Lx) 200.00 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.10 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.90
Duration of the simulation 200,000 s
Table 8.2: Monochromatic wave train on mobile bed. Physical parameters and numerical settings. `/'
separates alternative values used in the diﬀerent simulations.
Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 display surface level, velocity and bed level time stacks
for the last 1, 000 s of the simulations with hini = 0.50 m and hini = 1.00
m respectively (see also Videos 2 and 3 available for the online version of
Incelli et al., 2015a, for a dynamic description of ﬂow and bed evolution). The
monochromatic wave train generates a nonlinear standing water wave for the
ﬂow (panels (a) and (b)) and a corresponding pattern in the bed proﬁle (panels
(c)). Surface level and velocity contours highlight the eﬀects of nonlinearity,
i.e. the wave steepening, which is exacerbated when hini is smaller. Those
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of the bed level exhibit a remarkable stability in time of the solution for the
bed proﬁle. The bedforms develop and remain almost stationary with small
oscillations, consistently with the nature of the hydrodynamic ﬁeld.
Panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 8.8 present the ﬁnal bed level proﬁles for both
simulations, better showing the bottom pattern, which comprises a sequence
of deposition-erosion-deposition areas and two zero-bed-change points every
half wavelength. This pattern is not altered by the location of the seaward
boundary, even when the latter is set at a non-integer multiple of L, indicating
that the REBCs act eﬀectively as a transparent boundary.
In contrast with the linear theory, the nonlinearity of the waves causes
oscillation of the nodal points and asymmetry in the deposition / erosion pat-
tern. The more the wave steepens, that is in the direction of decreasing x,
the more the velocity nodes oscillate and the bed proﬁle is aﬀected, showing a
small accretion between consecutive depositional areas (for example see panel
(a) of Fig. 8.8). However, drawing back attention to the boundary condition
validation, it is important to remark that no signiﬁcant spurious oscillation is
generated or propagates through the bed level proﬁles, as previously shown
by the bed level contours being substantially parallel to the time axis (see
Figs. 8.6 and 8.7).
Panels (b) and (d) of Fig. 8.8 present the amplitudes (Λ) of the ﬁrst two
harmonics of the surface level standing wave for both simulations. The de-
positional areas occur at both sides of each wave antinode position while the
erosional trough is apparent where wave nodes are located. It is very inter-
esting to note analogies with the experimental results in Fig. 4, panel (e), at
page 697 of Landry et al. (2007), showing the ﬁnal proﬁle of a ﬁne sand bed
which underwent standing wave action for 4.0 days. The bottom evolution pat-
tern obtained in this case qualitatively agrees with that of the aforementioned
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panel, even though ripples are not modelled here. Additionally, Landry et al.
(2007) explicitly mentioned vertical water velocities and suspended sediment
transport, which are not included in these simulations.
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Figure 8.6: Monochromatic wave train on mobile bed. Time stacks. hini = 0.50 m, T = 45.16 s and
H = 0.02 m. (a): surface level (h + zb), with contours every 0.005 m. (b): velocity (u), with
contours every 0.02 ms−1. (c): bed level (zb), with contours every 2.5× 10−3 m.
Monochromatic wave train on virtually-ﬁxed / ﬁxed bed
This case is performed with hini = 0.50 m, which corresponds to L = 100.00
m. For the virtually-ﬁxed bed simulation Ased = 10
−8 s2m−1, while the sim-
ulation on ﬁxed bed is obtained by running the solver for the NSWEs only,
i.e. Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), and applying the hydrodynamic BCs of Kobayashi
et al. (1987) at the seaward boundary. The scope is to check if, when Ased
is very small, the results obtained with the REBCs converge to those for the
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Figure 8.7: Monochromatic wave train on mobile bed. Time stacks. hini = 1.00 m, T = 45.16 s and
H = 0.02 m. (a): surface level (h + zb), with contours every 0.005 m. (b): velocity (u), with
contours every 0.02 ms−1. (c): bed level (zb), with contours every 2.5× 10−4 m.
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Figure 8.8: Monochromatic wave train on mobile bed. T = 45.16 s and H = 0.02 m. (a) and (b):
hini = 0.50 m. (c) and (d): hini = 1.00 m. (a) and (c): ﬁnal bed level (zb) proﬁle at
t = 200, 000 s, with depositional and erosional areas ﬁlled in yellow and red respectively. (b)
and (d): amplitudes (Λ) of the ﬁrst two harmonics of the surface level standing wave.
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hydrodynamic only case. The used physical parameters and numerical set-
tings are summarised in Tab. 8.3, where Ased and pb values are valid for the
virtually-ﬁxed bed simulation only.
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 10
−8 s2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Initial still water depth (hini) 0.50 m
Incoming wave period (T ) 45.16 s
Incoming wave length (L) 100.00 m
Incoming wave height (H) 0.02 m
Domain length (Lx) 200.00 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.10 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.90
Duration of the simulation 1, 000 s
Table 8.3: Monochromatic wave train on virtually-ﬁxed and ﬁxed bed. Physical parameters and numerical
settings. Ased and pb values are valid for the virtually-ﬁxed bed simulation only.
Fig. 8.9 presents surface level time stacks for the virtually-ﬁxed and ﬁxed
bed simulations. In particular, panel (a) shows the results obtained using
the REBCs with a virtually-ﬁxed bed; panel (b) displays the results achieved
using the hydrodynamic BCs with a ﬁxed bed; panel (c) shows the results
(courtesy of Dr B. Tatlock) obtained again with the hydrodynamic BCs and
a ﬁxed bed but employing a diﬀerent hydrodynamic solver, namely the ﬁnite
volume solver of Briganti & Dodd (2009), based on the WAF method (Toro,
2001). Fig. 8.9 displays excellent consistency of the above-mentioned results,
with diﬀerences in surface level values of the order of 10−4 m among the three
simulations. This ﬁgure shows that the (morphodynamic) virtually-ﬁxed bed
results converge to the (hydrodynamic) ﬁxed bed ones and indicates that in
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this limit the REBCs converge to the hydrodynamic only BCs. Moreover, the
TVD-MCC solution for the ﬁxed bed case is conﬁrmed by that obtained using
the WAF solver. In the light of this, it can be stated that the result features,
for instance the wave steepening and the node oscillations, are not introduced
by the REBCs or scheme-speciﬁc (i.e. due to a potential misbehaviour of the
TVD-MCC scheme).
8.3.2 Morphodynamic bore test
This test involves the reﬂection of a uniform bore using the parameters and the
settings shown in Tab. 8.4. The domain consists of an initially ﬂat bottomed
channel, which is 10.00 m long and with an erodible bed. hini = 1.00 m, while
the default value for the incoming bore height is 0.20 m. As previously for
the wave test on mobile bed, Ased = 0.004 s
2m−1 and pb = 0.40. The BCs are
the REBCs on the left of the domain and the reﬂective ones on the right, i.e.
Eqs. (8.26)(8.28). Finally, ∆x = 0.01 m and CN = 0.80.
Physical parameters and numerical settings
Sediment mobility parameter (Ased) 0.004 s
2m−1
Bed porosity (pb) 0.40
Still water depth (hini) 1.00 m
Incoming bore height (H) 0.05 / 0.10 / 0.20 / 0.40 / 0.60
/ 0.80 / 1.00 m
Domain length (Lx) 10.00 m
Spatial step size (∆x) 0.01 m
Courant Number (CN) 0.80
Duration of the simulation 10 s
Table 8.4: Morphodynamic bore test. Physical parameters and numerical settings. `/' separates alternative
values used in the diﬀerent simulations.
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Figure 8.9: Monochromatic wave train on virtually-ﬁxed / ﬁxed bed. Time stacks for surface level (h+zb),
with contours every 0.002 m. hini = 0.50 m, T = 45.16 s and H = 0.02 m. (a): REBCs,
virtually-ﬁxed bed and TVD-MCC scheme. (b): hydrodynamic BCs, ﬁxed bed and TVD-MCC
scheme. (c): hydrodynamic BCs, ﬁxed bed and WAF solver.
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As mentioned in  8.3, the exact solutions are provided by the Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions. The following three distinct phases are expected to be
reproduced in the simulation:
1. an incoming bore advancing rightward with the following left side values:
h = 1.200 m, (8.32)
u = 0.600 ms−1, (8.33)
zb = 4.003× 10−4 m; (8.34)
2. a reﬂected bore advancing leftward with the following right side values:
h = 1.418 m, (8.35)
u = 0.000 ms−1, (8.36)
zb = 8.373× 10−4 m; (8.37)
3. a restored quiescent ﬂow state where dependent variables assume the
right side values of point 2 throughout the domain.
Fig. 8.10 provides three snapshots of the simulation, with each column of
panels representing one of the aforementioned phases, to describe the physical
evolution (see also Video 4 available for the online version of Incelli et al.,
2015a). It is apparent that when the reﬂected bore reaches the seaward domain,
it is not fully absorbed and partly propagates back into the domain (see panel
(c) of Fig. 8.10). To provide a quantiﬁcation of the absorption defect, the
(negative) water velocity value retained in the domain is 6.83% of the incoming
one, i.e. of the value in Eq. (8.33).
It is known that the approximations for linear waves in shallow water in-
cluded in the REBCs, namely Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7), do not suit the bore model-
ling, as they produce non-negligible errors in the water velocity estimates. For
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Figure 8.10: Morphodynamic bore. Snapshots at three diﬀerent times, namely at t = 2.0 s (left column,
(a) and (d)), t = 4.5 s (mid column, (b) and (e)) and t = 7.0 s (right column, (c) and (f)).
hini = 1.00 m and H = 0.20 m. (a)(c): surface level (h + zb) proﬁles with water velocity
(u) contours. (d)(f): bed level (zb) proﬁles.
example, the incoming bore velocity using Eq. (8.6) is 0.628 ms−1, introducing
an absolute error of 0.028 ms−1 and a relative one of 4.58% with respect to the
exact one, i.e. the value in Eq. (8.33).
Therefore a range of bores of diﬀerent heights (see Tab. 8.4) is simulated to
analyse the performance of the REBCs with respect to the relative incoming
bore heights (H/hini). Two types of error are studied and the corresponding
results reported in Fig. 8.11. Firstly, a is a quantiﬁcation of the error related
to the adoption of approximations for linear waves in shallow water. It is
deﬁned as the relative error of the approximate incoming bore velocity with
respect to the exact one:
a =
ui,approx − ui,exact
ui,exact
. (8.38)
Secondly, d is an estimate of the absorption defect. It is calculated as the
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ratio between the minimum (as it is negative) water velocity value retained in
the domain (after the reﬂected bore reached the seaward boundary) and the
incoming bore exact one:
d =
uretained
ui,exact
. (8.39)
Fig. 8.11 shows that a is roughly half of the corresponding |d| and that both
errors consistently tend to zero with decreasingH/hini, i.e. for smaller incoming
bores.
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Figure 8.11: Morphodynamic bore. Error analysis with respect to H/hini. Dashed lines: error related to
the adoption of the approximations for linear waves in shallow water (a, empty circles) and
that related to the absorption defect (d, empty triangles).
In particular, for H = 0.05 m, a ≈ 1.00% and the new exact solutions are
provided for convenience below:
1. for the incoming bore left side (advancing rightward):
h = 1.050 m, (8.40)
u = 0.155 ms−1, (8.41)
zb = 7.599× 10−6 m; (8.42)
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2. for the reﬂected bore right side (advancing leftward):
h = 1.101 m, (8.43)
u = 0.000 ms−1, (8.44)
zb = 1.538× 10−5 m. (8.45)
Fig. 8.12 shows the proﬁles of surface level, velocity and bed level in the prox-
imity of the seaward boundary at three diﬀerent times around time of reﬂected
bore arrival therein. The REBCs give reasonably good results for H = 0.05 m
and this is conﬁrmed by the fact that d falls from 6.83% of the previous case
(with H = 0.20 m) to 1.82% of the present one.
Further simulations (not shown) demonstrated that reducing the Courant
Number or increasing the spatial resolution (i.e. adopting a smaller ∆x) do not
improve the results. Moreover, even switching from the adopted ﬂux limiter
(i.e. Minmod) to Superbee or van Leer do not yield signiﬁcant changes. In
addition to this, cases for a morphodynamic bore on virtually-ﬁxed bed were
studied and substantially the same amount of d for each bore previously sim-
ulated on mobile bed is obtained. This conﬁrms that the absorption defect
is more closely related to the adoption of the approximations for linear waves
than to the morphodynamic problem.
Although the focus of this chapter is on the seaward boundary, the results
(see Fig. 8.13) show a numerical error in the bed proﬁle at the reﬂective bound-
ary, i.e. after the reﬂection of the incoming bore the bed does not reach the
right ﬁnal value but remains considerably lower therein. Note that, apart from
validation purposes, ﬂow reﬂection against impermeable walls, which are the
real counterpart of numerical reﬂective boundaries, is unlikely to be modelled
through the one-dimensional NSWEs, as they cannot capture the expected
strong three-dimensional aspects of the ﬂuid impact, thus excluding this is-
sue from potential engineering-related applications. Nevertheless, the latter
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Figure 8.12: Morphodynamic bore. Proﬁles in the proximity of the seaward boundary at three diﬀerent
times around the time of reﬂected bore arrival therein, namely at t = 6.21 s (left column,
(a),(d) and (g)), t = 6.23 s (mid column, (b),(e) and (h)) and t = 6.25 s (right column, (c),(f)
and (i)). hini = 1.00 m and H = 0.05 m. (a)(c): surface level (h + zb). (d)(f): velocity
(u). (g)(i): bed level (zb). Empty squares indicate computed values at cell centres.
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error represents an interesting theoretical challenge and therefore it was stud-
ied in detail, but unfortunately not solved. Outcomes and observations of the
undertaken analysis are summarised in Appendix G.
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Figure 8.13: Morphodynamic bore. Proﬁles in the proximity of the reﬂective boundary at three diﬀerent
times around the time of incoming bore reﬂection therein, namely at t = 2.76 s (left column,
(a),(d) and (g)), t = 2.78 s (mid column, (b),(e) and (h)) and t = 2.80 s (right column, (c),(f)
and (i)). hini = 1.0 m and H = 0.20 m. (a)(c): surface level (h+ zb). (d)(f): velocity (u).
(g)(i): bed level (zb). Empty squares indicate computed values at cell centres.
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8.4 Concluding remarks
The REBCs are new BCs for fully-coupled hydro-morphodynamical numerical
solvers based on the NSWEs-Exner equation system. They are applied to the
open seaward boundary, where both the incoming and the reﬂected signals are
accounted for. They consist of the solution of the Riemann Equations at this
boundary using the approximations for linear waves in shallow water.
The REBCs are validated against tests involving monochromatic waves and
morphodynamic bores. Quantiﬁed local (max and min) and global (RMSE)
errors for the reﬂection of a single monochromatic wave are found to decrease
with reducing incoming wave steepness and with increasing wavelength para-
meter. In all the simulations, except that where breaking occurred, errors are
within the 1% threshold, giving evidence of the eﬀectiveness of the REBCs.
The REBCs do not alter ﬂow and bed level patterns generated by nonlinear
standing waves on mobile bed, even when the seaward boundary is located at
a non-integer multiple of the incoming wavelength. Additionally, the results
with the REBCs on virtually-ﬁxed bed consistently converge to those using
the hydrodynamic only BCs on ﬁxed bed.
Finally, notwithstanding the limitations due to the approximations for lin-
ear waves in shallow water embedded in the new technique, the REBCs perform
reasonably well even in the demanding morphodynamic bore test.
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Conclusions and recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
This research work has aimed at using a fully-coupled hydro-morphodynamical
numerical solver to study the beachface evolution caused by multiple swash
events at the storm time-scale.
The employed model originates from that of Briganti et al. (2012a), who
considered a NSWEs-Exner equation system with bed-load only. Following
Briganti et al. (2011, 2012b), both the Chézy approach and the momentum
integral method for the BBL description are used to estimate the bottom fric-
tion. Additionally, the suspended sediment transport mode is now included
through a further equation, following Zhu (2012). Moreover a bed diﬀusion
mechanism to allow the sediment to move downslope is added to the math-
ematical formulation (see Dodd et al., 2008). Finally, inﬁltration is considered
through a simple approach, which can use both the Darcy and the Forchheimer
resistance laws.
The original TVD-MCC scheme of Briganti et al. (2012a) is modiﬁed, in-
cluding the aforementioned additional physics (see  4.3.1). The inﬁltration
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computation is implemented at the end of each time step, following Dodd et al.
(2008), as this approach proved to be far more robust than including it into
the TVD-MCC scheme. Diﬀerent shoreline BCs from those used by Briganti
et al. (2012a) are applied, because the latter were found not to be sediment
conservative. This issue, while negligible in short simulations, is deemed to be
unacceptable for mid-term ones. The new treatment for the wet / dry front
follows the work of Hubbard & Dodd (2002) and includes a wetting restriction
which helps to prevent the occurrence of spurious numerical oscillations.
Several validation tests are presented in order to assess the model perform-
ance against analytical and benchmark solutions from literature. The model
provides enhanced results in both the ﬂuvial dune and dam break tests with
respect to those shown by Briganti et al. (2012a).
In the uniform bore test with bed-load only, the present results conﬁrm
those obtained with the previous version of the model (see Zhu et al., 2012),
even though the minimum depth parameter needs to be reduced to 10−4 m,
this probably because of the diﬀerent applied shoreline BCs. Comparison with
the MOC solution for the case with combined load reveals an overall good
agreement; however maximum run-up is underestimated. A better prediction
can be achieved providing that a considerably higher computational cost is
accounted for.
The single swash on ﬁxed slope experiments are reproduced for both the
impermeable and the permeable beach cases. In the former, the present results
are improved on those of the WAF solver of Briganti et al. (2011), especially in
the later backwash phase. This is believed partly due to the choice of extending
the numerical domain to the whole rig. In the latter, the uprush phase is very
well predicted if the Forchheimer resistence law is applied, consistent with the
sediment being a coarse sand. Notwithstanding a faster backwash than that
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measured, because of an excess of inﬁltration in the simulation, the overall
performance is thought to be reasonable, considered the simpliﬁed approach
adopted for the inﬁltration modelling.
The ﬂux limiter choice does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the solutions in both
the dam break and single swash on ﬁxed slope tests, but Superbee and van
Leer show to improve Minmod results in the very long simulation with the
submerged dune. Even though Superbee and van Leer return more noise in
the bed change evolution in the uniform bore test, the sensitivity to the applied
ﬂux limiter is examined in the mid-term simulations as well.
Modelling of real single swash events is also carried out. Although the
maximum inundations are smaller than those recorded, the numerical results
compare quite well with the ﬁeld data in terms of hydrodynamics, thus con-
ﬁrming that one-dimensional, depth-averaged description of the swash is reas-
onable. The ﬁnal predicted bed changes show the correct order of magnitude
but are generally underestimated, in terms of both deposition and erosion,
and the predicted pattern is not always observed in the data. The sensitiv-
ity analyses indicate that this discrepancy is not primarily due to inaccurate
estimation of parameters (e.g. me, kinf and kb), but more probably to initial
(spatially-varying and unknown) distributions of pre-suspended sediment con-
centration and velocity. This demonstrates that diﬃculties and uncertainties
in the ﬁeld measurements can remarkably aﬀect the predictions of numerical
solvers, even though a relatively simple physical description is implemented,
as in the present model.
The morphodynamic evolutions of two beaches at the storm time-scale are
studied, the ﬁrst considering bed-load only (for a consistent comparison with
previous literature) and the second simulating combined load. In the bed-load
only test, the results compare very well with the reference ones for both the
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impermeable and the permeable cases, provided by Dodd et al. (2008) and Sri-
ariyawat (2009) respectively. In general, the sensitivity analyses for the latter
case substantially conﬁrm previous ﬁndings, however signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
the simulations with the lowest fc and kinf values are observed, with the wet-
ting restriction thought to have an inﬂuence on this. The simulations using
the Darcy and the Forchheimer laws return quite diﬀerent ﬁnal bed change
proﬁles, suggesting additional modelling care when higher inﬁltration rates
are involved. From the numerical viewpoint, the sensitivity to the applied ﬂux
limiter is found not large enough to justify the substitution of the reliable and
robust Minmod.
In the combined load test, the MPM formula is introduced, but it some-
times aﬀected the model stability because of the threshold for sediment move-
ment. This suggests that the implementation of complex sediment transport
formulae could reduce the numerical robustness of the present model, thus
limiting somehow its ﬂexibility. However, following Zhu & Dodd (2015) the
above-mentioned threshold is removed, as this assumption is not expected to
have a signiﬁcant impact on the morphodynamic evolution, in the limits of
the parameters and settings chosen (see discussion in  7.3.1). Besides, the ef-
fect of neglecting the analogous threshold for the suspended load is found not
to be substantial for the mid-term beach evolution, despite the fact that this
threshold is an order of magnitude bigger than that for bed-load. The sensit-
ivity analyses show that a higher friction coeﬃcient produces higher sediment
mobilisation and thus more morphological change, while increased eﬃciency in
the entrainment rate for suspended load tends to promote onshore transport.
Changes in the morphodynamic response due to variations in the incoming
wave period and height are considered as well. The ﬁnal bed change patterns
diﬀer from the default case one (three long-shore bars and generally erosion
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landward and deposition seaward) in the number of formed bars (which de-
creases with increasing wave period) and also qualitatively, sometimes with
the formation of a relatively high swash berm. This accretion in the upper
part of the beach could have been promoted by a wider swash zone and by
increased inﬁltration due to the higher incoming wave period and heights.
Beside this main work-stream, new BCs for fully-coupled hydro-morpho-
dynamical numerical solvers which adopt the NSWEs-Exner equation system
are derived. In this work the derivation is for a more general case than
that presented by Incelli et al. (2015a), considering qb = qb(h, u) instead of
qb = qb(u) only. The REBCs apply to the open seaward boundary, where both
the incoming and the reﬂected signals are accounted for, and consist of the
solution of the Riemann Equations therein using the approximations for linear
waves in shallow water. Error estimates for the reﬂection of a single mono-
chromatic wave are found to be small and to decrease with reducing incoming
wave steepness and with increasing wavelength parameter. The REBCs do
not alter ﬂow and bed level patterns generated by nonlinear standing waves on
mobile bed and results applying the REBCs to a virtually-ﬁxed bed simulation
consistently converge to those using the hydrodynamic only BCs in a ﬁxed bed
one. Finally, notwithstanding the limitations due to the use of approximations
for linear waves in shallow water, the REBCs perform reasonably well even in
the demanding morphodynamic bore test.
9.2 Recommendations
Several aspects can be regarded as important topics for future research about
the further development of the present model and, more generally, in the study
of swash zone morphodynamics.
Firstly, it is noted that the considered sediment ﬂux formulations, i.e. the
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Grass and the MPM formulae, are both independent of the water depth. This is
likely to lead to excessive sediment transport prediction in very shallow water,
which in turn can generate numerical issues in the vicinity of the shoreline or
in the case of a multiple swash event involving numerous wave collisions. Some
numerical investigations were carried out for example by Briganti et al. (2012a)
and Zhu & Dodd (2013) introducing a linear dependence on h into the original
Grass formula. However experimental evidence would be important to provide
broader support to this approach. Additionally, as noted in  2, bore- and
bed-generated turbulence in the uprush and backwash phases respectively can
be a key aspect towards the improvement of the morphodynamic prediction.
Turbulence eﬀects could be included directly in the sediment ﬂux formula or
as a modiﬁcation of the friction estimated through the BBL solver.
Secondly, on coarser sediment beaches the subsurface ﬂow is expected to
play a crucial role. Hence the development of a solver coupling not only hydro-
and morphodynamics but also both the surface and the subsurface ﬂows would
be beneﬁcial. This would also include the modelling of exﬁltration and ground-
water motion, which were considered for the hydrodynamic only problem by
Steenhauer et al. (2012a). They also modelled the evolution of pore-air pres-
sure, which was found to signiﬁcantly aﬀect the subsurface processes. Beside
this, recall that very recently gravel beach evolution was successfully predicted
using a decoupled solver (see McCall et al., 2015).
Thirdly, both the seaward and the shoreline BCs would require further
study. The REBCs are the possible ﬁrst example of a family of approximate
conditions for fully-coupled solvers. Introduction of additional physics, such
as bottom friction, bed diﬀusion and suspended sediment transport, should be
considered, even though the further validation could not be achievable through
numerical simulations but by means of experiments only. The shoreline BCs
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used in this work proved to be robust, as they permit the simulations of both
idealised and real events. An approach for the shoreline boundary treatment
like that adopted in the MOC solver of Zhu (2012), i.e. based on the extra-
polation of values at the wet / dry front, is thought to be not suitable for
this TVD-MCC solver, which aims at a possible future engineering use. Fur-
ther theoretical study on the morphodynamic wet / dry problem, following the
work of Zhu (2012), would be of paramount importance to develop improved,
and possibly exact, shoreline BCs.
Fourthly, it would be envisaged to connect the present swash zone model
with a surf zone one or to alter the hydrodynamic formulation to include the
dispersion required for a correct wave modelling further seaward. This would
allow the simulation of the available laboratory experiments from literature,
which usually locate the ﬂow ﬁeld measurements in the surf zone.
Finally, the depth-averaged approach proved to be in good agreement with
real swash measurements, increasing conﬁdence in this choice with respect to
the depth-resolving one, which is adopted in more complicated and computa-
tionally expensive solvers. Besides, it would be useful to extend the present
implementation to two dimensions on the horizontal plane, thus making pos-
sible the study of alongshore variability and more complex coastal processes.
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Equations for the momentum
integral method for the BBL
The BBL solver assumes a logarithmic law proﬁle for the horizontal velocity
U(x, z, t) within the BBL, with z being an upward-directed vertical axis with
origin at the local instantaneous bed level. This law links U to the friction
velocity Uf =
√|τb|/ρw and is
U(x, z, t) =
Uf
kvk
ln
(
z
z0
)
, (A.1)
where kvk = 0.41 is the von Karman constant and z0 is the height at which U
is assumed to be zero. Following Nikuradse (1932), z0 ' kb/30, with kb being
the bed roughness, which is usually estimated as a function of the sediment
grain size at various percentiles (see van Rijn, 1982, among many others).
Note that because of the deﬁnition of Uf and of Eq. (A.1), the BBL solver
works with positive velocity only. In other words, the development of the BBL
is independent of the direction of the ﬂow, which is physically reasonable. The
sign of the bed shear stress to be considered in Eq. (3.3) is then applied keeping
in mind that it is a resisting action to the ﬂow motion.
Following Fredsøe & Deigaard (1992), the momentum equation for the BBL
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is integrated throughout its thickness δ, i.e. for z0 < z < z0 + δ. At z = z0 + δ
it is assumed that U = U0, where U0 is the velocity above the BBL, or free
stream velocity. A non-dimensional parameter Z is deﬁned as
Z =
U0
Uf
kvk = ln
(
δ + z0
z0
)
, (A.2)
and its time derivative is
dZ
dt
=
Z
U0
dU0
dt
− Z
Uf
dUf
dt
. (A.3)
Then Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) are substituted in the integrated momentum equa-
tion for the BBL (see Fredsøe & Deigaard, 1992) and the following ordinary
diﬀerential equation in Z is obtained:
dZ
dt
=
[
k2vkU0
z0
− Z (eZ − Z − 1) 1
U0
dU0
dt
]
/
[
eZ (Z − 1) + 1] . (A.4)
Eq. (A.4) can be solved, in this model using a Runge-Kutta 4th order explicit
scheme, once U0 and its time derivative are known. The free stream velo-
city value is back-calculated from the depth-averaged one (u), following the
approach proposed by Clarke et al. (2004):
• if h ≥ δ + z0, then
U0 =
u(h− z0) ln ((δ + z0)/z0)
h ln ((δ + z0)/z0)− δ , (A.5)
• otherwise if h < δ + z0, then
U0 =
u(h− z0) ln (h/z0)
h ln (h/z0)− (h− z0) . (A.6)
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Inﬁltration equation solutions for
the initial integration step
Following Packwood (1983) and Dodd et al. (2008), a particular solution of
Eq. (3.19) is available under the assumptions of linear variation in time of h
and ζ during the initial integration step. This solution is1
ζ =
1
2
kinf
pb
[
1 +
(
1 +
4 pb h
kinf ∆t
)1/2]
∆t, (B.1)
where ζ is the inﬁltration depth value at the end of the ﬁrst time step ∆t.
Under the same assumptions for h and ζ, it is possible to derive an ana-
logous solution for Eq. (3.21) as well. In particular, imposing
h = γh∆t and (B.2)
ζ = γζ∆t, (B.3)
the following cubic equation in γζ is obtained:
γ3ζ + a2γ
2
ζ + a1γζ + a0 = 0, (B.4)
1There appear to be two diﬀerent misprints in Packwood (1983) and Dodd et al. (2008),
in which, respectively, the equivalent of Eq. (B.1) is missing of the 1/2 multiplying factor
and of the 1/2 exponent at the right-hand side.
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with
a2 =
ainf
binf pb
, (B.5)
a1 = − 1
binf p2b
, (B.6)
a0 = − γh
binf p2b
. (B.7)
Applying the Cardano formula for the solution of the cubic equation (see Ab-
ramowitz & Stegun, 1972, among others), the parameters Qpar and Rpar and
the discriminant Dpar are deﬁned as follows:
Qpar =
1
9
(
3a1 − a22
)
, (B.8)
Rpar =
1
54
(
9a2a1 − 27a0 − 2a32
)
, (B.9)
Dpar = Q
3
par +R
2
par. (B.10)
Then if
• Dpar > 0, then one root is real and two are complex. In particular, the
only real root is given by
γζ =
(
Rpar +
√
Dpar
)1/3
+
(
Rpar −
√
Dpar
)1/3
− a2
3
; (B.11)
• Dpar = 0, then all roots are real and two are equal:
γζ,1 = 2
√−Qpar − a2
3
and (B.12)
γζ,2 = γζ,3 = −
√−Qpar − a2
3
; (B.13)
• Dpar < 0, then all roots are real and unequal. They are
γζ,1 = 2
√−Qpar cos(θpar
3
)
− a2
3
, (B.14)
γζ,2 = 2
√−Qpar cos(θpar + 2pi
3
)
− a2
3
, (B.15)
γζ,3 = 2
√−Qpar cos(θpar + 4pi
3
)
− a2
3
, (B.16)
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where
θpar = cos
−1
(
Rpar√−Q3par
)
. (B.17)
For Eq. (B.4), Eq. (B.10) is equivalent to
Dpar =
3 (3 γh pb binf − ainf )2 − 4
(
binf + a
2
inf + γh pb a
3
inf
)
108 b4inf p
6
b
(B.18)
and its sign depends on the inﬁltration properties of the sediment, through
ainf and binf , on the bed porosity pb and on the ratio between pressure head
and time step γh = h/∆t, which is a simulation-dependent numerical value.
Therefore, the sign of Dpar cannot be predicted in advance. However, in
all the simulations performed in the present work it is always found Dpar > 0,
hence the only real root given by Eq. (B.11) is used to compute the inﬁltration
depth after the ﬁrst integration step, i.e. ζ = γζ∆t.
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Dam break test benchmarks
For the dam break test on virtually-ﬁxed bed, the reference analytical solution
is the Ritter one (see Dressler, 1952; Brocchini et al., 2001, among others):
h(x, t) =
1
9 g
(
2
√
g hrsv − x
t
)2
and (C.1)
u(x, t) =
2
3
(√
g hrsv +
x
t
)
(C.2)
which are deﬁned in the interval −t√g hrsv < x < 2 t
√
g hrsv. Note that the
Ritter solution is for a rigid (i.e. ﬁxed) bed, therefore zb(x, t) = zb(x, 0).
About the dam break test on mobile bed case, the reference solution is
provided by a Riemann wave solver, which is implemented in a separated code
following the approach described by Kelly & Dodd (2009). This solver, which
relies on available qualitative knowledge of the wave structure of the solution
for a dam break problem on a mobile bed (see Fraccarollo & Capart, 2002), is
brieﬂy outlined below.
Under the assumptions for the dam break test, System (4.1) is rewritten
in terms of primitive variables and in linearised form:
∂w
∂t
+ J(w)
∂w
∂x
= 0, (C.3)
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where
w = [h, u, zb]
T (C.4)
and
J(w) =

u h 0
g u g
0 ξ ∂qb
∂u
0
 , (C.5)
with
ξ
∂qb
∂u
= ξ
∂
∂u
(
Ased u
3
)
= ξ 3Ased u
2. (C.6)
Then, the generalised Riemann invariants of System (C.3) are used to obtain
the following equations for the velocity and the bed level:
uj+1 = uj +
λk,j − uj
hj
(hj+1 − hj) and (C.7)
zb,j+1 = zb,j +
ξ 3Ased u
2
j(λk,j − uj)
λk,jhj
(hj+1 − hj), (C.8)
where, limited to this appendix only, the subscripts j and j + 1 refer to the
values on the previous and the current characteristics respectively, with λk,j
being the k-th eigenvalue of the Jacobian, i.e. Eq. (C.5), on the previous char-
acteristic j.
The integration of Eqs. (C.7) and (C.8) is performed along a constant time
line, beginning from the initial left constant state (see Fig. 5.3) through a
ﬁrst rarefaction fan until the central constant state and then through a second
rarefaction fan until the vanishing water depth at the tip (a minimum water
depth value has to be set) and the ﬁnal bed shock.
The computation implies an iterative procedure until the desired level of
accuracy because some ﬁrst guesses are required. The conservation of sediment
is chosen as ﬁnal reﬁnement criterion following Kelly & Dodd (2009).
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Morphodynamic shock conditions
The morphodynamic shock conditions are recalled for both the bed- and the
combined load cases. They are obtained from the integral form of the Rankine-
Hugoniot jump conditions.
While the morphodynamic shock conditions for the bed-load problem were
presented by Kelly & Dodd (2010), their extension to the combined load case
was shown in Zhu & Dodd (2015). Their complete derivation is available in
Zhu (2012).
With reference to Fig. D.1, two generic constant states are considered, the
left (Lt) and right (Rt) ones, separated by a discontinuity, or shock, moving
with speed Vshock.
For the bed-load only case, the morphodynamic shock conditions are
hRtuRt − hLtuLt − (hRt − hLt)Vshock = 0, (D.1)
(hRtuRt − hLtuLt)Vshock −
(
hRtu
2
Rt +
gh2Rt
2
− hLtu2Lt −
gh2Lt
2
)
+
− g
2
(zb,Rt − zb,Lt) (hRt + hLt) = 0, (D.2)
(zb,Rt − zb,Lt)Vshock − ξ (qb,Rt − qb,Lt) = 0. (D.3)
For the combined load case, those expressed by Eqs. (D.1)(D.3) remain
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hLt
uLt
zb,Lt
cLt
Vshock
hRtuRt
zb,Rt
cRt
x
Figure D.1: Sketch for the morphodynamic shock conditions.
unchanged, while the additional shock condition for the suspended sediment
equation is
(hRtcRt − hLtcLt)Vshock − (hRtuRtcRt − hLtuLtcLt) = 0. (D.4)
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Friction coeﬃcient estimate for the
representative bottom shear stress
in ﬁeld-scale events
The friction coeﬃcient value (fc) in the representative bottom shear stress
(τrep) should be typical of the generic swash event. Note that the literature
conﬂicts about the possibility of a single value for the whole swash motion (i.e.
for both the uprush and the backwash phases) and about its quantiﬁcation as
well.
With respect to the ﬁrst point, Conley & Griﬃn (2004) and Masselink et al.
(2005) suggested that the friction coeﬃcient during uprush should be greater
than during backwash. However, very recent studies (e.g. Puleo et al., 2014a)
found no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in mean friction coeﬃcient values between the
two phases.
About the second aspect, Kikkert et al. (2012) found fc ≈ 0.01 in their
laboratory experiments for bore-driven swash ﬂows on an impermeable rough
slope with coarse sand. However, Inch et al. (2015) estimated a friction coeﬃ-
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cient of approximately 0.02 for a beach with analogies with Le Truc Vert one
(i.e. a macrotidal dissipative beach, with d50 = 3.3× 10−4 m). Moreover, Mas-
selink et al. (2009) used fc = 0.03 for their model predictions on net sediment
transport and bed change, but they found important limitations in their results
and poor agreement with ﬁeld measurements (collected at Le Truc Vert).
Hence, to ﬁnd a suitable fc value for τrep, some preliminary simulations of
the selected events are carried out adopting the Chézy approach instead of the
BBL solver (see  3.2.1). The tested values of fc are 0.005, 0.01, 0.015 and
0.02. No value higher than 0.02 is considered, as the simulation for Event 3
crashed in this case, and therefore also this value is excluded.
Comparisons of the results of these preliminary simulations with the ﬁeld
data are presented in terms of surface level time series in Figs. E.1, E.2 and E.2
for Events 1, 3 and 5 respectively, and of ﬁnal bed change proﬁles in Fig. E.4.
For each event, the hydrodynamic evolution is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the
fc choice, apart in the upper swash zone, where the smallest fc value allows a
better performance, consistently reducing the maximum run-up underpredic-
tion (common to all these simulations). From the morphodynamic viewpoint,
it is not immediate to assess which fc choice yields the overall best results,
which show generally an underestimation of the ﬁnal bed change.
Considering realistic values from previous literature and these, although
not conclusive, preliminary results, fc = 0.01 is chosen. This value is thought
to reasonably represent at least the correct order of magnitude for the friction
coeﬃcient in the single swash events as those considered in  6.
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Figure E.1: Event 1. Preliminary simulations with the Chézy approach for fc estimate in τrep. Comparison
of surface level (h + zb) time series at UA locations. Dashed black line with circles: data.
Dashed lines: computed results with fc = 0.005 (red), fc = 0.01 (blue) and fc = 0.015 (green)
respectively.
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Figure E.2: Event 3. Preliminary simulations with the Chézy approach for fc estimate in τrep. Comparison
of surface level (h + zb) time series at UA locations. Dashed black line with circles: data.
Dashed lines: computed results with fc = 0.005 (red), fc = 0.01 (blue) and fc = 0.015 (green)
respectively.
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Figure E.3: Event 5. Preliminary simulations with the Chézy approach for fc estimate in τrep. Comparison
of surface level (h + zb) time series at UA locations. Dashed black line with circles: data.
Dashed lines: computed results with fc = 0.005 (red), fc = 0.01 (blue) and fc = 0.015 (green)
respectively.
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Figure E.4: All events. Preliminary simulations with the Chézy approach for fc estimate in τrep. Com-
parison of ﬁnal bed change (b) proﬁles. (a): Event 1. (b): Event 3. (c): Event 5. Dotted black
line with crosses: data at UA locations. Dashed black line: no change line. Other dashed lines:
computed results with fc = 0.005 (red), fc = 0.01 (blue) and fc = 0.015 (green) respectively.
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Comparison of fully-coupled and
decoupled simulations
In this appendix a comparison of results using the fully-coupled approach (i.e.
that of the present model, which solves simultaneously ﬂow and bed evolu-
tion equations) and a decoupled one (i.e. one that solves hydrodynamics and
morphodynamics separately, one after the other) is presented.
In particular, the decoupled approach consists of a TVD-MCC scheme for
the ﬂow modelling (see Garcia-Navarro et al., 1992) and of a Runge-Kutta
2nd order one (called also Heun method) for the bed update. Note that, for
instance, a Runge-Kutta 4th order method could be employed, but its accuracy
is deemed excessive with respect to that of the TVD-MCC scheme used for
the hydrodynamic part, which is second order at most.
In this comparison, the initial conditions, the parameters and the settings
for the bed-only test (see  7.2.2) are used, except that inﬁltration and bed
diﬀusion are removed. Furthermore, with reference to Tab. 7.2, the Courant
Number and the duration of the simulation are reduced to 0.50 and 1, 000 s
respectively (explanation for this is provided later).
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The choice of not modelling inﬁltration and suspended load stems from the
requirement to avoid unnecessary complications for a better understanding of
the outcomes. Moreover, bed diﬀusion is not included, as the Runge-Kutta
method is for the integration of ordinary diﬀerential equations and the bed
diﬀusion source term, i.e. Eq. (3.28), contains some spatial derivatives of zb.
Fig. F.1 shows the results for the aforementioned comparison. While the
location and the amount of the erosion in the upper beach appear to be in very
good agreement, the stoss (seaward) side front of the long-shore bar and the
maximum erosion at the trough display signiﬁcant mismatches between the
two approaches. In particular, the results with the fully-coupled solver return
a long-shore bar which advances seaward more quickly and more erosion in the
mid part of the beach (showing also the formation of a bed step around x = 6
m at t = 1, 000 s, see panel (d)) than those with the decoupled one.
The decoupled approach proved to be far less robust than the fully-coupled
one, requiring the above-mentioned reduction of CN . Additionally, the results
are presented until t = 1, 000 s as soon after this time, when the long-shore bar
reached the seaward boundary in the decoupled simulation, the solver crashed.
Other simulations with a smaller ∆x (until as small as 0.01 m) were carried
out, but corresponding results are not shown as errors at the tip of the swash
lens occurred later (around t = 3, 000 s).
These results, although limited by model simpliﬁcations (e.g. neither bed
diﬀusion nor suspended load are considered) and restricted to a particular case,
conﬁrm previous ﬁndings of Kelly & Dodd (2010) and Postacchini et al. (2012)
for a single swash event. They observed, respectively, signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in the morphodynamic evolution predicted through the aforementioned two
approaches and a poorer performance with the decoupled approach than that
of their weakly-coupled solver.
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Figure F.1: Fully-coupled and decoupled simulations. Comparison of bed change (b) proﬁles at diﬀerent
times. (a): t = 250 s; (b): t = 500 s; (c): t = 750 s; (d): t = 1, 000 s. Solid black line: results
with the fully-coupled approach. Dashed blue line: results with the decoupled approach.
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Open problem at reﬂective
boundary
In the morphodynamic bore test (see  8.3.2), it is observed that at the last
two cells next to the reﬂective boundary the bed level proﬁle does not reach
the ﬁnal correct value while the free surface returns to be ﬂat, consistently
with quiescent water (see Fig. 8.13).
This error was studied further through a number of additional simula-
tions (not shown). Firstly, suspecting of the predictor-corrector procedure of
the TVD-MCC scheme, the test was repeated applying the well-known Lax-
Wendroﬀ one (see Hudson, 2001, among others) to the last cell of the domain.
However, the results are very similar to those of Fig. 8.13. Secondly the space
resolution was increased and / or the Courant Number reduced, but the results
do not improve. Thirdly, not only Minmod, but also Superbee and van Leer
were employed. The results show a limited dependence of the solution on the
particular ﬂux limiter but none of them ﬁx the error.
No other result for the reﬂection of a bore over a mobile bed with NSWEs-
Exner equation solvers is available in literature. However, this issue shows
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strong analogies with a numerical error reported in gas dynamics simulations
using shock-capturing schemes, known as overheating (see Donat & Marquina,
1996). It was observed in a wide range of methods, both Eulerian and Lag-
rangian (see Zaide & Roe, 2012), and it seems to be still an open problem in
that research ﬁeld (Liou, 2012).
There are some points of interest about this numerical error. Firstly, the
last cell inside the domain and the boundary one have opposite but same
absolute value velocities at any time. This means that a sonic point for the
bed level eigenspeed is always located at the reﬂective boundary and this is
consistent with what experienced in gas dynamics (see Toro, 1999).
Secondly, the TVD-MCC scheme cannot resolve a sharp theoretical discon-
tinuity, hence the morphodynamic bore is represented as a smeared transition.
Some researchers in the gas dynamics ﬁeld (e.g. Menikoﬀ, 1994) argued that
this artiﬁcial shock width causes the mismatch.
Thirdly, the error could be related to the nonlinearity of the Exner equation
and to that of the whole system (see Zaide, 2012).
About this last point, two additional simulations (not shown) were carried
out adopting a linear and a quadratic relationship in u for qb, instead of the
standard cubic one, Eq. (3.7). Interestingly, the error disappears with the
linear formula, while persists with the quadratic one. Note that no sonic point
occurs at the reﬂective boundary using the quadratic formula, therefore it
does not cause the error. However, the smearing of the bore is apparent even
with the linear formula and this means that the artiﬁcial bore width does not
produce the mismatch by itself.
To summarise, this error appears to be ﬁrst of all related to the nonlin-
earity of the Exner equation and subsequently probably aﬀected by the bore
smearing, while it seems independent of the occurrence of the sonic point.
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